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Izvleček
Aerosolizirani črni ogljik (BC) ima negativne posledice na zdravje in klimo. Glavna vira BC v
urbanih območjih sta promet in kurjenje biomase za ogrevanje individualnih hiš. Ocenjevanje
prispevkov obeh virov k onesnaženju zraka je kompleksno zaradi velikega števila
spremenljivk, ki so potrebne za kvantifikacijo. En način se opis loti s pristopom »od spodaj
navzgor«, kjer modeli emisije iz prometa izračunajo s podatki o emisijskih faktorjih (EF)
vozil in njihove aktivnosti. Drug način se računanja prispevka emisij iz prometa loti »od
zgoraj navzdol«, kjer so prispevki virov določeni na podlagi in-situ meritev koncentracij
različnih sledil v zunanjem zraku. En takih modelov je aethalometrski model, ki prispevke
virov določi glede na optične lastnosti ogljičnih delcev v zraku. V tej doktorski disertaciji smo
uporabili oba pristopa k modeliranju na primeru mesta Maribor (Slovenija) in pokazali, da so
rezultati obeh tipov modelov primerljivi.
Doktorska disertacija vključuje celovito analizo metodologije meritev EF v realnih razmerah
in njihovo uporabo v modelu za računanje emisijskega katastra prometa. Najprej v
kontroliranih razmerah testiramo dve metodologiji merjenja EF. Ena od njiju je zasledovalna
metoda, kjer z mobilno platformo vozimo za izbranim vozilom in merimo njegove izpuste.
Druga je stacionarna metoda, kjer se vozilo pelje mimo merilne postaje, ta pa izmeri
povišanje koncentracij onesnaževal nad ozadje. V delu predstavimo prvo primerjavo med
tema dvema metodama. Pokažemo, da se ju da uporabiti tudi za meritve osebnih avtomobilov,
ki so dandanes v uporabi; in ocenimo njuno občutljivost. Zasledovalno metodo smo nato
uporabili v obsežni merilni kampanji in izmerili EF BC in dušikovih oksidov (NOx) 141 vozil
različnih kategorij. Do sedaj zasledovalna metoda še ni bila uporabljena za meritve izpustov
osebnih avtomobilov. Rezultati kampanje so prve meritve EF BC in NOx posameznih osebnih
avtomobilov v realnih razmerah. Z njimi pokažemo, da lahko z relativno preprostimi
meritvami in prefinjeno obdelavo podatkov pridemo do EF, ki so reprezentativni za floto
vozil. EF flote dodatno analiziramo in pokažemo, da nekatera posamezna vozila
nesorazmerno prispevajo k skupnim emisijam flote. Razpravljamo o vplivu različnih
pristopov k obdelavi podatkov in pokažemo kako lahko povežemo EF posameznega vozila z
njegovo aktivnostjo. Izmerjene EF renormaliziramo glede na pričakovano aktivnost vozil v
mestu in jih uporabimo v modelu za računanje emisijskega katastra prometa.
Z modelom EMISENS izračunamo enourne emisije BC in NOx na povprečen delavnik v
izbranem območju. Iz modeliranih emisij NOx in njihovih in-situ meritev empirično določimo
difuzijo onesnaževal v zraku in jo uporabimo za izračun modeliranih koncentracij BC. Tako
izračunane koncentracije BC primerjamo z in-situ meritvami BC, ki smo ga dodelili prometu
s pomočjo aethalometrskega modela. Ugotovili smo, da se uporabljena pristopa dobro
ujemata, saj modelirane koncentracije BC precenijo in-situ meritve le za 11%. To je prva
uporaba rezultatov aethalometrskega modela za oceno rezultatov emisijskih katastrov BC iz
prometa.
Ključne besede: aerosolizirani črni ogljik, emisijski faktorji, meritve v realnih razmerah,
emisijski kataster prometa, aethalometrski model
PACS: 92.05.Bc, 07.88.+y, 92.60.Sz, 92.60.Mt
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Abstract
Aerosol Black Carbon (BC) is known to have adverse effects on both public health and
climate. The two main sources of BC in many urban areas are traffic and biomass burning in
small inefficient stoves. Separating the contribution from both sources is complex due to the
many variables needed to describe the situation. The “bottom-up” approach uses emission
factors (EF's) to estimate emissions based on fuel use, traffic patterns, and vehicle mix. An
alternative is the “top down” approach using source apportionment models applied to actual
measurement data. The so-called “Aethalometer Model” can discriminate between the
contributions to ambient BC concentrations from traffic and biomass burning emissions,
based on measurements of aerosol optical properties. In this work we used both “bottom-up”
and “top-down” approaches to study emissions in the city of Maribor (Slovenia), and
demonstrate how these different and independent approaches yield similar results.
This work is a comprehensive analysis of the real-world EF measurements and their use in an
emission inventory model. We began by testing two on-road EF measurement methods under
controlled conditions. One is the “chasing method”, where a mobile platform follows a
vehicle in use on roadway and measures its exhaust emissions. The second “stationary
method” uses a fixed receptor; when a vehicle passes the measurement station, the transient
increase of pollutants over their background levels is determined. We compare results from
the two methods; show that they are both applicable to the present fleet of vehicles; and we
evaluate the methods' sensitivity. We used the “chasing method” in an on-road measurement
campaign, and measured the EFs for BC and nitrogen oxides (NOx) from 141 individual
vehicles of different types. The results of the chasing campaign represent the first on-road
measurement study of diesel and gasoline cars, and provide EFs for NOx and BC measured
for individual vehicles. We show that the combination of relatively simple on-road
measurements with sophisticated post processing can produce representative fleet EFs. We
analyzed the fleet's total emissions to show the disproportionate contribution of high emitting
vehicles. We discuss the influence of data processing methodologies, and show how the EFs
of individual vehicles are related to their activity. We renormalize individual vehicles EF
according to the activity we want to describe, and ultimately use the measured fleets EFs in a
traffic emissions model.
We used the traffic emission model EMISENS to calculate hourly BC and NOx emission rates
on an average workday in the study area. From modeled NO x emission rates and in-situ NOx
measurements we empirically determined the dilution of traffic emissions and applied it to
modeled BC emissions. Modeled BC concentrations were then compared with in-situ BC
concentration measurements which had been apportioned to traffic using the Aethalometer
Model. We found a good agreement between the two independent approaches, in that the
modeled BC concentrations overestimated the in-situ measurements by only 11%. This is the
first use of the Aethalometer source apportionment model's results to evaluate traffic
emissions calculated using the bottom-up modeling approach.
Key words: aerosol black carbon, emission factors, on-road measurements, traffic emission
inventory model, Aethalometer source apportionment model
PACS: 92.05.Bc, 07.88.+y, 92.60.Sz, 92.60.Mt
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation and Approach
Aerosols are (solid or liquid) particles suspended in a gaseous medium. They vary not only in
terms of their ability to affect visibility, climate, health and quality of life, but can also be
used for therapeutic or other technological applications. The two phase particle-gas system
has special properties which depend on the physical and chemical properties of aerosol
particles and the medium in which they are suspended [1]. Owing to the intrinsic variability of
aerosol particles different approaches have been taken in order to measure and relate their
properties to environmental and health effects.
Particle deposition in the lungs is one of the major causes of cardio-vascular diseases [2].
Legislation limits the particle mass concentration, both at the emission sources (e.g. through
vehicle emission standards [3]), and in ambient concentrations [4]. Particle mass
concentration (PM) is the mass of particulate matter in a unit volume of air – this parameter is
legislated [3,4]; another common measure of concentration is particle number concentration
(PN) (this also became regulated with the latest Euro 6 standard [3]), where particles are
expressed as the number of particles per unit volume of air [1]. The aerosol particle size varies
over several orders of magnitude. Aerosol particles are often described in terms of their size,
because this dominates their behavior and, as a result, their effects. PM10 and PM2.5 indicate
the fraction of the particles sampled with an aerodynamic diameter of less than 10 and 2.5
µm, respectively. The PM10 size fraction has been defined by the size of ambient aerosol
particles that will reach the thorax or chest; PM2.5 is the fraction which indicates fine particles,
that can penetrate deeper in to the lungs and are therefore more health hazardous [1].
Aerosol particle concentrations vary considerably, not only in space and time, but also in
terms of their chemical composition. The variation is determined through meteorology,
emissions of aerosols and their precursors. Urban aerosols are a mixture of primary particulate
emissions from the following areas: industry, transportation, power generation, heating, and
natural sources; and secondary particles, which are formed by gas-to-particle conversion
mechanisms [5]. The PM contains carbonaceous and inorganic aerosol particles. An important
constituent part of carbonaceous aerosol particles (or carbonaceous matter - CM) is black
carbon (BC). BC is a primary pollutant and is emitted during the combustion of carbonaceous
fuels. It has no other sources, is inert and does not change during long range transport [6,7].
BC has been shown to have a higher correlation with health effects than PM [8,9] and it is the
second most important climate forcing agent [10,11]. Because carbonaceous aerosols absorb
light in a broad range of the light spectrum, they heat up the atmosphere while keeping the
land surface shaded, thereby causing it to cool. Increased concentrations of light absorbing
carbonaceous aerosols in the atmosphere have a direct and indirect influence on the
hydrological cycle [12].
The two main contributors to BC concentrations in urban areas are traffic and small
inefficient stoves f [13]. An evaluation of the contribution from both sources is complex due
1
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to the many variables needed to describe the situation. A bottom-up approach using an
inventory model, where the total traffic emissions are calculated from emission factors (EF)
and the activities of different vehicle groups, is one way to describe the traffic contribution to
air pollution. Another method is a top-down approach using a source apportionment model,
one of which is the Aethalometer model, to distinguish the contribution of traffic and biomass
burning to ambient BC concentrations based on the measurements of the aerosols' optical
properties. In this thesis we will examine whether the results of these two different and
independent models are comparable, reliable and useful for environmental studies or for
monitoring the effects of abatement strategies to be implemented in a specific area.
Traffic is a diverse and dispersed source of air pollution and therefore complex to describe.
The amount of pollutants emitted depends on individual vehicle parameters, the engine type
and displacement, the type of exhaust after-treatment system, maintenance status, traffic
regime, traffic situations, topography, driver behavior and the weather conditions. Owing to
large number of variables, different statistical analyses and measurement approaches have
been employed in order to evaluate traffic emissions; these vary in complexity in terms of
describing traffic activity and emission factor measurements. Franco et al. [14], define
emission factors as different empirical functional relations of emitted pollutants to the activity
that causes them. Most standardized and robust emission factors were found to be produced in
laboratories using dynamometer tests with prescribed driving cycles. These tests can produce:
aggregated or bag results with respect to the mean speed or some other kinematic parameter
(e.g. mean acceleration) of a driving cycle; or instantaneous emission data, where the
emissions values measured can be related to recorded instantaneous kinematic or engine
covariates [15]. In order to validate the emission model predictions and to compare their
performance to actual vehicle emissions, “real world” EF measurement techniques have been
developed [14]. These employ different techniques for measuring numerous vehicles in use in
actual traffic situations; e.g. the measurements were performed through the use of remote
sensing next to the roads, following vehicles on the roads, on-board detection, or in tunnels
(some of the first such experiments may be found in [16–18]). We are convinced and we to
some extent show that using on-road emission factors from a representative vehicle fleet
could contribute significantly to models' emission predictions. EF measurements of a
representative on-road sample would include additional sources of variability such as driver
behavior, vehicle load, maintenance status, and, to some extent, the weather conditions (e.g.
ambient temperature).
The “real world” methods have been described as being less precise than the dynamometer
studies because the tests are not as repeatable as their dynamometer counterparts owing to the
absence of standard cycles and the presence of additional uncontrolled parameters introducing
variability, such as environmental or traffic conditions, driver behavior or highly transient
operations [14]. The on-road measurements have some inherent drawbacks, e.g. the remotesensing method can only provide only a snapshot the of vehicle emissions and not how they
emissions vary during the trip [14]; the on-road chasing method cannot be used in a dense
traffic situations, where emissions from other vehicles' would disturb the background
measurements [19,20]. Their advantage over laboratory measurements is that, over a short
period of time, a large number of in-use vehicles can be measured and a representative
emission factor distribution for different vehicle categories can be obtained. Most of the
previous on-road BC emission factor measurements for individual vehicles were performed
2
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on trucks and old cars with spark ignition engine, henceforth referred to as gasoline cars
[16,19,21–25]. Many of these studies revealed that a small percentage of vehicles – the socalled super emitters; contribute disproportionately to total vehicle emissions, e.g. Ban-Weiss
et al. [21], demonstrated that 10% of the trucks contributed 40% of the BC and PN emissions;
Wang et al. [19], showed that, in their measured fleet, 20% of the trucks contributed 50% of
the CO and PN0.5 emissions, 60% of the PM0.5 (the PN and PM subscripts denote the largest
aerodynamic diameter [µm] of aerosol particles measured, in this case aerosol particles of 0.5
µm and smaller) and over 70% of BC emissions. Similar results were reported in other
studies, e.g. Bishop et al. [26] report the same trend for NOx, CO and hydrocarbons (HC). The
advantage of individual vehicle measurements over average fleet emission factors is the
determination of these so called “super emitters” and their contributions, on the basis of which
more efficient abetment strategies can be implemented and monitored.
Thus far, there has been no similar research performed on passenger cars with a compression
ignition engine (henceforth referred to as diesel cars).We therefore conducted the first on-road
measurement study to be focused primarily on measuring the EF of diesel cars, while also
measuring emissions from gasoline cars (which are not high BC emitters), and light and
heavy goods vehicles, for the purpose of comparison with other studies. In order to validate
our results, we have used the emission factor measured and the EMISENS traffic emissions
model [27,28] to calculate the temporal and spatial distribution of traffic emissions for an
average workday in the investigated city, Maribor (Slovenia), and compared these to the insitu BC measurements apportioned to traffic.
Wood is an important fuel used for domestic heating in Slovenia and other Alpine countries.
Its use may also be subsidized as it is considered, in the context of climate change, to be a
renewable source of energy with regard to CO2 emissions. The efficiency of biomass and
wood burning varies with the stoves and fuel used. Studies carried out in central and western
Europe have demonstrated that the background levels are significantly higher in the cold part
of the year than in the warm period [29,30]. CM clearly plays an important part in increased
particle concentration in the cold months. In European countries where forests cover large
areas, wood smoke represents 20–50% of PM2.5 in the winter months [13,31]. CM includes all
particles that contain carbon; an extended Aethalometer model, calibrated with the total
carbon in PM, can distinguish between the contributions of wood burning and traffic to
ambient CM. In order to determine the contribution of traffic to air pollution, a separation of
the contributions from other sources is required – wood burning is one of the most important
contributors to ambient BC concentrations in Europe [31–34]. The Aethalometer model's high
time resolution may be used as a basis for more efficient abetment and control strategies from
local to regional authorities.

1.2 Thesis structure and expected results
This thesis is a comprehensive analysis of real-world emission factor measurements and their
use in an emission inventory model. The structure of the thesis is shown in Figure 1-1, where
all stages of the research are shown with their respective input data, models and methods
used. The diagram also indicates the chapters of the thesis in which the respective segment
may be found.
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We begin by establishing the methodology for measuring EFs in real driving conditions. A
series of tests of on-road EF measurements using the chasing method are presented in Chapter
3. The method was tested in a controlled environment on five in-use passenger cars, in order
to ascertain whether it is applicable for use on modern passenger cars. We further developed
an emission calculation algorithm (section 3.3). The results of the chasing method were tested
against the stationary receptor on-road method using a similar emission factor calculation
principle, and against the portable emission measurement system (section 3.4). We present the
first comparison of the stationary and chasing method, demonstrate that they can also be used
on contemporary cars, and evaluate the methods' sensitivity.

Figure 1-1: Thesis structure chart showing how the thesis fits together, how it will develop
and the chapters in which each stage may be found. The stars denote the parts of
the theses in which we made a scientific advance.
4
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The chasing method is then used in an on-road measurement campaign where 141 differenttyped vehicles were measured (Chapter 4). The resultant emission factors are discussed in the
context of the measured fleet's vehicle types, ages, maximum engine power and the ratio
between the maximum power to the vehicle weight (section 4.3). The chasing method has not
yet been used on cars. The results of the chasing campaign represent the first on-road
measurement study of diesel and gasoline cars in which the NOx and BC EFs were measured.
We evaluate the contribution of high emitting vehicles to the vehicle fleet (section 4.3.5); we
also discuss the influence of the data processing method and how to renormalize the measured
EF for further use in the traffic inventory model (section 4.4). The renormalization of EF
using different size bins is the first attempt to use single vehicle's EF distribution to present its
emissions in a traffic emissions model.
In Chapter 5 we use the measured EF to calculate the BC traffic emissions in the city of
Maribor (Slovenia). We empirically determine the atmospheric diffusion of traffic BC
emissions and compare these modelled BC concentrations to the ambient BC measurements,
which were apportioned to traffic using the Aethalometer model. We start Chapter 5 by first
presenting the investigated city, Maribor, and the locations of the ambient measurement
stations where the light absorption properties of the aerosols and ambient NOx concentrations
were measured (section 5.1). We then present the ambient measurements of BC
concentrations, the Aethalometer model for BC and CM source apportionment, and the results
of the source apportionment. We show the contributions of traffic and biomass burning to
ambient air pollution for three winter periods (Chapter 5.2). In section 5.3 we move from the
Aethalometer model to the traffic emissions model, its input data and results. In order to
describe the EF of the vehicle categories, with which the model operates, we used a similar
approach as we did for the single vehicle's EF renormalization. These categories are then
used, along with other input data, in a traffic emissions model in order to calculate diurnal
traffic emissions on an average workday.
In section 5.4 we describe the main meteorological influences on the dispersion of pollutants
in the atmosphere and the empirical diffusion model, where we used traffic NOx emissions
and ambient NOx measurements to empirically determine the atmospheric diffusion of BC
emissions. The modeled BC concentrations are then compared to the results of the
Aethalometer traffic apportioned BC concentrations in section 5.5. This is the first time that
on-road BC EFs were used with the EMISENS model to calculate emission inventories and
also the first time that Aethalometer traffic apportioned results were used to evaluate a traffic
emissions model.
In Chapter 6 we will conclude with an overview of the main results and findings of the thesis.
In this thesis we will demonstrate that the methodology, which has thus far only been used on
trucks, can also be used to measure the emissions of contemporary in-use cars. We have
further developed the chasing method and, for the first time, put it in to practical use in real
driving conditions, not only on HGVs but also on contemporary diesel and gasoline cars. We
measured the EF of BC and NOx. We will demonstrate that the cumulative emission
distribution of a random in-use vehicle fleet is asymmetric for both pollutants; and that some
vehicles contribute significantly more to air pollution than the representative vehicle in the
fleet. We will show that the use of relatively simple on-road measurements and sophisticated
5
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post processing can produce representative fleet emission factors which may be used in an
emission inventory model.
By measuring the optical properties of aerosols we can discriminate between contribution of
fossil fuel and biomass combustion sources to ambient air pollution. We will demonstrate
how the use of two different and independent approaches to calculate traffic emissions will
yield similar results for an average workday scenario. Since BC is a primary and inert
pollutant, which we can directly link to its sources, we expect the results of the two models
will match. Thus far, no Aethalometer model results have been used to evaluate a traffic
emission model.
It has been demonstrated that ambient air pollution has negative effects on health and the
environment. The implementation of abatement strategies to reduce air pollution and the
monitoring of their effects is therefore important. BC and CM are two sides of the same coin;
both can contribute to ambient air pollution research. BC is a primary pollutant and it can be
directly linked to its sources. CM is a mix of primary and secondary particles and represents
the contribution of sources to PM, the aerosol trait that is regulated by legislation. Using the
extended Aethalometer model we will show that, in winter, the wood burning contributions to
particulate air pollution are higher than those of traffic contributions in closed valleys.
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2 Instrumentation, models and data used
The main instrument used throughout the thesis was the Aethalometer. We have used it to
measure BC concentrations in vehicle emission plumes (Chapters 3 and 4) and in ambient air
(Chapter 5.2). For the on-road measurements, we used the new AE33 Aethalometer model,
which has a fast measurement time resolution (1 second) and uses dual spot technology to
automatically compensate for filter loading effects [35]. For the ambient measurements of BC
concentrations, we used the older AE31 model, with a 5 minute measurement time resolution.
The basic operational principle of both Aethalometer models is the same [36]. The following
description is adapted from Drinovec et al. [37].
The Aethalometer samples aerosol particles on a quartz filter. Above the filter is a light source
and beneath it there are detectors. The detectors measure light transmission on the loaded and
unloaded – reference, part of the filter. The accumulation of particles on the filter causes a
gradual decline in the transmission and the growth of the light attenuation, which is calculated
from the light transmission measurement of the sensing detector and the reference detector.
The attenuation, ATN, is defined as the logarithm of the ratio of the intensities of light under
the reference part of the filter I0 and the sampling part of the filter I.
𝐼0
𝐴𝑇𝑁 = 𝑙𝑛( )
𝐼

(2.1)

The gradual accumulation of light absorbing carbonaceous aerosols causes a gradual decline
in the optical transmission of the filter and the growth of light attenuation. The light
absorption coefficient babs of the sampled light absorbing particles is calculated from the
change in the attenuation of light Δ𝐴𝑇𝑁 over time Δ𝑡
𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑠 ≈ 

∆𝐴𝑇𝑁
Δ𝑡

(2.2)

The Aethalometer measures light absorption for seven different wavelengths (370 nm, 470
nm, 520 nm, 590 nm, 660 nm, 880 nm and 950 nm); the BC concentrations are calculated
using the light attenuation at 880 nm and the known mass absorption cross section. Since the
air flow mass through the filter is also measured, the concentrations are expressed in ng/m3.
The uncertainty of the AE33 measurement is 30 ng.
Measurements at different wavelengths enable us to characterize the absorption coefficient of
aerosol particles in the range from ultraviolet to infrared. To describe how the aerosol
particles' absorption coefficient varies with wavelength, we use the Angstrom exponent. For
completely black aerosols, the Mie calculation shows that the absorption coefficient b is
inversely proportional to the wavelength λ [38]:
𝑏 ∝ 1/𝜆

(2.3)
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The equation can be generalized to:𝑏 ∝ 1/𝜆𝛼 . The Angstrom exponent α is thus 1 for
completely black aerosols and higher for aerosols that absorb better at low wavelengths.
Diesel exhaust contains a significant proportion of black carbon. As long as it is fresh, its
Angstrom exponent is close to 1 [39]. Smoke produced from burning wood contains
aerosolized substances that strongly absorb in the blue and ultraviolet (UV) part of the light
spectrum and may not absorb the infrared (IR) parts of the spectrum. The high aerosol
absorption coefficient at low wavelengths leads to high Angstrom exponent values [40]. For
wood smoke or smoke resulting from the combustion of biomass, we expect an Angstrom
exponent around 2 [40–42] – or even more if the combustion is very inefficient [42]. The
Angstrom exponent is used to discriminate between sources contribution in the Aethalometer
source apportionment model, which will be further described in Chapter 5.2.
This thesis evolved around on-road EF measurements. For most of the on-road EF
measurements, we used the chasing method. In this type of on-road study, a mobile
measurement station follows individual vehicles on the road, measuring their emissions, from
which the background concentrations are then subtracted; assuming complete combustion of
all the carbon in the fuel to CO2, and the same dilution of all the pollutants emitted, the
emission factors can be calculated as the pollutant per unit of fuel consumed. In Chapter 3 we
tested the chasing method and compared its results to the results of the stationary method. The
stationary method uses the same assumptions as the chasing method, only here a vehicle
passes the measurement station and the instantaneous increase inpollutant concentrations is
used to calculate the EF. In addition to the Aethalometer, the following instruments were
used for the on-road emission factor measurements:
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The Fast Mobility Particle Sizer spectrometer 3091 (FMPS) was used to measure
the particle number concentration and the particle size distribution of 16 particle
size fractions in a size range of 5.6 to 560 nm; it uses an electrical mobility
measurement technique and low-noise electrometers for particle detection [43]. The
uncertainty of the PN measurements is calculated for each particle size stage and
varies within the instrument; it also depends on measurement conditions and PN
concentration. The error on an FMPS should be a maximum of +/-10% in sizing
and a maximum of +/-20% in total concentration.
The Electrical Low Pressure Impactor (ELPI+) uses impactor technology to
measure the particle number concentration and the particle size distribution of 14
particle size fractions in a size range of 6 nm to10 μm [44]. The measurement error
depends on the measurement conditions - when the PN concentrations are high, the
error is ± 2%, and when the concentrations are low the error is 23%.
The Carbocap GMP343 is an NDIR sensor which measures CO2 concentrations by
measuring the decrease of IR light transmission in the flow through the chamber
[45]. Instrument noise is reported to be 3 ppm.
The Nitric Oxide Monitor Model 410 was used in combination with the NO2
converter Model 401 to measure NOx concentration. The NO2 converter is used to
convert NO2 to NO, which is then measured in the Nitric Oxide Monitor. The
method therein is based on the quantitative reaction of NO with ozone, which is
added to the gas sample in known concentrations; the decrease in ozone is

2 Instrumentation, models and data used



measured through UV absorbance [46]. The flow rate is 0.7-1.0 l, with a precision
higher than 2.5 ppb for 10 s measurements.
The Aethalometer was equipped with a cyclone inlet (aerodynamic diameter cut-off
at 1.7 µm) to eliminate the measurement of re-suspended particles.

In Chapter 3.4.2.3 we further compared the chasing method against the Portable Emissions
Measurement System (PEMS) which measures the on-road emissions of the vehicle in which
it is installed. In addition to the measurement of exhaust gas pollutants, it also measures
exhaust flow rate and temperature, engine speed, fuel rate, vehicle speed, position and
altitude, and ambient conditions. The system is described in more detail in Weiss et al. [47].
We used the PEMS measurements again in Chapter 4.4.1 in order to calculate the vehicle’s
torque. The results were used to renormalize an individual vehicle’s EF for further use in the
traffic emissions model.
In Chapter 4 we used the chasing method in real driving conditions to measure the emissions
of a random in-use vehicle fleet. We obtained vehicle compliance data from the Ministry of
Infrastructure and Spatial Planning for the fleet measured. The data provided information
about each vehicle's legislated category, fuel used, date of first entry into service, curb weight,
engine
displacement
and
maximum
power.
We
used
Eurostat
data
(http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat) on vehicle fleet composition in Europe and Slovenia for year
2011 in order to evaluate the representativeness of our sample fleet.
We used the EMISENS model [27,28] for calculating traffic related emissions in Maribor. For
the traffic emissions model input, we used traffic count measurements provided by the
Slovenian Road Agency of the Ministry of Infrastructure and Spatial Planning, which
recognizes 8 different sized vehicle groups (motorcycles, cars, busses, light trucks, medium
trucks, large trucks, large trucks with trailers, and semi-trailer trucks); the road map with
information on street segment lengths, respective speed limits and average daily traffic
counts, for cars and heavy goods vehicles respectively, was provided by the Department of
Geographic Information System and Data Processing at the Office of Utility, Transport and
Spatial Planning of the Municipality of Maribor, and was taken from a report on noise in
Maribor [48].
In order to compare the modelled BC emission rates to the in-situ BC measurements and to
empirically determine the atmospheric diffusion of pollutants from their source, we used
ambient NOx measurements provided by the Slovenian Environmental Agency and the
National Laboratory of Health, Environment and Food. We used Pasquill stability classes
from the Air Resources Laboratory (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) and
additional wind speed measurements from the Slovenian Environmental Agency web archives
to evaluate the influence of meteorological conditions on our results.
We used the Aethalometer source apportionment model [49], which attributes ambient
concentrations of BC and CM to traffic and wood burning sources. The discrimination of
sources is based on the optical absorption properties of aerosols measured using an
Aethalometer. The Aethalometer model for CM is calibrated with a 24 hour time resolution of
total carbon measurements from PM10, these measurements were performed by the Technical
University of Vienna within the scope of the PMinter project (http://pminter.eu//).
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3 Testing on-road methods in controlled
conditions
In this chapter a validation of the chasing on-road measurement method is presented. We
show how the results of the chasing method, where we measure the emissions of a moving
vehicle, compare to the stationary method, where we measure the exhaust plume of a vehicle
passing the measurement station. Both methods were tested on five in-use cars in a controlled
environment. For both methods we adjusted the calculation algorithms in order to achieve
better consistency for the plume duration, to limit the background influence, and to facilitate
automatic data processing. A further experiment on another vehicle and test track was set up
to see how the dilution of the exhaust plume would affect the calculated emission factor. In
this experiment the chasing method was tested against the portable emissions measurement
system [20].

3.1 Introduction
We have tested two on-road methods in controlled conditions. One of the methods tested was
the chasing method, where vehicle emissions are measured by driving a mobile station behind
the measured vehicle on the road [19,22]; the second was the stationary method, where the
emission factors (EF) are calculated from the instantaneous rise in pollutants when a vehicle
passes the measuring station [16,21,23]. Both methods assume the equal dilution of all
emitted pollutants and use the carbon balance equation to calculate the emission factor as the
pollutant mass per kg of fuel consumed. Assuming complete combustion of the fuel, where
almost all the carbon in the fuel is oxidized to CO2 [16,21,23], the fuel consumption can be
estimated by measuring the CO2 emissions. Wang et al. [19], also measured the CO, unburned
hydrocarbons (HC) and soot (~BC) to obtain a more accurate EF; however it has been
demonstrated by Dallmann et al. [23], that their omission from the calculation yields only a
5% positive bias in the calculated EF.
When considering vehicle emissions, the EFs are usually reported interms of mass of
pollutant per km driven, where the measured emissions relate to the distance travelled by the
vehicle. This type of reporting is used in emission modeling and to determine the compliance
of new vehicles with the European emission standards. The on-road methods measure the EF
as a mass of pollutant emitted per mass of fuel consumed. The relation of the EF in pollutant
per km to the EF in pollutant per kg of fuel consumed can be performed by estimating the fuel
consumption and fuel density.
For the purpose of improving knowledge on “real world” EFs, we applied these methods,
which had so far been used on heavy duty vehicles and pre Euro 1 passenger cars [50],
[16,19,21–23], to passenger cars currently in use in the European Union.. These have lower
fuel consumption and so emit less CO2. We compared the two methods in controlled
conditions on a training track using different driving scenarios to see how these real-world
EFs would be affected by different driving regimes, the position of the measurement station,
and the dynamics of the terrain. We further developed the two methods: the stationary method
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to improve the detection of the plume duration; and the chasing method to obtain the time
evolution of the EF.
While measuring the emissions of a vehicle by chasing it on a road, the dilution changes with
vehicle shape, tailpipe position, the chasing distance, speed, and changes to the exhaust flow
of the chased vehicle [51,52]. In order to investigate the effect of these parameters during the
determination of the EF by chasing, and to further explain the results of the running
integration calculation, we set up an additional experiment where we applied the chasing
method to another vehicle equipped with PEMS, which has shown to be well correlated with
dynamometer measurements [47].

3.2 Experiment setup
The experiments were conducted on two test circuits: the training track of the Slovenian
National Automobile and Motorcycle Association and the Italian Monza racing circuit. On the
Slovenian track, both chasing and stationary measurements (section 3.2.1) were conducted on
five in-use cars, while the chasing measurements on the Italian circuit were conducted on a
vehicle that was equipped with PEMS (section 3.2.2).

3.2.1

Chasing vs. stationary measurements

This part of the experiment was conducted on the training track of the Slovenian National
Automobile and Motorcycle Association on 23 December 2011. The track is a 1.3 km long
circuit with two sharp turns and a slope (3% gradient). Two measuring sites for the stationary
method were set up along the track: one on the flat part of the road and one on the slope
(Figure 3-1). In the stationary part of the experiment each car passed both stations in three
different scenarios: with speeds of 50 km/h and 90 km/h, and while accelerating from a
stationary position approximately 10 meters in front of the station. Each scenario was
repeated five times. The aim of this experiment configuration was to reflect the different
driving regimes we could expect to encounter if we were measuring on-road in real driving
conditions. The second part of the experiment consisted of chasing a car with our mobile
measuring station, completing five laps of the training track circuit.

Figure 3-1: Positions of the two stationary measurement stations at Vransko training track.
The mobile platform on position A also served as the stationary measurement
site positioned on the slope. Position B was on the flat part of the road.
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3.2 Experiment setup
Both the chasing method [19] and the stationary method [16] were applied in measuring the
exhaust of five different passenger cars, the properties of which are summarized in Table 3-1.
Three cars had a compression ignition engine (diesel cars) and were compliant with the Euro
3 emission standard [53] with production years 2000, 2002 and 2004; and two were compliant
with the Euro 5 standard [3], of which one had a compression ignition and the other a spark
ignition engine (gasoline car). These vehicles are henceforth referred to with the following
abbreviations: D3-00, D3-02, D3-04, D5-10 and G5-11, respectively. The meanings of the
abbreviation are as follows: D (or G) denotes the vehicle was powered by diesel (or gasoline)
fuel, 3 (or 5) is the Euro 3 (or Euro 5) standard with which the vehicle was compliant; the last
two numbers denote the last two numbers of the vehicle's production year. The Euro 3 cars
were driven by their respective owners, and the Euro 5 cars were driven by a professional
driver, who also drove the D3-02.
Table 3-1: Tested vehicle summary (D3-00 stands for Diesel powered Euro 3, compliant,
made in 2000; G5-11 stands for Gasoline powered, Euro 5 compliant, made in
2011). Max power refers to the maximum engine power as reported in the
registration compliance data.
Vehicle

Fuel type

Engine
displacement
(l)
D3-00
Diesel
1.9
D3-02
Diesel
1.9
D3-04
Diesel
2.0
D5-10
Diesel
2.2
G5-11
Gasoline
1.2
Cat. - Catalytic reduction

Max
power
(kW)
85
81
66
110
77

Year of
first
registration
2000
2002
2005
2010
2011

Approx.
km
driven
150000
300000
75000
10000
10000

Compliant
Euro
standard
Euro 3
Euro 3
Euro 3
Euro 5
Euro 5

After treatment

Cat.
Cat.
Cat.
Cat. + particle filter
Cat.

The assumption that all carbon in fuel is converted to CO2 after combustion may not be valid
for gasoline engines at high relative power outputs because they use fuel enrichment to
prevent knocking, as shown in the case of a modern gasoline car (Euro 4) by Rodman
Oprešnik et al. [54]. Rodman Oprešnik et al. [54] show that, during accelerations from 100
km/h to 120 km/h, according to the EUDC part of the NEDC cycle, the vehicle with the
higher total mass, which is a result of the added PEMS equipment and personnel, operates in
rich air/fuel ratios due to the higher power required to accelerate the vehicle, which results in
higher CO and THC emissions. In their experiment, the mass of the vehicle was only 4%
lower than the maximum permitted vehicle mass, because it had to carry testing personnel and
measurement equipment; in our test, there was no additional weight in the car besides the
driver, and the vehicle speed did not exceed 100 km/h; therefore we will use CO2 as
representative for all emitted carbon. Indeed, for a more precise estimation of fuel
consumption while measuring the emissions of vehicles using an on-road method, it would be
recommended to take additional CO and HC measurements.
This part of the study was designed for the following purposes: a) to test the applicability and
the replicability of the two measurement methods on personal vehicles (cars); b) to ascertain
whether EFs measured using the stationary technique would be higher or more repeatable on
the slope, which is where we would expect a more constant engine load; c) to see any
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potential difference in the EFs during stationary measurements with vehicles passing at two
different speeds and while accelerating; and d) to compare the results of the two methods.

3.2.2

Chasing vs tailpipe measurements

This part of the experiment was performed in Monza (Italy) on May 24th, 2012 on the old part
of the Monza race track. The part of the track where we conducted our measurements is flat
and approximately 700 m long. In one chase, the driver of the tested vehicle equipped with
the PEMS was instructed to steadily accelerate and shift up to 4th gear, to then reduce his
speed to a near stop, make a sharp U-turn and then return to the starting position, with the
mobile measurement station following behind. This was repeated three times. The chased
vehicle in this experiment was a Euro 3 [53] diesel van equipped with a PEMS (Figure 3-2).
This experiment was set up so we could better understand the results of the chasing approach.

Figure 3-2: Vehicle equipped with PEMS on the old part of the Monza race track.

3.2.3

Instrumentation

The instruments used for stationary measurements on the flat part of the Slovenian training
track were the Dekati Electrical Low Pressure Impactor (ELPI+) for measuring particle
number concentrations (PN) and number size distributions, an Aethalometer prototype AE33
(prototype ver. P10, made by Aerosol d.o.o. [35]) for BC measurements, which was equipped
with a cyclone inlet (aerodynamic diameter cut-off at 1.7 µm) to eliminate the measurement
of re-suspended particles; and a Vaisala flow-through Carbocap GMP343 for measuring CO2
concentrations. These instruments operated with 10, 7 and 7 l/min flows respectively.
Sampling inlets were positioned next to the road approximately 10 cm from the ground.
Stationary measurements on the sloped part of the track and chasing measurements were
performed with the mobile measurement platform, which was a small van equipped with a
TSI Fast Mobility Particle Sizer (FMPS) for PN measurements and number size distributions,
a second Aethalometer AE33 and another Carbocap GMP343. These instruments also
operated with 10, 7 and 7 l/min flows, respectively. The inlets of the mobile station were
attached to the rear mirror on the right-hand side of the station. All the equipment in the
mobile station was powered by three 100 Ah batteries.
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All instruments used for the EF measurements, and their manufacturers, respective sampling
times and flow rates are listed in Table 3-2, according to the platform on which they were
used. All the instruments were operated with a time resolution of one second, with the
exception of Carbocap GMP343 which needs 2 seconds to perform each measurement. All the
sampling lines were kept as short as possible (no longer than 2.5 m). Isokinetic sampling was
not attempted as it had a negligible effect on our measurements [19,55].
Table 3-2: Instrumentation used for on on-road measurements and their respective
measurement time resolutions, sampling flows, and precisions.
Instrumentation

Species
measured

Time
resolution

Instrument
flow

Measurement
uncertainty

Mobile platform (A)
Carbocap GMP343 (Vaisala)
CO2
2s
7 l/min
3 ppm
Aethalometer AE33 (Aerosol d.o.o.)
BC
1s
7 l/min
30 ng/m3
FMPS (TSI)
PN
1s
10 l/min
± 10 to 20%*
Stationary platform (B)
Carbocap GMP343 (Vaisala)
CO2
2s
7 l/min
3 ppm
Aethalometer AE33 (Aerosol d.o.o.)
BC
1s
7 l/min
30 ng/m3
ELPI+ (Dekati)
PN
1s
10 l/min
± 2 to 23%*
* The uncertainty of PN measurements is calculated for each particle size stage and varies within
different stages. It is dependent on the measurement conditions and PN concentration.

As was in the case in the experimental protocol, the PN was measured using two different
measuring systems, and the total PNs measured using the ELPI+ and the FMPS were
compared before the field activity. The instruments ran overnight measuring for the purpose
of measuring the ambient concentrations. These showed a good correlation of R2 = 0.91, but
because the slope was 8.15 and the intercept was at -6630.9, we adjusted the ELPI+ data by
multiplying them by 8.15 and subtracting 6630.9. After the adjustment had been made, the
responses of the instruments on the test night were the same and the two showed similar
background concentrations on the day of the training track measurements.
The data from the two Aethalometers was compensated off-line for loading effects using the
compensation algorithm which had also been implemented on-line in the Aethalometer AE33
[35]. After the compensation had been applied, the data from the two Aethalometers used in
the training track experiment featured a regression slope of 0.93 and intercept 0, with
R2=0.99. The two CO2 probes also correlated well: R2= 0.99; slope of 0.88 and intercept 0.
In the Monza test the chased vehicle was equipped with a PEMS [47]; which consists of
exhaust gas analyzers (CO2, CO, THC, and NOx), an Exhaust Flow Meter (EFM), an Engine
Control Unit (ECU), a Global Positioning System (GPS) and a weather station. The mobile
platform had an Aethalometer AE33 (ver. P20) equipped with a cyclone inlet (aerodynamic
diameter cut off at 1.7 µm) for the BC measurements, and a flow through Carbocap GMP343
sensor for the CO2 measurements. Both were powered with one 100 Ah battery. The sampling
line was again shorter than 2.5 meters; the inlet was mounted on the external mirror on the
right hand-side.
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3.3 Emission factor calculations and data processing
We calculated the EFs using the carbon balance method [16]
𝑡_𝑖

𝐸𝐹 = 

∫𝑡_𝑗 (𝑃𝑡_𝑗 − 𝑃𝑡_𝑖 )𝑑𝑡
𝑡_𝑖

∫𝑡_𝑗 (𝐶𝑂2𝑡_𝑗 − 𝐶𝑂2𝑡_𝑖 )𝑑𝑡

∙ 𝑤𝑐

(3.1)

where we assume that most of the carbon in fuel burns to CO2. From CO2 measurements we
can thus determine the mass of consumed fuel𝑚𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 :
𝑚𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 = 𝑎 ∙ 𝑤𝑐 𝑚𝐶𝑂2

(3.2)

The coefficient a represents the mass ratio between C and CO2:𝑎 = 12: 44 = 0.272. Carbon
fractions of fuel 𝑤𝑐 vary, here 𝑤𝑐 for diesel was set to 0.861 and for gasoline to 0.864 [56]. P
in the equation 3.1 represents the pollutant, either PN or BC in the number of particles per
cm3 and ng per m3 respectively; the concentration of CO2 in the equation 3.1 is in units of mg
C per m-3; the subscripts t_i and t_j denote the time the measured plume begins and ends,
respectively. The error due to instrument measurement uncertainty is thus 2% for BC EF and
10–20% for PN EF.
In the stationary measurements, rapid concentration increases were measured following each
pass of the measured vehicle. We included all the peaks where the pollutant increase was
higher than 3 standard deviations of the background concentrations. For each successful
exhaust plume capture, the background concentrations were calculated as an average of 20 s
before the inflection point. This point marked the beginning of the plume. The end of the
plume was set to the time when the pollutant concentration time derivative reached the
minimum (Figure 3-3). The data was smoothed with a 5 s running average and the time
derivative calculated from 3 measurement points prior to the time of the calculated derivative.
The data was smoothed only for the time derivative calculation. In order to ease the process of
inflection point determination, we chose the 5 s smoothing interval to reduce the background
noise while not flattening out the measured peaks excessively. The derivative was calculated
from the prior 3 s to facilitate automatic data processing. Our integrated peaks lasted around
10–20 s, similar to the plume durations reported previously [21,23]. We determined the
beginning and the end of the plume from BC measurements rather than from the CO 2 peak
[21]. We found that performing the same integration analysis on all of the pollutants produced
more consistent results. We noticed (similarly to [23]) that there was a difference in the
response time of the instruments used.
Pollutant concentrations in the plume of the investigated vehicle dynamically changed during
chasing measurements, an example measured during one lap on the Slovenian track is shown
in Figure 3-4. The EFs were calculated and compared using two approaches. In the first, we
subtracted the background concentrations and then performed a running integration with a 10
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s time window to obtain a time resolved EF. The second approach was bulk plume integration
performed according to Wang et al. [19], who integrated each measured pollutant from the
beginning to the end of the chase.
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Figure 3-3: Examples of three consecutive stationary plume measurements. Marked with
black dots and drop lines are the beginning and the end of each plume. The
calculated slope (k) of each pollutant which was used to determine the end of
the plume is plotted in red
For the chasing method, it was of prime importance to find the correct background for CO2,
because the determination of the background influences the accuracy of the EF – as Wang et
al. [19] reported, changing the CO2 background for 2% changed the calculated EF for up to
40% (only up to 5% for changing BC or PN baseline). We therefore analyzed the background
and its influence on our calculations and, as reported in section 3.4.2.2, we found a smaller
variation in the EF due to the change in the CO2 background. For each car chase we
subtracted the background, which we set as a linear trend between the 20 s average of data we
had measured before and after the chase period when no car emissions were measured. The
background did not change significantly in this period (Figure 3-4), but we expect that during
real-life on-road measurements, where spatial concentrations may vary more than they did in
the controlled conditions of the training track, the background might change – hence the need
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for the linear approximation of the background during the chasing period. In order to describe
the background variation we calculated the standard deviation of the background from the
measurements before the chase. Two standard deviations covered at least 90% of the
variation. We added and subtracted two standard deviations from the background to determine
the influence of background variation on the calculated EFs; the results are discussed in
Chapter 3.4.2.2.
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Figure 3-4: An example of chasing plume measurements (solid black line). Background (bg)
and background + and - two standard deviations of background is shown in solid,
dashed and dash-dotted grey lines, respectively.

3.4 Results and discussion
The results from the experimental campaign are reported and structured as follows: the results
from both the stationary and chasing methods are discussed in sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2,
respectively, while, a comparison between the two approaches is reported in section 3.4.3.

3.4.1

Stationary measurements

The primary objective of this research was to ascertain whether this method was applicable on
for contemporary in-use cars that have smaller fuel consumption and therefore emit less CO2
than trucks, busses and pre-Euro cars, on which this method had been used, e.g. [16,21]. In
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order to calculate an EF according to equation 3.1, we first need a valid CO2 measurement.
The capture of increased CO2 concentrations in this experiment was high: out of 150 vehicle
passes of the measurement stations we managed to measure 125 CO2 peaks. This means we
can detect “fuel consumption” of most vehicles passing the measuring site. We failed to detect
the CO2 transient increase 13 times during 90 km/h passes and 12 times during 50 km/h
passes of different vehicles. Considering results of the chasing experiment performed in
Monza (see section 3.4.2.3) we could attribute this to a probable combination of low mass
exhaust flow rate, high speed and consequently higher dilution rate.
In order to calculate an EF, an increase in pollutant is also required – in this study, either a BC
or PN. Both Euro 5 vehicles had a small number of calculated EFs due to the absence of BC
and PN peaks. The few BC EFs of the Euro 5 vehicles that were measured were at least 10
times smaller than the BC EFs of the Euro 3 vehicles. We could measure more PN EFs for the
two Euro 5 vehicles (15 in total), of which D5-10 had the highest PN EF of all the vehicles
measured with the stationary method, even though its total number of PN EFs was the
smallest (we could calculate only 3). The low values of the BC EFs for both Euro 5 vehicles
indicate improved technology in lowering soot emissions. The infrequently high PN
emissions may be due to the nucleation of the exhaust vapors after being emitted in the
ambient environment, in the presence of soot, nucleation would be suppressed [57]. The
absence of BC and PN peaks can be attributed to the improved vehicle technology of the two
Euro 5 cars, and the absence of the CO2 peaks can be attributed to the combination of the low
mass exhaust flow rate and the high dilution rate. Nonetheless, we find that in most instances
the increase in CO2, BC and PN is sufficient to conclude that the method may be used also on
contemporary in-use cars.
Table 3-3: Summarized emission factors (EF) of individual vehicles for a) black carbon (BC)
and b) particle number (PN)
a)

EF BC (g/kg)
AVERAGE
MEDIAN
MIN
MAX
COUNT

D3-00
1.31
0.94
0.24
4.82
20

D3-02
1.33
1.38
0.61
2.30
23

D3-04
2.68
2.57
0.81
6.49
20

D5-10
/
0.13
/
/
1

G5-11
0.09
0.06
0.03
0.18
3

b)

EF PN (1015#/kg)
AVERAGE
MEDIAN
MIN
MAX
COUNT

D3-00
5.88
4.72
1.19
18.7
24

D3-02
3.19
2.63
1.25
8.12
27

D3-04
4.08
3.97
1.83
6.15
22

D5-10
15.1
9.05
8.21
28.0
3

G5-11
0.40
0.40
0.17
0.71
12

In total, 88 PN and 67 BC EFs were calculated; during 9 passes, the Aethalometer advanced
the tape and no BC measurements were taken. Table 3-3 summarizes the EFs for individual
cars in terms of the average, median, minimum, maximum and the number of the obtained
EFs.
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The average values and the span of the three Euro 3 cars differed for both the BC and PN EFs
(Table 3-3). The highest BC emitter was D3-04, whose average EF was twice as high as D300, which had the lowest BC EF of the three Euro 3 cars. D3-04 also had the highest
minimum and maximum BC EF of the three. The results are different for PN EF, where the
highest emitter turned out to be D3-00. We will further address the differences in vehicles and
BC vs. PN EFs, and compare these with the chasing method results, in Chapter 3.4.3.2.
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Figure 3-5: Stationary measurements of BC and PN emission factors for measurements
performed on the slope and the flat road (a and b); and at different speeds of
passing cars (c and d). The values marked are the minimum and maximum (-),
the 25th and 75th percentiles (lower and upper box line), the median (the middle
box line), and the mean (□). The black dots represent actual data points.
The position of the measuring station on the slope or the flat road did not show significant
changes in the measured PN EFs, the average on the slope was 4.41 and 3.97·1015#/kg on the
flat road, respectively (Figure 3-5). The median did not change for PN EF (3.03 and
3.22·1015#/kg on the slope and flat road measurements, respectively). They average of the BC
EFs measured on the slope was 1.78 g/kg and, on the flat road, 1.52 g/kg; the median BC EF
values were higher (1.56 g/kg) on the slope than they were on the flat road (1.01 g/kg). Both
BC and PN EFs feature tails toward the larger EF values. We also notice that we were more
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successful in measurements on the flat road, where we measured 9 CO2 peaks more than on
the slope. This could be due to the position of the inlets – they were closer to the exhaust
pipes of the passing cars on the flat part of the track than on the slope measurements, where
the inlets were mounted on the side of the mobile station, further away from the exhaust.
Vehicle passes of the measuring site with different speed regimes produced similar spans for
all vehicles for both PN and BC EFs (Figure 3-5 c and d). The median PN EF values were
similar for the 50 and 90 km/h passes at 3.74 and 3.34·1015#/kg respectively, and slightly
lower for the acceleration regime, where the median was 2.60·1015#/kg. The median BC EFs
were 1.30, 0.99 and 1.59 g/kg for the 50 km/h, 90 km/h and accelerating driving regimes,
respectively; the span of the EFs was similar for all conditions. The driving regimes were set
to reflect real-life driving conditions, e.g. if these experiments had been conducted on a road
segment where the speed limit was set to 50 km/h, 90 km/h or after a stop sign. The results
cannot be interpreted as EFs for certain engine operation states, e.g. a steady or transient state.
In order to estimate an engine's operational state when individual EF were produced,
additional measurements of the vehicle's speed and its engine rotational frequency would be
necessary. What we can conclude from these results is that while measuring on-road in
different driving regimes (e.g. streets with different speed limits) we can expect similar
results.
These measurements also show that a single stationary measurement is not necessarily the
representative EF of that particular vehicle, and that we can produce similar fleet PN and BC
EFs distributions regardless of the speed regime or slope on which the measurement station
would be positioned. This suggests that a large number of the measurements should be taken
to describe a representative fleet (as in Carslaw et al. [58] for gaseous emissions), which
should be possible using the stationary method. In this respect, in order to assess the
reliability and applicability of the stationary method, a comparison with the chasing method
was performed and this is reported on more fully in section 3.4.3. Moreover, the same chasing
method was in turn validated through PEMS measurements (section 3.4.2.3).

3.4.2

Chasing measurements

3.4.2.1 Chasing emission factors
The chasing results for each car are summarized in Table 3-4 where we report the average,
median, minimum and maximum of the 10 s running integration technique, and the bulk EF
calculated as an integral of the entire 5-6 min chasing run. In the same table we also report the
influence of the determined background on the calculated EF, which we will elaborate on
further in the next sub-chapter 3.4.2.2. We obtained almost the same values in the bulk
integration and median of the running integration for all vehicles (Table 3-4, rows EF for each
car). This shows consistency between the two data processing methods, with the running
integration providing the time evolution of the EF.
The changes in EF during the chase depend on the vehicle's operation. The vehicle's operation
depends on the power demand, which is ultimately set by the driver and the driving
conditions. Measuring EFs in real driving conditions enables us to capture individual vehicles
emissions that reflect not only the technology of the measured vehicle but also the drivers’
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behavior in real driving conditions. The exclusion of a driving cycle and experienced drivers
that are needed to precisely follow the cycle, allows us to measure not only numerous random
vehicles' emissions but also to include numerous drivers with different driving abilities and
tendencies in real-world driving situations.
When representing vehicle's emissions with an EF distribution, we can observe a skewed
distribution with a central tendency and a tail extending over an order of magnitude. The
median gives a robust estimation of the central tendency of the skewed distribution. The
median is the middle value of the EF distribution, i.e. there is a 50% chance that an EF value
would appear above, and a 50% chance it would appear below it. In a skewed distribution, the
median is a better estimator of the central tendency than the mean, because it is not as affected
by the high values of the super emission tails. The super emission tails vary more due to
uncertainty of background determination. We will discuss this further in Chapter 3.4.2.3.
Overall we will use the median EF value to represent emissions produced by the set of
vehicle-driver-environment, and compare it with other sets of vehicle-driver-environment
emissions. For the sake of simplicity we will refer to these sets only as vehicle emissions.
Because we omitted parts of data below the set background, the analysis transpired to be more
difficult for the two Euro 5 vehicles. In these two cases, not only did we have a low signal to
noise ratio for the CO2 but also low signals of BC and PN. The D5-10 again had a single
“super emission” peak of PN which lasted for almost the entire first lap of the chase, and so
the PN EF running integration maximum is high 100·1015#/kg. The G5-11 emitted elevated
particle concentrations throughout the chase but there was very little BC emitted. The
medians calculated for both BC and PN EFs are low for the two technically advanced
vehicles, approximately an order of magnitude smaller than the median EFs for the Euro 3
vehicles.
In a different approach, Herndon et al. [59], calculated the emission ratio in a chasing
campaign from a regression line between the measured species and CO2, assuming that 3160
g of CO2 is produced from one kg of fuel burned, which roughly translates to𝑤𝑐 = 0.85
fraction of carbon in fuel. This works well if the spans of both the pollutant and the CO2 are
large: Herndon et al. [59] report a CO2 span of 50 ppm and a NOx span of 500 ppb. In Shorter
et al. [60], the span of CO2 is from 400 to 2000 ppm; for NO from 0 to 15000 ppb; and for
NO2 from 0 to 150 ppb. In our case the measured spans were lower than both these examples,
especially for the two Euro 5 vehicles and calculating a regression line is therefore not
applicable.

3.4.2.2 Influence of background determination
In order to analyze the sensitivity of EFs to the determination of the background, we
calculated the EFs with three different background levels. First the background was set by
calculating the linear trend between the 20 s average before and after the chase. The
background variability was described with two standard deviations of the 20 s data before the
chase, which covered at least 90% of the background variability. This value was then added
to/subtracted from the background linear trend. In Table 3-4 the EFs calculated from the
background with an added or subtracted two standard deviations are marked with EF + and
EF –, respectively. The median values of the BC EF are again very consistent with the bulk
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integration values using the same background. The background changes affected both the
median of the time resolved measurements, and the bulk integration result, by aproximately 24/+26%.
The changes had a bigger influence on the maximum EF values. Also, when we raised the
background level by two standard deviations of the measured background noise, the median
of the PN EF was not similar to the median PN EF calculated with other background settings.
Otherwise the results were again similar for the bulk integration and the median of the
running integration. Again we had tails of “super emission”, even more pronounced here than
for the BC EF.
The advantage of the running integration method is that, we can obtain an EF distribution
with it. The distribution reflects different engine operation regimes which depend not only on
the vehicle but also on the driving regime and the drivers' behavior. Both the BC and PN EFs
distributions are best described with the median value, which has shown to be most
characteristic for the vehicle; however the infrequent high emission peaks should not be
completely overlooked as their contribution to the total emissions could be significant. Our
method may encounter difficulties in ascertaining the maximum value of the EF in the super
emission tail, which may also depend on specific engine operation state that could or could
not have been reproduced in the 5 lap chase.
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Table 3-4: Summarized results of the chasing measurements. The BC (a) and PN EF (b) are
reported as the average, median, minimum and maximum for the running
integration method and the result of bulk integration. In the row headers, EF,
EF-, and EF+ denote the subtracted background used for the calculation of the
EFs. For background influence analysis, we first subtracted the linear fit of the
average background values measured before and after the chase (EF), and then
by subtracting (EF-) or adding (EF+) two standard deviations to the background
value.
a) BC EF
D3-00

D3-02

D3-04

D5-10

G5-11

b) PN EF
D3-00

D3-02

D3-04

D5-10

G5-11
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[g/kg]
EF EF
EF +
EF EF
EF +
EF EF
EF +
EF EF
EF +
EF EF
EF +
[1015#/kg]
EF EF
EF +
EF EF
EF +
EF EF
EF +
EF EF
EF +
EF EF
EF +

RUNNING INTEGRATION
AVERAGE
MEDIAN
MIN
0.96
0.89
0.25
1.35
0.32
1.13
2.49
1.48
0.33
1.75
1.56
0.50
2.66
0.52
2.21
4.11
3.02
0.40
1.88
1.90
0.03
2.57
0.003
2.48
3.99
3.23
0.53
0.24
0.18
0.02
0.26
0.003
0.17
0.38
0.14
0.000
0.21
0.14
0.01
0.32
0.0003
0.13
0.28
0.09
0.0003

MAX
2.42
11.36
55.97
9.24
15.48
66.56
5.06
6.98
39.48
1.55
1.87
19.85
1.19
5.79
3.56

BULK
INT.
0.89
1.11
1.46
1.68
2.26
3.22
1.89
2.32
2.94
0.16
0.11
0.06
0.13
0.11
0.08

RUNNING INTEGRATION
AVERAGE
MEDIAN
MIN
3.68
3.18
0.31
5.35
0.78
3.90
10.05
5.01
0.90
6.66
4.27
0.17
12.06
1.76
5.61
12.24
7.00
2.39
5.23
4.70
0.002
7.39
0.0005
6.07
11.59
7.82
0.92
2.95
0.36
0.02
3.77
0.009
0.46
6.24
0.61
0.01
0.56
0.44
0.06
0.95
0.06
0.55
1.24
0.63
0.08

MAX
16.09
65.29
229.27
106.76
338.24
167.05
16.30
32.46
156.26
77.03
100.37
144.06
3.63
10.77
16.22

BULK
INT.
3.15
4.07
5.52
4.76
6.59
9.67
4.70
5.85
7.53
2.53
3.04
3.80
0.45
0.55
0.71
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3.4.2.3 Influence of dilution on chasing CO2 measurements
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In order to investigate the effect of exhaust dilution on the determination of the EF by
chasing, and to further explain the results of the running integration calculation, we evaluated
the chasing method using tailpipe measurements of CO2 by PEMS. In this test we wanted to
see how mobile measurements match the direct in-exhaust measurements of the chased
vehicle. From these measurements we calculated the dilution rate (DR) as a ratio of the CO2
measured by PEMS and by the chasing instrument [51], and compared it to the calculated BC
EF.
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Figure 3-6 : The tailpipe measurements performed with the portable emission measurement
system (PEMS) are ground speed (shaded grey) and exhaust mass flow rate
(black) – top; and CO2 (blue) – middle. CO2 and BC measured with the mobile
station in red and black, respectively, are also in the middle plot. The calculated
dilution ratio (DR) in black and the BC EF in green – bottom. The BC EF does
not show any significant dependence on the DR, and the uncertainty of EF (light
green) increases when the CO2 emissions are low. Note the log scales for DR and
EF.
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The results presented in Figure 3-6 first show how the exhaust mass flow rate changes with
the vehicle speed for the turbocharged diesel engine analyzed. When the vehicle is
accelerating, the power demand is high and so the exhaust flow rate increases and reaches the
highest values at high engine speeds and loads. When the vehicle ceases to accelerate the flow
rate drops; when the vehicle stops, and during certain braking sections, the engine idles and so
the mass flow reach its minimum value. While driving, the concentration of CO2 in the
exhaust line varies from roughly 4% to 9%, and drops to zero when the vehicle is braking.
The jagged exhaust flow rate and CO2 measured with PEMS reflect the gear changes as the
mass flow is strongly dependent on the engine speed. The variability of the exhaust flow rate
is often also reflected in the CO2 measurements of the mobile platform, where we can observe
similar drops in the CO2 signal when a gear shift is made (e.g. after 25th to 30th and 160th to
170th seconds, and so on etc.).
Our calculated DR values range from approximately 100, when we were in closer proximity
to the chased vehicle and the speed of both vehicles was lower; to the maximum value of
approximately 72000 when both the emitted CO2 and the exhaust mass flow rate dropped.
This occurred at the end of the track where we had to slow down to make a sharp U-turn.
Notwithstanding this period, the maximum DR value was 8943 and the median 1077. This is
similar to the measurements of Vogt et al. [52], where they report dilution factors measured at
approximately constant distances of 14, 50 and 100 m distance from a diesel car travelling 50100 km/h to range from 926 to 9300.
The dilution does not affect the calculated BC EF. As we can see from Figure 3-6, the BC EF
is at its highest just before the highest cruising speed is reached; and the dilution ratio is
highest when the exhaust mass flow rate drops. This is consistent with the findings of Chang
et al. [51], who report that the dilution ratio depends not only on speed but also on the exhaust
flow rate and other parameters, which are more important in the near wake region. The
omitted parts, when the CO2 drops below the background, overlap with the parts where there
is little to no CO2 emitted from the exhaust pipe, and so the CO2 concentrations measured
with the mobile station do not exceed the background level. However, the dilution rate does
influence the uncertainty of the EF calculation. We can see that both the positive and the
negative errors increase at the end of each run when the exhaust mass flow rate drops. We can
also see that, at around the 170th second and after the 370th second, there is no positive error.
This is because we do not calculate the EF when concentrations drop below the set baseline. If
we had high background noise and low CO2 emissions coming out of the vehicle, the error
produced would have been large. We have, in part, limited calculating with low CO2 by
calculating the running integration EF using the 10 s time integrals instead of shorter
intervals.
We will describe the EF variation measured with its range and selected percentile values. The
range describes the spread of the sample data. The percentiles divide the sample so that for the
pth percentile of a sample (p being a number between 0 and 100), as nearly as possible p% of
the sample values are less than the pth percentile and (100 − p)% are greater [61]. For each EF
time series determined using different background levels, we calculated the distribution range,
and the 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 90th percentile values. In Table 3-5 we can see that the
negative relative error is smaller than the positive for values that are the median or higher. We
can also see that the maximum value is calculated with the highest uncertainty, but that the
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90th percentile uncertainty already resembles the uncertainty of the 75th percentile. This means
only a maximum of 10% of the values have an uncertainty that is higher than 25%. We can
see that the error that arises from background determination is larger than that arising from
instrument imprecision and the omission of CO and HC measurements.
In order to better resolve the EF variability in Chapter 4.4.1, we have calculated the EF using
a shorter integration time of 2 s. In order to calculate the 2 s integration interval we eliminated
all values that were lower than the background plus two standard deviations of its variability,
thereby excluding low CO2 values from the calculation, which are the source of the highest
EF calculation uncertainty. We can see in Table 3-5, that an integration using a shorter time
interval of 2 s yields in similar EF distribution values, only the maximum emissions are
substantially higher. As Ajtay et al. [62] reported for their laboratory experiments, the
emission peaks flatten on their way from the engine through the exhaust system and the
sampling lines of the measuring instruments. During our measurements there is a rapid,
intense dilution of exhaust emissions in the atmosphere before they reach the mobile
measurement platform. Even by integrating with shorter time interval we can only capture
only a smoothened version of the emission peak. Since the uncertainty of such a calculation is
rather high, we use the 10 s integration, which thus reflects an even more smoothed version of
the super emission peaks produced by the engine.
Table 3-5: The emission factor (EF) calculated using different background levels shows that
regardless of the set background, the EF distributions yield similar percentile
values. The + and – signs denote the EF calculated using the background with
subtracted 2 standard deviations of its variability (EF BC-), and from the
background with added 2 standard deviations of its variability (EF BC+). Their
positive and negative relative errors (rel. err.) are also reported. In the last
column is the EF is calculated with a 2 s integral instead of a 10 s integral (this
part will be used in Chapter 4.4.2).

Minimum
25th percentile
Median
75th percentile
90th percentile
Maximum

3.4.3

EF BC(g/kg)
0.24
0.50
0.63
0.85
1.17
1.99

EF BC
(g/kg)
0.23
0.55
0.73
1.01
1.35
2.44

EF BC+
(g/kg)
0.23
0.59
0.88
1.25
1.69
3.54

-Rel err.
(%)
-0.04
0.09
0.14
0.16
0.13
0.18

+Rel err.
(%)
0.00
0.07
0.21
0.24
0.25
0.45

EF BC 2 s
(g/kg)
0.14
0.49
0.73
1.15
1.65
5.14

Comparing emission factors determined using different methods

3.4.3.1 Stationary and chasing emission factors
Another objective of this study was to compare the results of the chasing and stationary
methods. We plotted together the EFs of both methods for individual vehicles in Figure 3-7
since the median values of the chasing method overlapped so well with the bulk integration,
we omitted the latter from the plot. In Figure 5 are box plots for each car: D3-00, D3-02, D304, D5-10 and G5-11 respectively; letters C and S mark the chasing and stationary methods
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respectively. Grey dots represent the actual data points: there is a significant difference in the
measurement counts for both methods; whereas the chasing method comprises approximately
600 points, the stationary measurements feature only about 20 for Euro 3 vehicles and a very
small number of EFs for the two Euro 5 vehicles.
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Figure 3-7 : Black carbon (a) and particle number emission factor distributions (b) for each
car measured using the chasing (C) and stationary (S) methods. The marked
values represented are the minimum and maximum (-), 1st and 99th percentiles
(x), the 5th and 95th percentiles (whiskers), the 25th and 75th percentiles (the
lower and upper box lines), the median (middle box line), and the mean (□). The
grey dots represent the actual data points. The Euro 3 emission standard, which
was recalculated from particle mass to BC, assuming consumption of 6 l/100 km
and 48% BC content in the PM, is shown with a dashed line in (a).
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We can see very good agreement between the BC EF of D3-00 and D3-04 not only do the
median values lie very close to each other, but also the tails of both methods match (see also
Table 3-3 and Table 3-4). We can see that the tails of the chasing method have only a few
points that are sufficiently high to skew the distributions, and this is even more pronounced
with the PN EFs. The D3-02 stationary EFs are systematically lower than the chasing results.
We believe this was because the D3-02 driver was a professional driver who could reproduce
the steady state operation of the vehicle during the stationary measurement and thereby
minimize energy consumption and emissions for this driving situation, whereas, for the
chasing measurement, we could also capture the transient emissions of the vehicle. For “realworld” measurements we would not expect his driving to be representative, as most car
drivers are not professionals. Moreover, a larger number of stationary measurements may
show a distribution closer to the chasing one. The PN EFs of the two methods match well
only for the D3-00, the other two vehicles PN EFs were much higher when measured with the
chasing method than the stationary method.
When comparing the EFs determined in this study to those in previous studies, we see that the
PN EFs and BC EF determined here are similar to the arithmetic mean PN (4.7·1015#/kg) and
the BC (1.7 g/kg) EF of Ban-Weiss et al.[21]. Hudda et al.[63], report a lower median PN EF
for light duty gasoline vehicles (0.43·1015#/kg) and similar values for heavy duty diesel
vehicles (4.2 or 5.2·1015#/kg). The BC EF (0.07 g/kg) from these previous studies for light
duty gasoline vehicles is similar to our stationary measurement median for the gasoline car,
but lower than the chasing median. The heavy duty diesel BC EFs (0.41 and 1.33 g/kg) from
these previous studies resemble our D3-00 cars' median and minimum, and the values from
previous studies lie at about half of the medians for the other two Euro 3 cars we measured.
Similar BC EFs to Hudda et al. [63] were previously reported by Wang et al. [22] for their
truck fleet (1.1 and 0.4 g/kg for trucks registered in Chongqing and Beijing respectively, the
latter being subdue to more strict regulation of fuel quality), and by Dallmann et al. [23], who
also observed a decrease in the average BC EF (1.07 and 0.49 g/kg) on their measured truck
fleet after more stringent emission legislation was enforced at the Port of Oakland, California,
USA. A comparison of our BC EF to the results of other studies is provided also in Chapter
4.3.2.

3.4.3.2 Particle number and black carbon emission factors
Comparing the PN EF and BC EF that were calculated from the same vehicle drive-by,
(Figure 3-8) we see that the highest PN EF and the highest BC EF do not coincide. This was
also observed by Ban-Weiss et al. [21], on their ~300 vehicle fleet. In our study, the D5-10
produced the highest stationary PN EF, the D3-04 highest BC EF, the D3-02 stationary EFs
lie between these two, and the D3-00 features a high PN EF and BC EF, which occur at
different vehicle passes. The asynchronous occurrence of the high BC and PN EF is in-line
with the theory that soot particles inhibit the formation of nucleation particles in the exhaust
[57]. Unlike particle mass, the particle number is not conserved and may change due to
nucleation and coagulation during dilution. In the absence of soot particles, the gaseous
precursors may form new nucleation particles while, in the presence of soot, the gaseous
precursors would condense on the preexisting soot particles [57].
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Figure 3-8: Particle number emission factors (EF PN) versus black carbon emission factors
(EF BC) measured at the same vehicle drive-by. The transparent symbols
represent measurements with the stationary method; the opaque shapes denote
the median of theEFs measured with the chasing method. The G5-11 and D5-10
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Figure 3-9: Demonstrating how the exhaust composition of the chased vehicle changes over
time. We show the emission factors for black carbon (BC) and the particle
number (PN) for the different size fractions for one lap chasing the vehicle D302: BC EF (black), total PN (red), the PN of particles smaller than 50 nm (blue),
the PN of particles between 50 nm to 200 nm (orange), and the PN of particles
larger than 200 nm (grey). In this chasing segment the total PN EF is dominated
by particles smaller than 50 nm; that the middle 50–200 nm particle size range
coincides with BC EF
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3.4 Results and discussion
The median of the chasing EFs calculated using the running integration method are also
marked in Figure 3-8 for comparison purposes, they all match well with the stationary
measurements. This means the results of the two methods are comparable.
In order to further explain the difference between PN and BC EF behavior, we segregated the
PN EF to three size bins and calculated their individual EFs, using the running integration
approach. Besides the total PN EF, we then calculated the EF PN for three aerodynamic
particle diameter segments: less than 50 nm, 50 nm to 200 nm, and larger than 200 nm. We
can see from Figure 3-9 that the PN EF from the 50–200 nm range coincides well with the BC
EF. The PN EF from the 50-200 nm range is, in this case, very small compared to the EF of
particles smaller than 50 nm. These dominated in parts of the D3-02 plume, e.g. see one lap
example for this vehicle in Figure 7. We found similar super emissions of particles smaller
than 50 nm in the D5-10 plume. We can see from Figure 3-9 that between 30 and 70 s the
total PN EF followed the BC EF; these findings are consistent and complementary to our
stationary observations in Figure 3-8, where the PN EF and BC EF did not overlap because
the constituents of the exhaust changed with driving dynamics; similar results were reported
in [64].

3.4.4

Black carbon emission factors measured in real driving conditions,
emission standards and laboratory measurements

We sought to ascertain whether our Euro 3 vehicles were still compliant with their legislative
standards and how our real-life driving approximation matched its legislative equivalent, and
so we recalculated the Euro 3 emission standard from the particulate mass (PM) in [g/km] to
BC EF in [g/kg], assuming there was 47.6% of elemental carbon (which we equated with BC
in this particular campaign, mass absorption cross section used was 13.86 m2g-1) in the
emitted diesel particulate mass [64,65]; a fuel density of 0.832 kg/l (the mean of the limit
values of EN ISO 3675 and EN ISO 12185) and a fuel consumption of 6 or 8 l/100km. The
car owners of the three Euro 3 cars reported that their cars consumed 7–9, 5–6 and around 8
l/100km for the D3-00, D3-02 and D3-04 respectively. We did not use the lower limits as they
applied for highway driving, which was not the case in our experiment. As a result of the
recalculation, a Euro 3 compliant car with a fuel consumption of 6 or 8 l/100 km could emit
0.48 or 0.36 g of BC per kg of fuel, and we marked the limit line of 6 l/100 km of
consumption in Figure 3-7 a. From these calculations, neither the median EF BC determined
by the stationary measurements of all Euro 3 cars nor the median chasing BCEF are expected
to be compliant with the legislation. The most probable reason for the discrepancy is the
difference between the driving regime used here and that used in emission standard testing. In
our case we had a track with slope and curves, while in the European emission standards the
new European driving cycle (NEDC) is used, where the changes in speed are gradual. Future
emission standards should address these “super emission” peaks, which may substantially
contribute to total emissions.
The BC EFs for a Euro 5 gasoline and a Euro 3 diesel car were recently measured in
laboratory experiments by Platt et al. [66], and Chirico et al. [67]. Platt et al. [66], measured
the emissions of a single gasoline Euro 5 vehicle on a dynamometer using the new European
driving cycle and report a BC EF of 0.02 g/kg. Chirico et al. [67], measured the BC EF of
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three in use cars with different after treatment devices. Most of their presented measurements
are performed with the engine in idle mode, where the BC EFs range from 0.466 to 0.763
g/kg fuel; one car was also measured at the speed of 60 km/h with a reported BC EF of 0.512
g/kg. These numbers are lower than the median EF values determined in our on-road
measurements but still within the measurement range reported here (see Table 3-3 and Table
3-4).

3.5 Conclusions
Measuring vehicle EFs in real driving conditions can bring a greater understanding of actual
fleet emissions. It can be a cost effective way to monitor fleet emissions by measuring a large
number of vehicles and to check if the measures taken to reduce emissions were effective. We
further developed two such methods and tested them in a controlled environment. We
measured the EF of two parameters: the particle number concentration (PN) and black carbon
(BC), both recognized as being more closely related to the deleterious health effects of
particulate air pollution than the currently used legislative particle trait – its mass (PM) (e.g.
[9,68]; and references there-in).
We have demonstrated that the stationary and chasing methods yield similar EFs and can thus
be complementary. Both showed that a single stationary measurement of one vehicle, or the
bulk EF of one chase, may not be representative of that vehicles EF span. Both methods
showed how the emissions of a single vehicle changed with the driving conditions and further
indicated that the use of a single number as a representation of that vehicle's EF might not be
appropriate, instead, the distribution of that vehicles EF should be considered, where a single
vehicle EF distribution has the most consistent number of measurements around the median
value and is accompanied by a tail of “super emissions”. These emission peaks may be similar
to what Ajtay et al. [62], found in their dynamometer study and to the NOx emissions of the
different driving cycles reported in Franco et al.'s [14], review of EF development. We found
a vehicle specific EF distribution for each of the investigated cars. In the stationary
measurements, the D3-00 and D3-02 have a similar average EF BC but their distributions are
different – the D3-00 median is lower and the tail longer than the D3-02. We found that
measuring at different speeds or on different slope does not increase the EF (similarly to
[21]). Measuring during acceleration and in close proximity to the exhaust pipe improves the
measurement collection efficiency. This knowledge concerning EF distributions could be
beneficial if included in traffic emission models.
With tailpipe measurements, we calculated the dilution ratio of CO2 in the plume of the
chased vehicle between the exhaust and the mobile measurement station. We found that the
EF does not change with the dilution ratio, but is sensitive to low exhaust CO2 concentrations
of the chased vehicle. If there is no CO2 emitted from the chased vehicle, none can be
measured and so such parts should be omitted from the results.
The cost of both methods is low and each has its pros and cons – the stationary method needs
more measurements of a single vehicle in order to obtain a representative EF distribution, or a
measurement of a large number of vehicles so as to obtain a representative distribution for the
fleet, but is not affected by the background as much as the chasing method. With the latter, we
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can obtain the EF distribution in a single chase, but the data is more difficult to collect and
analyze due to possible disturbances from other vehicles on the road, or sources close to the
road, which may disturb the background concentrations. However, both are a valuable
contribution to understanding fleet emissions as they can be used to measure the versatility of
the in-use fleet. The use of distributions of measured real-life EFs may improve the modelling
of traffic emissions. This may be especially true for BC, since it is not as affected by
environmental conditions as PN or PM. In dispersed and variable air pollution sources such as
traffic, it is advantageous to take different approaches and seek new insights to the problem.
By comparing the results of different measurements, such as dynamometer and real-life
measurements, we can get a better understanding of traffic emissions.
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4 On–road emission factor measurement
campaign
In this part of the thesis we present the results of our extensive on-road measurement
campaign, where we measured the emissions of BC and NOx on a fleet of 141 different
vehicle types (diesel and gasoline cars, buses, and light and heavy duty vehicles). We
calculated the EF of individual vehicles using the running integration method described in
Chapter 3.3. We gained registration information on most of the measured vehicles from
collected license plate numbers. From the collected data we compared the versatility of our
measured fleet to Eurostat's statistical data on the Slovenian and European vehicle fleet; we
demonstrate the effects of vehicle age, engine maximum power and the ratio of maximum
power to vehicle size and finally the contribution of high emitters to the total emissions of our
measured fleet.
We will analyze the vehicle category EF distribution and compare our results to the results of
other similar studies by using the median value of the chasing measurements. This is because
we found good agreement between the median value of the EF distribution of individual
vehicles measured with the chasing method, the bulk calculation of the same chasing event
and the median of the same vehicles EFs measured with the stationary method. We will then
discuss the use of the whole individual vehicle EF distribution for further use in the emission
inventory model. To do so, we will use the PEMS experiment, which is described in the
previous chapter, to correlate the EF distribution to vehicle performance and accordingly
compile the EF distribution to produce a single representative number for a vehicle in a city
driving scenario. We will present the influence of the use of different calculation approaches
on the resultant EF.
Since vehicle categorization differs in the datasets we used, we had to make alterations to our
vehicle categories throughout the text in order to compare the same data. We changed the
categories composition, e.g. when comparing our fleet statistics to Eurostat data, presenting
our EF according to the vehicle registry data, or later when using EFs in the inventory model
where we had to consider the traffic count classification.

4.1 Introduction
Previous studies that used the chasing method for EF measurements in real driving conditions
were performed on fleets of busses and heavy-goods vehicles (HGV) [19,22,59,60,69]. In the
study made by Shorter [60], they discuss the effectiveness of the NOx emission reduction in
different engine and exhaust system technologies, which had been introduced to the New
York bus fleet. They found that NOx emissions from diesel and Compressed Natural Gas
(CNG) busses were comparable and that hybrid electric busses had approximately one-half
the NOx emissions. They also found that in the group of diesel busses equipped with
continuously regenerating technology (CRT), NO2 represented a third of emitted NOx, while
in non–CRT buses emissions, the percentage of NO2 was less than 10%. Similar NO2 to NOx
ratios were found by Carslaw et al [58], who used a remote sensing technique to measure the
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emissions of almost 70000 vehicles in United Kingdom (UK), where 30% of NOx were
emitted as NO2 by Enhanced Environmentally friendly Vehicles (EEV). The EEV is a
recommended standard in the European Union for HGVs with lower PM emission values than
a Euro VI vehicle but the same NOx standard as a Euro V.
Wang et al. [19], measured the EF of BC, CO and PM0.5 (a particle mass smaller than 0.5 µm)
on a fleet of 230 trucks and 57 buses in China, where they identified “heavy emitters” in the
road fleet. They found that 5% of the trucks contributed 50% of the BC emissions, and 20%
of the trucks contributed 50% of the CO and PM0.5 emissions. Furthermore they found that the
EFs of trucks registered outside Beijing were significantly higher than those that were subject
to the stricter engine and fuel quality standards enforced in Beijing. They concluded that
restricting the emissions of trucks only in Beijing is not sufficient to reduce traffic-related air
pollution in Beijing. Their bus fleet measurements showed that newer busses (Euro IV and
CNG) compared to their predecessors (Euro II and Euro I) were indeed an effective way to
reduce the emissions of the measured pollutants. In their follow up study [22] they employed
the same method on a fleet of 440 on-road trucks, measuring the EF of NOx and BC. They
found that the measures taken in Beijing were effective for the BC emissions of trucks that
were from that area, but they did not observe such a trend for NOx emissions.
The most extensive on-road measurement study was performed in the UK by Carslaw et al.
[58]. They employed a remote sensing technique to measure the emissions of NO, NO2 and
NH3 on a fleet of almost 70000 individual vehicles which also included also vans, diesel and
gasoline cars. Matching these to vehicle verification data, they found that only gasoline
fuelled cars had shown an appreciable reduction in NOx emissions over the past 15—20 years,
whereas diesel fuelled vehicles have not. They found that there was an influence of vehicle
manufacturer for Euro 4/5 vehicles and that Euro 4/5 diesel vehicles with smaller
displacements emit less NO than those with larger displacements. They report that NH3
emissions from gasoline cars decreased by over a factor of 3 from the late 1990's to 2012; and
that NH3 emissions are crucial when observing the emissions of older generation catalystequipped gasoline vehicles and SCR-equipped busses.
NOx and BC do not have the same formation process in the engine: while NOx is formed in
fuel lean conditions and at high temperatures, BC is formed in fuel rich conditions. Most of
the NOx in the engine is formed by the Zeldovich mechanism, where NO is formed from
atmospheric nitrogen (and its destruction) [70]. Soot (or BC) formation does not have as clear
a formation path. According to Xi and Zhong [71],the soot formation steps can be
summarized as the: “(1) formation of molecular precursors of soot, (2) nucleation or inception
of particles from heavy polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon molecules, (3) mass growth of
particles through the addition of gas phase molecules, (4) coagulation via reactive particleparticle collisions, (5) carbonization of particulate material, and, finally, (6) oxidation of
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and soot particles”.
In gasoline engines, the fuel and air are mixed before they are injected in the combustion
chamber: the mix is homogenous and the engine can smoothly operate close to stoichiometric
or slightly fuel-rich mixture. In such conditions, hydrocarbon (HC) and carbon monoxide
(CO) formation are high, and soot emissions can also occur; in lean to stoichiometric
conditions, NO formation increases. Because engines operate in different modes, several
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emission control techniques are necessary to reduce all pollutants. The reason diesel engines
emit more soot and NO than gasoline engines is because the fuel in diesel engines the fuel is
injected in the chamber just before the combustion starts. Because the fuel-to-air ratios in the
mixture and the combustion temperature are not homogenous, this leads to higher NO
formation in the close to-stoichiometric regions and to soot formation in the rich unburnedfuel containing core of the fuel spray. The majority of soot particles thus formed, can then
oxidize in the presence of unburned oxygen [70].
In diesel vehicles high soot emissions occur when the relative air-fuel ratio drops to very low
values during the early cycles of a transient event, when the air supply by the compressor
cannot meet the higher fuel flow during load increase; since the fuel pump responds much
faster than the air supply, the combustion deteriorates and leads to a slow engine (torque and
speed) response and an overshoot in particulate, gaseous, and noise emissions. There are
various delays that affect the transient engine response; in wide spread turbocharged diesel
engines, the poor load acceptance is even worse than in naturally aspired engines because of
the flow and the dynamic inertia of the turbocharger ([72], and the references therein).
According to the European Automobile Manufacturers' Association (ACEA) the motorization
in Europe is increasing for passenger cars and the commercial vehicle fleet – by about 50% in
two decades (1990--2010). Fleet trends show that the percentage of diesel cars is also rising
from about 30% in 2000 to about 60% in 2011, and that most popular passenger cars by
segment are small (e.g. Ford Ka, VW Polo, Peugeot 206, Opel Corsa) and lower medium cars
(e.g. Honda Civic, Mazda 3, Toyota Corolla) which respectively represent 34.2% and 22.1%
of all new cars sold in Europe in 2011 [73]. A slightly smaller percentage of diesel cars
(54.9%) was reported by the European Environment Agency (EEA) who, in their report titled
Monitoring CO2 emissions from new passenger cars in the EU [74], also state that the average
mass of cars was at its highest point in the last nine years, the average engine capacity had
decreased by 5% since 2007, and, despite of these changes, the improved vehicle technology
has led to greater fuel efficiency and lower average CO2 emissions per kilometer travelled.
This report was based on data provided by the manufactures, who, were obliged to measure
CO2 emissions using the type approved test cycle (NEDC) in laboratory conditions. The
statement was refuted by International Council on Clean Transportation in their 2013 white
paper [75]; in which they compared official and 'real-world' fuel consumption and CO2 values
for cars in Europe and the United States. They have analyzed several on-road driving datasets
from various European countries, where they found an overreaching trend between typeapproved and on-road CO2 emissions. Namely, in 2001, the discrepancy between the two had
been below 10% and increased to around 25% by 2011, with 'real-world' emissions being
higher than emissions according to type-approval. The same report also clarifies that their
analysis does not suggest that manufacturers have done anything illegal, but instead that the
NEDC was not appropriate to use for indicating fuel consumption as it was originally not
designed to measure this, nor was it designed to measure CO2 emissions. Some features of the
test procedure can be exploited to influence test results, resulting in unrealistically low CO 2
emission levels. These issues are being addressed by the United Nations through the
development of a new vehicle test procedure, among other things.
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Since BC emissions also depend on the driving regime and vehicle load, we expect that the
BC EF measured on-roads will be more representative for vehicle emissions than they would
be measured in laboratory tests using NEDC.

4.2 Instrumentation and methods
4.2.1

Measurement sites and instrumentation

We performed our measurements in December 2011 over the course of 7 days on Slovenian
highways and regional roads, measuring predominantly the Slovenian vehicle fleet. However,
since Slovenia is a transient country positioned under the Alps, next to the Adriatic and
opening to the Balkan and East European region, some foreign vehicles were also measured.
Slovenian highways are part of the V. (Venice-Trieste/Koper-Ljubljana-Budapest-Kiev) and
X. (Salzburg-Ljubljana-Zagreb-Belgrade-Thessaloniki) trans-European corridors and are thus
an important connection between central and east European states, especially for the transport
of goods. As a result, goods vehicle emissions influence the quality of Slovenian air.
The mobile measurement platform used for on-road chasing measurements is described in
detail in Chapter 3.2.3. For the on-road campaign we added a Nitric Oxide Monitor and an
NO2 converter (models 410 and 401 of 2B Technologies; accuracy of the measurement ±1.5
ppb or better [46]) for measuring NOx. We used instruments for measuring CO2, BC as
summarized in section 3.2.3 and Table 3-2.

Figure 4-1: Stills from the on-road measurement campaign. The image on the top left is the
background measurement, the top right is the beginning of a chase of a truck
with a trailer; and the lower image depicts a car chase.
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The EFs were calculated using the running integration approach, as described in detail in
section 3.3. The carbon fraction for both gasoline and diesel was now set to 0.86. For each
vehicle’s EF distribution, we calculated the following values: the minimum, 25th percentile,
median, 75th percentile and maximum; we used these values to renormalize the EF for
individual vehicles and represent it with a single number for further use in the emission
inventory model. The determination of the representative EF was based on additional analysis
we performed on the PEMS measurements (the measurement setup is described in section
3.2.2), where we investigated how our EF distribution depended on vehicle's performance.
For this purpose, we collected additional information on the investigated vehicles' size,
weight, rolling resistance coefficient and drag resistance coefficient.

4.2.2

Vehicle classification and fleet description

We collected license plate numbers and gained more information on the measured vehicles
from their registration certificate; the data was provided by the Ministry of Infrastructure and
Spatial Planning; it contained information about each vehicle category, the fuel used, the date
the vehicle was first entered into service, curb weight, engine displacement and the maximum
power.
For 2011 (the year our measurement study was conducted) we used the Eurostat vehicle feet
statistics (for Europe and Slovenia respectively) and compared them to ours. The Eurostat
statistics for cars in Europe include countries that reported not only the total number of cars
but also statistics on which fuel they used and their respective engine displacements
(Belgium, Czech Republic, Germany, Estonia, Ireland, Spain, Croatia, Italy, Cyprus,
Hungary, Malta, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovenia, Finland, the United
Kingdom and Turkey). Of the 207185950 passenger cars in-use, 61% used gasoline fuels and
34% used diesel. Unfortunately this type of Eurostat data was not available for France, which
has the third largest segment (13.3%) of Europe's car fleet (according to Eurostat data for
2010). However, the ACEA (European Car Manufacturers' Association) reported a similar
percentage of diesel and gasoline cars in the European fleet in their 2012 pocket guide [73];
they included the following countries: Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland,
France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Netherlands, Poland, Romania, Spain,
Sweden and the UK; they report 61.5% of vehicles using gasoline, 35.3% using diesel and
3.2% using other fuel types.
Our vehicle classification to categories was based on that of vehicle verification information,
according to the Commission Directive 2001/116/EC [76]. In Europe vehicles with more than
four wheels are on the first level organized according their purpose to categories M, N and O.
Category M includes vehicles for the transport of passengers, category N comprises
commercial vehicles for the transport of goods, and category O includes trailers (and semitrailers). Further categorization of category M pertains to the number of passenger seats and
the vehicle's maximum allowed weight, whereas the N and O categories are further segregated
regarding to the vehicle's maximum allowed weight. This classification, with further sub
categories, is then, among other things, also used for prescribing emission standards to new
vehicles. Passenger cars (category M1) and light commercial vehicles weighing less than
1305 kg (category N1-I) have the same emission standards, even though their Euro 1 and
Euro 2 standards came in to force in different years. Light commercial vehicles have two
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more categories of Emission standards: N1-II (1305 – 1760 kg); and N1-III (> 1760) together
with N2 (light commercial vehicles with a maximum mass exceeding 3500 kg but
below12000 kg). Depending on the vehicle's use, the same vehicle can be registered as an M1
or N1.
Similar categorization is used in the Eurostat data. There are also many other classifications of
vehicles. In Chapter 5.3.2 we will be using the classification according to traffic counters. The
traffic counters can discriminate between vehicles by their size, and therefore count vehicles
in different categories, e.g. the traffic count data we use in Chapter 5.3.2 provides the
following categories: motorbikes, cars, light trucks, medium trucks, large trucks, and large
trucks with trailers, tows and busses. Traffic counters cannot discriminate between M1 and
N1 vehicles, so we then treat them accordingly; light trucks are equivalent to N2 light goods
vehicles. In this section, however, we will consider M1s according to their engines as diesel
or gasoline passenger cars; N1s, N2s and M2s will all be presenting emission factors of light
goods vehicles (LGVs); and HGVs will be presented with the emissions of N3s and M3s. The
two different categorizations we will use are summarized in Table 4-1, where it is also
indicated how they overlap with the classification in directive 2001/116/EC and that of traffic
counters.
Table 4-1: An outline of four vehicle categorizations and how they overlap; the first are
Directive 2001/116/EC and the corresponding Categorization 1, which we used
throughout Chapter 4 for comparison with other studies; followed by Traffic
counter categorization and Categorization 2, which we used in Chapter 5.3 to
calculate traffic emissions in Maribor. LGV and HGV are abbreviations for light
and heavy goods vehicles respectively.
2001/116/EC
L
Motorcycles
M1
Passenger cars

Categorization 1
/
Gasoline cars

Traffic counter
Motorcycles
Cars

Categorization 2
/
Cars

Light trucks

LGV

Busses
Medium trucks
Large trucks
Large trucks with trailers
Semi-trailer trucks

HGV

Diesel cars
N1
N2
M2
M3
N3

LGV
LGV
Mini busses
Busses
HGV

LGV

HGV

For some HGVs, busses and N2 light goods vehicles, we were unable to obtain the vehicle
verification data (e.g. foreign vehicles and vehicles for which we were unable to note their
license plates). These vehicles were only included in the results when more detailed
information (e.g. age, engine displacement or power) about the vehicle was not needed and
the vehicle's category could be determined solely by its visual appearance. Thus, we kept the
heavy goods vehicles and large vans for which we did not have traffic permit information; the
first were all categorized as N3 and the second as N2. This was not possible to apply to
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passenger cars, where we could not determine which fuel they were using based solely on
their appearance, and so we excluded them from the analysis.

4.3 Emission factor measurements results
Our total vehicle fleet sample was 141 vehicles; it consisted of 77 passenger cars (M1) of
which 51 were diesel and 26 gasoline cars, 6 busses (M3), 1 mini bus (M2), 23 light goods
vehicles (of which 15 were category N1 and 8 were category N2) and 34 heavy goods
vehicles (N3). In this chapter we will use four vehicle groups to describe them: passenger cars
with a spark ignition engine (gasoline cars), passenger cars with a compression ignition
engine (diesel cars), light goods vehicles (LGV), where we included vehicles categorized as
N1, N2 and M2; and heavy goods vehicles (HGV), where we included N3 goods vehicles and
M3 busses. Out of 40 vehicles in the HGV category, we have 18 measurements of heavy
goods vehicles and 3 busses for which we were unable to obtain the registry data; of the eight
N2 light goods vehicles, three were without the additional registry information. The fleet
sample is also summarized in Table 4-2.
Table 4-2: Number of vehicle types in the sampled fleet, according their assigned categories.
Category
Gasoline cars
Diesel cars
LGV

HGV

Vehicle type
Gasoline cars
Diesel cars
Light goods vehicles 1
Light goods vehicles 2
Mini buss
Busses
Heavy goods vehicles

M1
M1
N1
N2
M2
M3
N3

Number in our fleet sample
26
51
15
8
1
6
34

We will compare our measured fleet statistics on the vehicles' age and size with the Slovenian
and European vehicle fleet statistics (Chapter 4.3.1). We present our results as BC, and NOx
EF distributions for the four vehicle categories and compare them to results of other similar
studies (Chapter 4.3.2). We further demonstrate how the EFs of each group depend on their
age, engine power and engine displacement (Chapters 0 and 4.3.4) and in Chapter 4.3.5
calculate the contribution of high emitters to fleet emissions.

4.3.1

Comparison of sampled vehicle fleet and Eurostat data

In order to see if our study sample is representative for the Slovenian and European fleets, we
used Eurostat data to compare the size and age composition of the three investigated vehicle
fleets. In this chapter, we show a comparison between the European, Slovenian and campaign
passenger car fleets (only M1 vehicles) according to the fuel used, engine displacement and
age, and the goods vehicle fleets (N1, N2 and N3) according to their size and age.
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4.3.1.1 Passenger cars
From Table 4-3 we can see that the combination of cars in the European and Slovenian fleets
are very similar. The percentage of diesel and gasoline cars in the European fleet is 34% and
61%, while the Slovenian fleet has 36% and 63% of diesel and gasoline cars, respectively.
The engine displacements of diesel or gasoline engines are also lie very close. Both fleets
show that most gasoline cars have engine displacements smaller than 1400 cm 3 (49% and
61% for European and Slovenian fleet respectively) and that only a small portion of gasoline
cars have an engine displacement larger than 2000 cm3 (7% and 3% for the European and
Slovenian fleets, respectively). Most diesel powered cars have an engine displacement in the
size range of 1400 to 2000 cm3 (76% and 80% respectively); the fewest have an engine
displacement smaller than 1400 cm3 (5% and 4% respectively).
We can see a good match for both in the gasoline and diesel car engine displacement
segregation of the campaign fleet, where again most gasoline cars (50%) had engine
displacements smaller than 1400 cm3, followed by 42% of cars with engine displacements in
the range of 1400 to 1999 cm3 and the fewest gasoline cars had engine displacements larger
than 2000 cm3 (8%). For diesel cars, the share was - as in the European and Slovenian fleets largest for 1400 to 1999 cm3 sized engines (75%), followed by 25% of diesel cars with engine
displacements larger than 2000 cm3. We did not capture any diesel cars with engine
displacements smaller than 1400 cm3.
Table 4-3 Passenger car fleets according the fuel used and engine displacement at the end of
the year 2011.
Gasoline

Fleet
Europe
Slovenia
Our fleet

Of
Total
total
207185950 61%
1066490 63%
77 34%

Diesel

Less
than
1400
cm³
49%
61%
50%

From
1400
to
1999
cm³
44%
37%
42%

2000
cm³ or Of
over
total
7%
34%
3%
36%
8%
66%

Less
than
1400
cm³
5%
4%
/

From
1400
to
1999
cm³
76%
80%
75%

2000
cm³ or
over
19%
16%
25%

Table 4-4: Passenger car fleets according to their age, at the end of the year 2011.
Europe
Slovenia
This study

10 years or over
42%
41%
27%

From 5 to 10 years
28%
32%
40%

From 5 to 2 years
19%
18%
26%

Less than 2 years
11%
9%
6%

European and Slovenian car fleet statistics also compare well if segregated by the age of the
passenger cars. From Table 4-4 we can see that the two have almost the same percentage in
all four age groups set by Eurostat; the largest difference between them is only 4%. Most
passenger cars in both fleets were in use for 10 years or more (42% and 41% for the European
and Slovenian fleets respectively), followed by the group of cars that was in use for between 5
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and 10 years (28% and 32% respectively), almost 20% of which were in use for between 2
and 5 years and about 10% were in use for less than 2 years. In our study most cars were in
use for 5—10 years (40%), followed by those in use for 2—5 years (26%), older than 10 years
(27%), and the least were in use for less than 2 years (6%). The percentage of newest cars is
again similar for all three sets of passenger cars; our measured fleet consisted of more
passenger cars than were in use from 2 to 10 years, which may indicate that these are more
frequently used than cars older than 10 years, where our sample is about 15% smaller than the
European fleet and 14% smaller than the Slovenian fleet.
During our measurements, our prime focus was diesel cars, because they are commonly found
in Slovenia and Europe and are the most problematic with regard to emissions of BC and
NOx. We used gasoline cars for the control and an HGV for comparison to previous studies
that used similar techniques. There is therefore a greater percentage of cars powered by diesel
(66%) than gasoline (34%) in the fleet of this study than there are is in Europe or Slovenia in
general. We will further use this data to represent car fleet emission factors in section 5.3.2.3,
accounting for this difference between the campaign fleet, on the one side, and the Slovenian
fleet on the other.

4.3.1.2 Goods vehicles
Eurostat reports goods vehicles in three size ranges: 1500—2999 kg, 3000—6999 kg and
7000 kg or over. In percentage terms, the European fleet has the most vehicles in the lightest
category (44%), followed by the heaviest goods vehicles with 31% and least in the medium
range with 25% (Table 4-5). The Slovenian fleet also has the least percentage of vehicles in
the middle size range (21%); in contrast wit hte European fleet, it has the highest percentage
of goods vehicles in the highest size range (42%), followed by the lightest category with
(37%). Our fleet sample is partly similar to the European fleet because it has the same
percentage of goods vehicles in the lightest category and is partly similar to the Slovenian
fleet because the percentages of the medium (17%) and largest size ranges (39%) are more
similar to Slovenian fleet statistics.
Table 4-5: Statistics on goods vehicle size in 2011 for Europe, Slovenia and this study.
Total
1500 to 2999 kg
3000 to 6999 kg
7000 kg or over
Europe**
4274674
44%
25%
31%
Slovenia
22098
37%
21%
42%
This study
36
*44%
17%
39%
*Included one vehicle lighter than 1500 kg.
**Countries that also reported national statistics for goods vehicles also according to their size:
Czech Republic, Germany, Estonia, Ireland, Spain, Croatia, Italy, Cyprus, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta,
Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovenia, Finland, Sweden, Norway and Switzerland

The age of European goods vehicles shows similar trends to those observed for the passenger
car fleet (Table 4-6 and Table 4-4 respectively); most vehicles in Europe have been in use for
more than 10 years (43%), followed by 5–10 years (27%), 2–5 years (19%) and the fewest
goods vehicles have been in use for less than 2 years (11%). In comparison to the European
fleet, the Slovenian goods vehicle fleet has a similar percentage of newest vehicles (12%); it
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has 7% and 5% more vehicles that have been in use for 2–5 years and 5–10 years
respectively, but 13% less goods vehicles that have been in use for more than 10 years.
Table 4-6: Statistics on goods vehicles age in year 2011 for Europe, Slovenia and this study.
10 years or over
From 5 to 10 years From 2 to 5 years
Europe**
43%
27%
19%
Slovenia
30%
32%
26%
This study
22%
47%
25%
**see foot note in Table 4-5 for the countries that reported these numbers

Less than 2 years
11%
12%
6%

Our fleet also has the least percentage of goods vehicles that have been in use for less than 2
years, only our percentage (6%) is lower than that of the European and Slovenian fleets (11%
and 12% respectively); the percentage of vehicles in use for between 2 and 5 years is almost
the same in our fleet as it is in Slovenian fleet (25% and 26%, respectively). Most of the
goods vehicles we measured for emissions had been in use from 5–10 years (47%). As was
the case with passenger cars, a large difference was found in the oldest vehicle category,
which may be because older vehicles, while still registered, are not used as frequently as
newer vehicles.

4.3.2

Emission factors distributions and comparison to other studies

In Chapter 3 we tested and further developed two different methods for measuring EFs in real
driving conditions. We have shown that the EF distribution of a single vehicle measured with
the chasing and the stationary method match; and that calculating the chasing EF with two
calculation approaches (the median of the running integration and the bulk integration) agree
for each vehicle. Now that we have EFs of numerous different type vehicles, we will group
these vehicles in to categories and present the EF distributions for four different vehicle
categories: gasoline cars, diesel cars, light goods vehicles (LGV) and heavy goods vehicles
(HGVs) – as described in Chapter 4.2.2 and Table 4-1.
Figure 4-2 shows the differences between the vehicle groups' EF distributions for both BC
and NOx. The peak of BC EF distribution is highest for diesel cars, followed by LGVs, HGVs
and gasoline cars, where the lowest BC EFs are to be found. The peak of NOx EF distribution
is highest for HGV; LGV and diesel cars peak in the same range; gasoline cars peak at lowest
NOx EF values. HGVs and LGVs show similar distributions of BC EFs (means of 0.56 and
0.45 g/kg), but they do not show a similar distribution for NOx, where LGV's distributions
median (20.09 g/kg) is lower than HGV (29.30 g/kg) and higher than median value of diesel
cars (14.17 g/kg).
We compared the results of our study to other chasing and remote sensing studies that
measured the same species [19,21–23,58,60]; and EFs found in Tier I of the EMEP/EEA
emission inventory guidebook [77]. Remote sensing studies were included because we found
good agreement between the results of the remote sensing and chasing techniques in Chapter
3.4.3.1, where we have shown that with multiple measurements of the same vehicle with the
stationary method, we can obtain a similar distribution to measuring that vehicle with the
chasing method. We have also shown that the median value, of the two techniques used, is
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similar. We included EMEP/EEA EFs because the EMISENS model (used in Chapter 5.3 to
calculate traffic emission inventory) is based on COPERT IV EFs, which are described in the
aforementioned guide book. We did not include other study types such as tunnel
measurements, chassis dynamometer tests or measurements with portable emission
measurement systems, as they have already been discussed in other studies [22,60].
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Figure 4-2: Black carbon (BC) and NOx emission factor (EF) distributions for gasoline and
diesel cars, light and heavy goods vehicles (g. c., d. c., LGV and HGV
respectively). Note the EF logarithmic scale.
BC EF for diesel cars (0.92 g/kg) in our campaign resemble the HGV EFs reported by
Dallmann et al. in their [23] study for the state before additional emission control was
implemented (1.07 g/kg); and by Wang et al. [22], for HGVs from the Chongqing area (1.1
g/kg), where strict emission control standards from Beijing area have not been implemented,
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and for which they report lower BC EFs (0.4 g/kg); these resemble our HGV median (0.45
g/kg). The BC EF median of our LGVs resembles the BC EFs from a more recent study by
Dallmann et al. [25], where they report the mean value of their measured HGV fleet to be
0.62 g/kg.
Table 4-7: Comparison of emission factors measured in this study to other similar on-road
studies that measured the same species and EMEP/EEA Tier I emission factors.
Study
Shorter et al., 2005

Study type
Chasing (a)

Ban–Weiss et al.,
2009
Wang et al., 2012

Remote s. (a)

Dallmann et al.,
2011
Dallmann et al.,
2014
Carslaw and RhysTyler, 2013

Remote s. (c)

Chasing (b)

Remote s. (c)

Vehicle type
Diesel buses
CRT
HGV
HGV Beijing
HGV Chongqing
HGV (2009)
HGV (2010)
HGV

EF BC (g kg-1)

EF NOX (g kg-1)
34.5 (8.1–117.1)
27.8 (±6.3)

1.7 (0.1–20)
0.4 (0.2–0.8)
1.1 (0.7–1.6)
1.07 ± 0.18
0.49 ± 0.08
0.62 ± 0.17

47.3 (38.1–62.5)
40.0 (31.7–48.1)
25.9 ± 1.8
15.4 ± 0.9

Gasoline cars
5.34 (1.15 –26.83)
Diesel cars
16.37 (14.82–20.65)
Van
18.1 (16.87–23.59)
HGV (all)
37.88 (35.13–48.37)
EEA - inventory Laboratory
Gasoline car
8.73 (4.48–29.89)
guide book 2013
(a)
Diesel car
12.96 (11.2–13.88)
LGV
14.91 (13.36–18.43)
HGV
33.37 (28.34–28.29)
This study
Chasing (e)
Gasoline cars
0.35 (0.005–1.52)
6.42 (0.96–33.01)
Diesel cars
0.92 (0.03–5.87)
14.17 (3.92–53.54)
LGV
0.56 (0.05–5.24)
20.09 (2.77–47.35)
HGV
0.45 (0.04–11.01)
29.30 (4.31–108.74)
In parenthesis of EFs are (a) mean and range; (b) median (1st and 3rd quartile); (c) mean ± 95%
confidence interval; (d) emission ratios from Carslaw and Rhys-Tyler [58] paper were converted to EFs
using the same molecular weights and carbon fraction as in equation 3.1; presented are average values
for all Euro standards in a group, in parenthesis are the smallest and largest mean value of emission
standards; (e) median and range.
Remote s. (d)

The NOx EF values of this campaigns' gasoline and diesel cars and LDV (6.42, 14.17 and
20.09 g/kg respectively) resemble those reported by Carslaw and Rhys-Tyler [58] (5.43,
16.37, 18.1 g/kg respectively). The median NOx EF of gasoline cars in this campaign is
slightly lower than that reported by the EEA (8.73 g/kg) in their guide book; while those of
diesel cars and LDV in this campaign are slightly higher than the NOx EFs in the
aforementioned guide book (12.96 g/kg). The HGV NOx EFs (29.30 g/kg) from this campaign
resemble those reported by Shorter et al. [60] for CRT (CRT stands for continuous
regenerating technology) equipped busses (27.8 g/kg); and to HGV NOx EFs (25.9 g/kg)
reported by Dallmann et al. [23], for the state of HGV emissions that was before vehicles had
to be retrofitted with additional exhaust after treatment devices. This campaigns HGV NOx
EFs are lower than HGV NOx EF reported by Wang et al. [22] (40.0 g/kg and 47.3 g/kg), who
used the same method; lower than Carslaw and Rhys-Tyler [58] (37.88 g/kg) who used a
stationary method; and lower than HGV EF reported by EEA (33.37 g/kg). This may indicate
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either that our HGV vehicle fleet emits less; or that the measurement techniques used,
produce different results. We will further elaborate on this in section 4.4.2, where we show
the influence of different calculation methods on the final EF value.

4.3.3

Emission factors and vehicle age
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In this segment we have further broken down each of our four vehicle groups to three age
subgroups: less than 5 years, 5 to 10 and 10 or more years in use. We wanted to check if
newer vehicles show an improvement in their emissions per unit of fuel burned. The 5 and 10
year limits should roughly separate vehicles in three groups that comply with either Euro
standards 4 or 5 (less than 5 year old vehicles), Euro standard 3 (5--10 year old vehicles), and
Euro 2, 1 or pre-Euro vehicles (over 10 year old group). A clear separation between vehicles
compliant Euro standards cannot be made based solely on the date the vehicle was put in use,
because an improved vehicle may be put on the market before the date when the new standard
is enforced, or a vehicle that is compliant to the old standard may still be put to use one year
after the new standards enforcement date [76]. The vehicle age should reflect not only the
deterioration of the engine and exhaust system; but also the technological advances made in
engines and exhaust systems over the years due to stricter emission standards.

Figure 4-3: BC and NOx EF according to different vehicle categories and age group
subcategories. For easier discrimination vehicle categories are color coded with
green, red, black and blue for gasoline passenger cars (GC), diesel passenger cars
(DC), light goods vehicles (LGV) and heavy goods vehicles (HGV),
respectively.
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The results show an improvement for both NOx and BC EF in all the vehicle categories that
were in use for less than 5 years (Figure 4-3). The improvement is evident with the lowest
minimums among all the new vehicle subgroups and lower median values in all the vehicle
subgroups except for the BC EF median of the newest HGV, where it increased in comparison
to the previous age group. We can see that the drop in median values from 5—10 year old
vehicles to 5 year old vehicles reflects the Euro standard demand to reduce the vehicle
emissions from Euro 3 to Euro 4 by 50%. The improved emissions can thus be attributed to
more stringent emission standards, with which advances have been made in engine operation
and exhaust after treatment systems. Similar results were found by Fontaras and Dilara [78]
for the reduction of CO2 emissions of passenger cars.
In Figure 4-3 we can observe the gradual decrease of NOx EFs over the four vehicle groups as
it was earlier shown in Figure 4-2, where also vehicles for which we did not get more detailed
information were included. NOx EF are showing a gradual decrease in average and median
values from older to newer age group of HGV; for 5—10 year old diesel and gasoline cars
there is an increase of the median and average NOx EF, but as pointed out before, their lowest
median is in the newest age group (less than 5 years). In the study of Carslaw and Rhys-Tyler
[58], they found a satisfactory reduction of NOx EF only for gasoline cars but not for diesel
cars. They found an influence of vehicle manufacturer for Euro 4/5; this could potentially
explain the reductions observed in our fleet, if the manufacturers would match. However,
Carslaw and Rhys-Tyler did not reveal the brands that produce lower values; our sample size
is too small and the number of manufacturers too large for us to consider debating such trends
in our fleet.
BC EF show that the median values for gasoline vehicles dropped slightly from older to
newer vehicle groups, while the average of the group remained the same. The newest diesel
cars (less than 5 years old) show especially good improvement as their median BC EF (0.45
g/kg) dropped below the 25th percentile line and the minimum of the previous two age groups
respectively (0.54 and 0.56 g/kg respectively).
The reason the EF distributions are skewed and some an order of magnitude higher than the
rest may be because, at the time of our measurements, these cars were somehow
compromised, –e.g. not well maintained or usually operating in transient conditions that
favored high pollutant emissions.

4.3.4

Emission factors according to maximum engine power and maximum
engine power to vehicle weight ratio

In addition to the information concerning which fuel each vehicle was powered by, their
category and the date they were first put to use, the registration database also provided
information about the engine's maximum power and vehicle curb weight. In this section we
present our EF sorted according to engine maximum power and the ratio of engine's
maximum power to vehicle's curb weight. The maximum power is the maximum power given
by electric powertrain in 30 minutes [79], and the curb weight it the weight of the vehicle
without the driver or any other additional load. Here we do not use the same vehicle groups as
in the previous subchapter 0. Rather we separated the vehicles to gasoline and diesel engines
and then further according to different size bins for both engine power and power to weight
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ratio. The sizes of the bins were determined in a way that a single bin size would not include a
disproportionally large number of vehicles and that each bin would have enough vehicles for
a statistical presentation. There are also some gaps between the adjacent bins; this is because
there were no vehicles in that range. The results are shown in Figure 4-4.

EF BC (g/kg)

EF NOx (g/kg)

With arrangement of EF by vehicle's engine maximum power, we can see that diesel engines
in the lowest maximum engine power bin (less than 70 kW) produce highest median BC EFs
and that the more powerful diesel engines produce lower BC EFs. The trend is reversed for
NOx EF, where more powerful larger vehicles produce higher NOx EF. There is an exception
for NOx EF in the least powerful diesel group, which produces relatively high NO x EF
compared to the adjacent engine power bins.
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Figure 4-4: BC and NOx EFs according engine power (left) and size (right); red boxes present
gasoline engines (GE) and black boxes present all diesel engines (DE) regardless
of their vehicle category.
The ratio of maximum engine power to vehicle curb weight can besides driving conditions
and driver behavior give a rough estimate of the engine load under which the vehicle has to
operate. Large trucks have high vehicle mass but low maximum power to vehicle mass ratio.
Smaller vehicles have lower mass but higher maximum power to vehicle mass ratios, and for
the smallest vehicles the ratio again decreases. If a vehicle has lower power to mass ratio, its
engine would in similar driving conditions and with a similar driver behavior be operated at
higher loads leading to higher in-cylinder temperatures. Operation at higher in-cylinder
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temperatures would result in more thermic NOx. This trend in NOx can be observed in Figure
4-4 for both diesel and gasoline engines, where we can see that vehicles with low power to
mass ratio produce higher NOx EF and vehicles with high power to mass ratio produce lower
NOx EF. For BC EF it appears like the trend is reversed but it is not as clear as it is for NO x.
Here we can see a more gradual increase of EF from low to high power to mass ratios. In the
highest power to mass ratio bin the BC EF drops. We attribute this to the fact that all but one
vehicle were in use for seven years or less and thus their engines and after treatment systems
did not deteriorate as much with time and that they were most likely equipped with advanced
particle filters. The vehicle that had the highest BC EF in that bin was 15 years old.
We separated the gasoline vehicles into two groups for each observed parameter. Sorting
according to maximum power showed a different trend for gasoline engines' NOx EFs than it
did for diesel engines, the median NOx EF dropped with the higher maximum engine power.
For BC EFs the trend was the same as for diesel engines – the median dropped with higher
maximum power. The average and span of BC EFs were approximately the same for both
gasoline engines' power bins. With a higher power to mass ratio, the median EFs of gasoline
engines dropped for both NOx and BC.
Since larger, more powerful engines consume more fuel in order to drive the same distance as
smaller vehicles, the total emissions produced by vehicles should be considered regarding
their fuel consumption.

4.3.5

Contribution of high emitters to our measured fleet

We calculated the contribution of high emitters to our vehicle fleet cumulative emissions. In
order to do so, we recalculated our EFs, thus far reported in units of pollutant per kg of fuel
burned, to EFs in pollutant per km driven, as they are presented in the European vehicle
emission standards and traffic emission models. We used the fuel consumption values
reported in the 2013 EMEP/EEA emission inventory guide book; for the four vehicle groups
we used they are listed in Table 4-8.
Table 4-8: EMEP/EEA emission inventory guidebook 2013 Tier 1, typical fuel consumption
values in g per km, by vehicle category.
Vehicle category
Passenger cars
LGVs
HGVs

Fuel
Gasoline
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel

Typical fuel consumption (g/km)
70
60
80
240

After calculating EFs in units g/km using the vehicle's respective group fuel consumption, we
calculated the cumulative emission distribution of our vehicle fleet arranging the vehicles
from highest to lowest emitters as it was previously done in studies [19,21,22,24]. The results
in Figure 4-5 show that 60% of BC emissions are produced by 20% of the highest BC
emitting vehicles and that 30% of vehicles contribute about 60% of total NOx emissions.
Excluding high emitting vehicles or improving their emission rates by retrofitting them with
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additional after treatment devices, such as was the case in Port of Oakland, US [23] can have
beneficial influences on decreasing traffic emissions.
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Figure 4-5: Cumulative distribution of all vehicles emissions. Fractions of vehicles are
distributed from highest to lowest emitting vehicles. The result shows that 10%
of vehicles contribute about a half of total BC and NOx emissions.

4.4 Using vehicles emission factor distribution for
description of traffic situations
In this subchapter we will consider how to benefit from individual vehicles EF distribution
when using them in an emissions inventory model, by relating them to the activity of the
vehicle.
Traffic emission models vary in the way they predict emissions. Smit et al. [80], classified
models according to the way they incorporate driving behavior and according increasing
complexity of the models as more input variables are required. Example of such classification
(as in Smit et al. [81]) are ‘average speed’, ‘traffic situation’, ‘traffic variable’, ‘cycle
variable’, and ‘modal’ models. In the average speed models (e.g. COPERT, EMFAC,
MOBILE) the emission factors (in g veh. km-1) are a function of the mean average speed; in
the traffic situation models (e.g. HBEFA, ARTEMIS) the emission factors (in g veh. km-1) are
determined by traffic situations such as ‘stop-and-go-driving’ or ‘highway driving’; in traffic
variable models (e.g. TEE; Matzoros) emission factors (in g veh. km-1) are defined by traffic
flow variables such as average speed, traffic density, queue length and signal settings; in cycle
variable models (MEASURE, VERSIT+) emission factors (in g veh. km-1 or g s-1) are
functions of various driving cycle variables e.g. idle time, average speed, positive kinetic
energy; and in modal models (e.g. PHEM, CMEM) emission factors (g s-1 or g/mode) are
produced via engine or vehicle operating models at highest resolution (one to several
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seconds). Smit et al. [81] published an overview and meta-analysis of 50 studies dealing with
the validation of these types of traffic emissions models. They found that there is no
conclusive evidence demonstrating that more complex models perform better in terms of
prediction error than less complex models. On the contrary, less complex models have higher
prediction power for PM, where the mean prediction errors were generally within a factor of 3
(and within a factor of 2 for NOx). The large prediction error for PM may be associated with
different PM definitions between models and observations (e.g. particle size and measurement
principle, exhaust/non-exhaust contribution).
The running integration method enables us to measure individual vehicles EF distribution,
which may span over orders of magnitude (as explained in Chapter 3). In this segment we will
first look in to how engine performance relates to the changes in the emission factor and then
how we can use this association to describe single vehicle EF accordingly.

4.4.1

Chasing emission factors vs. vehicle performance

Vehicles emissions change in time (as we have shown in chapter 3.4.3.2) and depend on
different engine covariates. We have further analyzed the chasing experiment with PEMS
(described in Chapter 3.2.2), where we had information on many of the engine parameters
such as the crankshaft rotational frequency, vehicle speed, and size and weight of the tested
vehicle.
The main problems we were facing in this experiment, were in general the same as those
reported by Ajtay et al. [62] and Weilenmann et al. [82] in their laboratory measurements,
where they found that measured engine parameters and emission measurements diverge as the
exhaust gas is transported through the car engine and exhaust system, sampling lines and
analyzers, resulting in up to 15 s delayed and broadened exhaust parameters. Our
measurements turned out to be even more complex, because the mixing of the plume in the
atmosphere was stronger than it would be in sampling lines, and because the distance between
the sampled vehicle and the measurement platform chasing it varied, especially at the end of
the track where we had to make a sharp U-turn. To avoid further broadening of the exhaust
plumes by 10 s integration interval, we recalculated the EF with a shorter 2 s integration
interval, to get more detailed information on EF variation in time. Because our emission
factor calculation is sensitive to background measurements (as we have shown in Chapters
3.4.2.2 and 3.4.2.3) and would be even more so with shorter time integration, we included
only those measurements of BC and CO2 that were above their background plus two standard
deviations of its variability. We manually realigned the data for each chase to account for the
varying distance between the chased vehicle and measurement platform at the end of the
runway. We eliminated the last chase length, because we found those measurements to be
insufficiently reliable, for this specific part of the study.
Power and torque are the two parameters used in the description of the engine's performance.
In order for a vehicle to move on the road, the engine is required to produce sufficient power
to overcome the rolling resistance, which is caused by friction from of the tires, and the
aerodynamic drag of the vehicle. The useful power delivered by the engine and absorbed by
friction and air drag is a product of torque and angular speed. Torque represents the engine's
ability to work and power the rate at which the work is done [70].
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The power and torque were calculated from the speed and crankshaft rotational speed
measurements, investigated vehicles total mass (the curb weight of the vehicle reported by its
manufacturer and additional weight of the passengers and measurement equipment) and its
front surface, drag (0.32) and rolling resistance coefficients (0.013). The detailed information
of the vehicles parameters were taken in part from the vehicle's homologation report and part
estimated thereafter. The road on which the measurements were performed was the flat part of
the old Monza race track (flat according to our GPS measurements). The air density was
estimated from PEMS's air temperature measurements and the elevation above sea level.
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Figure 4-6: High black carbon emission factors (EF BC) occur when the torque (M) and
crankshaft rotational frequency (n) are high (a) and when torque is high and the
derivative of torque with time (dM/dt) is positive (b). Points are color-coded with
BC EF distribution values. From top to bottom they are: the maximum, 99th, 90th,
and 75th percentiles, the median, the 25th and 10th percentile and the minimum
value.
We present the results with a scatter plot of torque vs. rotational frequency and torque vs. the
derivative of torque in respect to time (henceforth referred to also as dM/dt) in Figure 4-6. The
points are color-coded according to their EF value. The color code is delimited by the
following values of the EF distribution: the 10th and 25th percentile, the median, and the 75th,
90th and 99th percentile. We can see that the values around the median (between the 25th and
75th percentile, in both shades of green) appear at all torque values, for both positive and
negative dM/dt, and that the majority of them is around 2000 rpm. This could reflect vehicle's
general operation. Values below the 10th percentile predominantly appear in the low torque
and low rotational frequency regions and in positive dM/dt, meaning the work the engine had
to provide was low but increasing. The highest 10% EFs appear in the high torque and high
positive dM/dt, and rotational frequency around 2000 rpm; while EF values in the adjacent
region (from 75th—90th percentile) appear at high rotational frequency and around zero dM/dt
value. We interpret this as: highest BC EFs values are observed during fast accelerations
and/or high engine loads, where former are characterized by high values of engine torque and
the latter by high dM/dt values. High torque values inherently lead to low air/fuel ratios and
thus higher share of non-completely burned carbon, whereas for turbocharged engines such
conditions are also encountered at lower engine torques and fast acceleration due to the
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turbocharger lag. Unlike, if engine operates at low or part load in near steady-state operation
or with negative dM/dt values, in-cylinder air-fuel ratios are higher leading to less pronounced
emissions of pollutants associated with non-completely burned carbon.
The median value of the EF distribution should therefore serve as a good representation of the
engine's general operational state. The super emission peaks occur less frequent but they span
over a magnitude, thus they would contribute considerably to vehicle's total emissions. When
describing individual vehicle's emissions, the super emission tails should also be considered,
especially with high speed and accelerations.
In Figure 4-6, it can be seen that the high EF also appeared in the low torque and low dM/dt
area. EFs measured on-roads are a more smoothed image of the emission peak produced by
the vehicle, because of all the mixing in the exhaust line and in the turbulent atmosphere
behind the measured vehicle. A great deal of the analysis depends on the signal detection
discrepancies between the PEMS measurements and the mobile platform measurements. We
have made the alignment based on few clear covariates between the two data sets. Owing to
the varying distance between the two vehicles, the real shift of some sections of the data could
be misestimated. More controlled measurement conditions and a higher number of repeated
measurements should be used to further investigate this, nonetheless we can use this case
example to facilitate a better use of EF distributions in the emission inventory modelling part
of this thesis.

4.4.2

Representing the vehicle emission factor distribution with a single
number

Engine's rotational frequency depends on the selected gear the vehicle is driven in and the
vehicle velocity. The gas pedal position dictates the fuel supply to the engine, and this
determines how much torque the engine produces. The power of the engine is determined by
the rotational frequency and the torque. In the PEMS-chasing experiment described in
previous chapter 4.4.1, the vehicle driving regime produced many different operational stages
of the engine. As we have shown on Figure 4-6, high torque and high rotational frequencies
were reached, and in these regions also high BC EF occurred.
On different roads vehicles operate with different power demands, which results in varying
EF. With the chasing method and the running integration algorithm, we can get an estimation
of these changes. We have shown how EF of a single vehicle changes with different operation
stages and that vehicle's emissions occasionally peak. These super emission peaks can
significantly contribute to individual vehicle's total emissions. To represent vehicle's emission
in a traffic emissions model we wanted to include the entire operational and thus entire EF
range. Because the heterogeneity of individual vehicles operational stages and consequently
EF is high, we used EF distribution and different weights to renormalize vehicle's EF
according to the expected driving scenario.
For each vehicle we complied a single EF from the distributions median, maximum, 25th, 75th
percentile values–effectively renormalizing the EF according to percentages of observational
values and thus recalculating the EF to a single and representative value. From these values
we calculated a weighted EF, giving the average of two neighboring EF distribution bins a
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4.4 Using vehicles emission factor distribution for description of traffic situations
weight (w) of 0.25 and summing them together. We used zero instead of minimum because
during our measurements it often occurred that the EF could not be calculated, e.g. while
braking the exhaust flow gets cut off and thus we cannot measure pollutants signal above
background (as represented in Chapter 3.4.2.3).
0 + 𝐸𝐹25𝑡ℎ
𝐸𝐹25𝑡ℎ + 𝐸𝐹𝑚𝑒𝑑i𝑎𝑛
𝐸𝐹𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 + 𝐸𝐹75𝑡ℎ
𝐸𝐹 = (
) 𝑤1 + (
) 𝑤2 + (
) 𝑤3
2
2
2
𝐸𝐹75𝑡ℎ + 𝐸𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥
+(
) 𝑤4
2

(4.1)

Percentile values delimit the EF distribution regarding the frequency each EF value appeared
during the chase. Thus, this EF calculation would be in our opinion representative for the
driving situations where the measurements were taken - highways and regional roads. On
these roads the driving is more dynamic than in a city where we want to model traffic's
emissions. Normal city driving is generally characterized by a more moderate engine power
demands, e.g. not a lot of high speed and intensive accelerations and thus not as many
emission peaks. Therefore, to get an EF representative of the city driving, we used lower
weight, w4 = 0.1, for the tail (75th percentile to maximum). The other three distribution parts
would be representative for more general driving conditions and would thus occur more often
but with similar frequency, therefore we weighed each bin with 0.3 weights (w1, w2, w3).
We calculated EF for each individual vehicle using four different calculation approaches:
(i)

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

the bulk method [19] where we calculated a single EF for each chased vehicle,
by integrating from the beginning to the end of the chase (described in section
3.2.1),
the running integration approach to calculate the single vehicle's EF
distribution (Chapter 3.3), of which we calculated the median
the renormalized EF, first using 0.25 weighs for the distribution bins;
and the renormalized EF where we weighed the tail of emissions with 0.1 and
the other three distribution parts with 0.3 each

Figure 4-7 shows the resultant change when applying different these different calculation
methods. We plotted the bulk EFs, the renormalized EFs using weights wi = 0.25, and the
renormalization EFs using weights w1,2,3 = 0.3 and w4 = 0.1 (henceforth referred to as weights
0.3–0.1), against the median EF, since we have thus far used the median values to compare
our results to other studies. We have forced the intercept through zero for all regression lines.
As we have indicated in Chapter 3.4.2 when we were testing the methodology on few cars,
also here, where we have a larger number of different vehicles, the bulk and the median of the
running integration matched. The regression analysis for BC EF shows, that the results of
bulk integration and the median of the running integration give almost identical results
(Pearson's r = 0.99), with bulk integration overall producing 8% higher EF values for the
same chase. The EF renormalized with the weights wi = 0.25 gives the highest BC EF results,
55% higher values than the median; and the renormalization with weights 0.3–0.1, produce
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EF that are 10% higher than the median. For the latter two calculation methods we can see
that the agreement is not as good as for the bulk integration, this is because the length of
emission tails varied between vehicles, producing nonlinearly higher renormalized EF. As we
have already seen in the chapter 3.4.2.1 some vehicles may have a high median emission
factors and a short tail, while other may have a longer tail and low median emission factors.
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Figure 4-7: Regression of black carbon (BC) and NOx emission factors calculated using
different calculation approaches. The intercept was in all cases set to zero.
Because the results for all three methods are similar the bulk integration values
and the regression line overlap with others and are thus not as visible.
For NOx EF we can see that the bulk and the renormalization using weights wi = 0.25 give
similar ~10% higher results than the median EF, while the renormalization with weights 0.3–
0.1 increase the NOx EF by 22% compared to the median. The reason may be that the NOx
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4.5 Conclusion
EFs were not as skewed from symmetrical distribution as BC EF and the tail does not
dominate in NOx EF as it did for BC EF. The results of the regression analysis show high
correlation between the four calculation methods, meaning the super emissions tails were not
as pronounced for NOx as they were for BC.

4.5 Conclusion
During our measurement campaign we have successfully measured the BC and NOx EFs for
141 different vehicles. We compared our fleet statistics to Eurostat data for Slovenia and
Europe, and found a good agreement between the average European and Slovenian vehicle
fleets and our sample fleet. We divided our measured fleet into 4 categories: gasoline
passenger cars, diesel passenger cars, LGVs and HGVs. For each category we have plotted
the EF distributions for BC and NOx. We observed differences between the distributions of
the four vehicle categories for both the investigated pollutants, the most important being the
high BC EFs in diesel cars and the gradual increase in NOx EFs over the four vehicle
categories from gasoline cars to large diesel vehicles.
We found that our BC EFs for diesel cars (0.92 g/kg) are similar to the HGVs reported by
[22,23], for the less strict emission standard situations, and that our HGV EFs resemble the
situation where the stricter standards were applied. Our NOx EFs resembled those found in the
studies of [58,60]; and to those provided by [77].
The methodology we used in this study is a relatively simple way of monitoring the emissions
of the in-use vehicle fleet, and investigating the effects of emission reduction measures (as
shown in [19,23]). Real world measurements are important because individual vehicle
emissions depend not only on the vehicle type approval at the time it is put on the market, but
are also on their maintenance and the driving conditions. We observed that, for newer
vehicles (less than 5 years), the minimum values for both the NOx and BC EFs dropped for all
vehicle categories in comparison to the older vehicles. The median values decreased for all
the newer vehicles in their category, except for the HGVs, where it resembles the median
values of the oldest HGV group (10 years or over). We attribute this decrease to advances
made in engine operation and exhaust after treatment devices.
The contribution of high emitters to our vehicle fleet cumulative emissions was calculated
using EMEP/EEA [77] fuel consumption values. We thus recalculated our EF, generally
discussed in units of pollutant per kg fuel burned, to the EF in pollutant per km driven. We
found that 20% of the vehicles in our fleet produce 60% of the cumulative BC emissions, and
that 30% of the vehicles produce 60% of the cumulative NOx emissions. The exclusion of
high emitters by retrofitting old vehicles with after treatment devices and encouraging the sale
of new vehicles through the exchange of older vehicles, has shown to be an effective measure
to reduce vehicle emission rates [23] locally. Unfortunately, the older vehicles might be sold
in countries beyond the reach of the regulations described in this thesis, and so they would
still have a negative impact on air pollution elsewhere.
Our on-road measurements of BC and NOx EFs will be used in the traffic emission model
EMISENS (Chapter 5.3). Since high emissions generally peak during driving and
significantly contribute to individual vehicles' total emissions, we wanted to use the entire
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emission factor distribution to present each individual vehicle's emissions. We therefore
related our emission factor distributions to vehicle performance. We used individual EF
distribution characteristic values: the median, maximum, and the 25 and 75th percentile
values. We found that when torque, rotational frequency and dM/dt are high, high BC EF
values occur. Because we wanted to include the super emission peaks in our individual
vehicles' operations, we renormalized the EF. In order to represent the EF value of the driving
situation measured, we used 0.25 weights for each distribution range. However, since most of
the roads in our modelling area have speed limits lower than 50 km/h, and the traffic there is
therefore more moderate than it was during our on-road measurements, we did not expect the
super emission peaks to occur as frequently, and so we renormalized the EF distributions also
according to the expected city driving scenario with weights, giving less emphasis to the
super emissions tail. We compared different methods to calculate and renormalize the
vehicles' EF. As in Chapter 3, we found good agreement between the results of the bulk
integration and the running integration median. We have shown that the BC EF distributions
were more skewed than the NOx EF distributions, as a lower correlation was found between
the two renormalization approaches.
If the driving in our modeling domain resembled the driving during our on-road
measurements, we would use the renormalization with 0.25 weights. However, the traffic is
more moderate in our modeling domain, meaning that less super emission peaks are expected,
we weighed the tail with a lesser weight 0.1 than the other three parts of the distribution,
which we expect to occur during the general operation of a vehicle.
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5 Comparing ambient measurements to
modeled traffic emissions
In this chapter we will use our measured BC and NOx EFs to calculate the hourly traffic
emission rates in Maribor (Slovenia) with the EMISENS traffic emissions model. From the
modeled NOx emissions and ambient NOx concentrations we will calculate the atmospheric
diffusion. Then we will apply the same diffusion to the BC emissions, and compare the
resultant BC concentrations to in-situ measurements of BC concentrations, apportioned to
traffic using the Aethalometer model.
This chapter is organized as follows: first we will describe the two ambient measurement sites
in Maribor where BC and NOx concentrations were measured (Chapter 5.1); followed by the
source apportionment of BC and carbonaceous aerosols (CM) with the Aethalometer model
(Chapter 5.2), where we show the large contribution of wood burning to ambient BC and CM
concentrations. In Chapter 5.3 we will present the EMISENS traffic emissions model, its
input data, and results, which will be the spatially and temporally distributed traffic emissions
of BC and NOx in Maribor and its surroundings on an average workday. In Chapter 5.4 we
will discuss the meteorological processes that influence the diffusion of pollutants from a
source, calculate the atmospheric diffusion form modelled NOx traffic emissions and NOx
ambient measurements, before finally applying the calculated diffusion to the modelled BC
emissions and comparing it to the traffic apportioned BC concentrations calculated using the
Aethalometer model.

5.1 Ambient measurements sites
Maribor covers an area of 37.6 km2 and has approximately 95000 inhabitants (Statistical
Office of the Republic of Slovenia, years 2011—2014). It is the second largest settlement in
Slovenia. It is positioned in a basin that opens to the south-south-east and is transected by the
river Drava (Figure 5-1).
The ambient measurements were performed at two measurement sites in and around Maribor.
The urban measurement site lies in the city center (15°39'5" 46°33'33") next to a busy road
(Titova cesta). The urban background site is positioned just outside the city (Vrbanski plato,
15°37'38" 46°34'7").The positions of both stations are marked in Figure 5-1. Both stations and
their surroundings are shown in Figure 5-2. The closest road to the urban background
measurement station is approximately 135 m away and it is not very busy with traffic. The
distance between the two stations is approximately 2.2 km as the crow flies. The urban station
is operated by the Slovenian Environment Agency and the urban background station by the
National Laboratory of Health, Environment and Food. The two organizations provided the
NOx measurements data for their respective stations. We will use the NOx measurements for
10 workdays in November 2011, when we have measurements of BC and NOx at both
stations, to compare the model and the BC values measured.
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Figure 5-1: The top left image shows a relief map of the city area; the top right is the exact
same area in its orthophoto version. The small white rectangle in the bottom
right corner of both top maps denotes a distance of 1.5 km. The red rectangle on
the top two images marks the close up part shown on the larger bottom map,
where the positions of the urban background and the urban measurement stations
are marked with an orange “x” and a blue “x”, respectively. The maps are used
with the permission of Geopedia.si.
In order to demonstrate the vast contribution of wood burning to ambient air pollution, we
will present the Aethalometer source apportionment for BC and its extended version, where
the source apportionment is performed on all carbonaceous aerosols, the so-called
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5.2 Black carbon source apportionment with the Aethalometer model
carbonaceous matter (CM). When estimating sources contribution to air pollution, BC and
CM are two sides of the same coin; while BC is a primary and inert pollutant that can be
directly linked to sources, CM is a mix of primary and secondary particles. CM represents the
contribution of sources that burn carbonaceous fuels to PM, the aerosol trait that is regulated
by legislation. By measuring the optical properties of aerosol particles, we can link BC
concentrations directly to their sources. We expect that using two different and independent
approaches to calculate traffic emissions will yield similar results for an average workday
scenario.

Figure 5-2: The left photo faces southwest, toward the city shows the urban background
measurement station; the closest road would be to 135 m to the left of the
observer. On the right is a photo of the urban measurement station, facing south
along the Titova cesta, which was at the time unusually empty.
Both source apportionment efforts were carried out within the scope of the PMinter project
for three winter periods (November to March) 2010/2011, 2011/2012 and 2012/2013.

5.2 Black carbon source apportionment with the
Aethalometer model
The description of the BC source apportionment with the Aethalometer model is taken from
PMinter reports [37] and [83]. For a more detailed description of the Aethalometer
operational principle, see Chapter 2 (or [35,36]). The results are taken from the PMinter report
on BC and CM source apportionment for Maribor [83], and are presented for three winter
periods (November–March): 2010/11, 2011/12 and 2012/13.

5.2.1

The Aethalometer source apportionment model

Black carbon and the Angstrom exponent were measured in Maribor with AE31-ER
Aethalometers (Magee Scientific / Aerosol d.o.o.). The Aethalometer samples air with flow
rate of a few liters per minute. The sampled air passes a quartz filter on which the aerosols are
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collected. Above the quartz filter is a light source and beneath it there are detectors that
measure light attenuation. Attenuation is measured relative to the reference – the unloaded
part of the same filter without the air flow. Attenuation is defined as the logarithm of the ratio
of the intensities of light under the reference part of the filter and the sampling part of the
filter. The light source in this type of instrument is light emitting diodes with maximal
wavelengths of 370 nm, 470 nm, 520 nm, 590 nm, 660 nm, 880 nm and 950 nm. Black carbon
concentrations are calculated from the change in light attenuation at 880 nm and the known
mass absorption cross-section. Measurements in such a wide spectrum of light enable us to
characterize the absorption of aerosols in the range from ultraviolet to infrared ([37], and the
references therein).
The Angstrom exponent describes how the aerosol absorption coefficient varies with the
wavelength of the light. For completely black spherical aerosols the Mie calculation shows
that the absorption coefficient b is inversely proportional with the wavelength λ: b=A/λ. The
equation can be generalized to: b = A/λα; the Angstrom exponent α for the completely black
aerosols is thus 1. Aerosols which absorb better at low wavelengths are expected to have a
higher Angstrom exponent [37], and the references therein).
Diesel exhaust contains a significant proportion of black carbon. As long as it is fresh its
Angstrom exponent is close to 1 [39]. Smoke produced from burning wood contains
aerosolized substances that strongly absorb the blue and ultraviolet (UV) part of the light
spectrum and may not absorb the infrared (IR) parts of the spectrum. The high aerosol
absorption coefficient at low wavelengths leads to high Angstrom exponent values [40]. For
wood smoke or smoke resulting from the combustion of biomass, we expect an Angstrom
exponent of around 2 [40–42] – or even more if the combustion is very inefficient [42].
The Angstrom exponent is therefore a parameter which allows us to discriminate between
wood smoke and diesel engine exhaust. The two component “Aethalometer model”, based on
Sandradewi et al. [41], enables us to determine the contribution of sources to ambient BC
concentrations. Total light absorption coefficient at any given wavelength is caused by the
light absorption from particles originated from wood burning and those from fossil fuel
combustion.
𝑏(𝜆) =  𝑏𝑤𝑏 (𝜆, 𝑤𝑜𝑜𝑑) +  𝑏𝑓𝑓 (𝜆, 𝑓𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑙)

(5.1)

𝜆 = 470nmand950nm
Where 𝑏(𝜆) is the measured light absorption coefficient at wavelength λ, the subscripts wb
and ff denote the wood burning and fossil fuel burning fraction. The ratio between the
absorption coefficient of traffics (or wood burning) component at 470 nm and 950 nm is equal
to the ratio of the two wavelengths to the negative power of the respective Angstrom
exponent.
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𝑏𝑖 (470𝑛𝑚)
470𝑛𝑚 −𝛼𝑖
=(
)
𝑏𝑖 (950𝑛𝑚)
950𝑛𝑚

(5.2)

It has been demonstrated that, for fossil fuel, the Angstrom exponent is 1.0 ± 0.1 [84]; and by
for wood burning fraction the Angstrom exponent is 2.0 -0.5/+1.0 ([85,86] and the references
therein).
According to Sandradewi et al. [41], the fossil fuel burning fraction is calculated as the BC
concentration multiplied by the ratio between the absorption coefficient of the fossil fuel
component and total absorption coefficient:

𝐵𝐶𝑓𝑓  = 𝐵𝐶 ∙

𝑏𝑓𝑓 (950𝑛𝑚)
𝑏(950𝑛𝑚)

(5.3)

The wood burning BC concentrations are calculated from the difference between the total BC
and the fossil fuel apportioned BC concentrations.
𝐵𝐶𝑤𝑏 = 𝐵𝐶–𝐵𝐶𝑓𝑓

(5.4)

In order to determine the sources of total carbonaceous aerosols we used the extended
methodology of Sandradewi et al. [41] by calibrating the method with the regression, as used
in Favez et al. [42]. The Aethalometer model is calibrated with a 24-hour time resolution of
total carbon measurements from the PM10. For the PMinter project these measurements were
performed by the Vienna University of Technology, and the samples for Maribor were
analyzed as part of the PMinter measurement campaign in February 2011 with the OC/EC
analysis using the EUSAAR2 protocol. The calibration coefficients used with the
Aethalometer data give us a finer time resolution (15 min) for both sources' (traffic and wood
burning) contribution to ambient air pollution. With some rather simple measurements of
ambient air concentrations we can therefore evaluate how much individual sources contribute
to the carbonaceous fraction of PM10 concentrations.

5.2.2

Results of the source apportionment for the two stations

With the Aethalometer model we apportioned BC to fossil fuel (BCff) and biomass burning
(BCwb) sources for the winters of 2010/11, 2011/12 and 2012/13 (Table 5-1). The
contribution of traffic to BC concentrations in the city center (urban station) is approximately
two thirds; one third of BC comes from biomass burning. On the urban background station
both sources contribute to about half of BC concentrations. Sources contributions are
approximately the same for all three winter periods. The uncertainty of the measurements is
about 8% (due to the uncertainty of the source apportionment parameters, similar to Favez et
al. [42]).
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We expanded the BC source apportionment model to all carbonaceous aerosols (CM) and
again performed a source apportionment to fossil fuel (CMff) and biomass burning (CMbb)
for the winter periods (November–March) 2010/11, 2011/12 and 2012/13 (Table 5-2). We
separated the sources to the fossil fuel and biomass burning; there may be other additional
sources like coal burning and secondary aerosols from cooking, which may contribute to CM
air pollution and increase the uncertainty of the source apportionment. Considering the
position of the measurement station, we did not expect these sources to have a large impact,
therefore we disregarded them. The uncertainty estimation of the CM source apportionment
model is approximately 30%.
The winters of 2010/11 and 2011/12 were almost identical. The concentration of
carbonaceous aerosols is similar at urban and urban background site. Traffic contributes about
a third, and biomass burning contributes two thirds of carbonaceous aerosol mass. At the
urban background site, traffic contributes one seventh of CM, the rest contributed by biomass
burning. In the winter of 2012/2013, the contribution of sources at this site did not change. In
the same winter the share of biomass burning in the city center increased whilst the traffic
contributions dropped. Overall the concentrations of carbonaceous aerosols in the winter of
2012/2013 increased at the urban measurement site and fell slightly at the urban background
site. In comparison to the previous two winters, the contribution of traffic to CM did not
increase in this time period; the concentrations increased exclusively due to an increased
contribution of biomass burning. Apparently there was an increase in the use of wood for
heating in the city, which may have been the consequence of high heating oil prices – over 1
euro/liter at the start of the heating season [87].
Table 5-1: Average source separated black carbon (BC) concentrations for the winters of
2010/2011, 2011/12 and 2012/13

Winter
2010/2011
Winter
2011/2012
Winter
2012/2013

Urban
Background
Urban
Background
Urban
Background

No. days
120
77
79
153
134
139

BC
5.03
2.65
5.15
2.57
5.64
2.25

µg/m3
BCff
3.67
1.32
4.11
1.23
4.23
1.15

%
BCwb
1.36
1.33
1.04
1.23
1.41
1.1

BCff
73%
50%
80%
52%
75%
51%

BCwb
27%
50%
20%
48%
25%
49%

Table 5-2 Average source separated carbonaceous matter (CM) concentrations for the winters
of 2010/11, 2011/12 and 2012/13

Winter
2010/2011
Winter
2011/2012
Winter
2012/2013
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Urban
Background
Urban
Background
Urban
Background

No. days
120
77
79
153
134
139

CM
24.1
23.7
25.1
22.4
31.2
19.3

µg/m3
CMff
8.8
3.5
8.5
2.8
8.8
2.4

%
CMwb
15.2
20.2
16.6
19.6
22.4
16.9

CMff
37%
15%
34%
12%
28%
12%

CMwb
63%
85%
66%
88%
72%
88%

5.2 Black carbon source apportionment with the Aethalometer model

5.2.2.1 Diurnal variation of BC concentration
We determined the contribution of sources to BC concentrations with a high time resolution
for the urban and urban background measurement station for each investigated winter period.
A comparison of an average workday on both locations is presented in Figure 5-3. In the same
figure, ratios between the two stations (urban vs urban background) are also presented for
each source contribution. These demonstrate that biomass burning BC contributions remain
the same at both stations, while the traffic contribution increases more than two fold in the
city center.
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Figure 5-3: Average workday diurnal black carbon (BC) concentrations at urban and urban
background (b.g.) measurement site (left column) in winters 2010/11, 2011/12
and 2012/13: contributions from wood burning (BCwb, red and dashed pink for
urban and urban background site respectively) vary differently than those of
traffic (BCff, black and dashed blue for urban and urban background site
respectively).

5.2.2.2 Diurnal variation of CM concentration
BC is a primary aerosol that can be directly linked to the sources because it is inert and does
not change in the atmosphere. The model used to determine of BC source contributions, can
be extended to total carbonaceous aerosols (carbonaceous matter - CM), for which additional
measurements of total carbon in the PM are needed. Total carbonaceous aerosols are all
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particles containing carbon; these include primary aerosols which are directly emitted by
sources, and secondary aerosols, which are formed in the atmosphere from gaseous
precursors. CM particles are important for estimating source contributions to the
carbonaceous fraction of the PM10.
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Figure 5-4: Average workday diurnal carbonaceous aerosols (CM) concentrations at urban
and urban background (b.g.) measurement site (left column) in the winters of
2010/11, 2011/12 and 2012/13: contributions from wood burning (CMwb, red
and dashed pink for the urban and urban background sites respectively) vary
differently to those of traffic (CMff, black and dashed blue for the urban and
urban background sites respectively).
Using the extended Aethalometer model we determined the contribution of traffic and
biomass burning to carbonaceous aerosol concentrations with high time resolutions for three
winter periods according to the methodology described in [41,42]. Average workday diurnal
plots make an interesting comparison. In general the contributions of traffic and wood burning
to ambient CM concentrations are similar for the three winter periods at both measurement
stations.
The traffic contribution at the urban site is different from that at the background site. In the
city center the traffic contribution during the night is low; it starts increasing just before
06:00, stays high during the day and starts to drop after 18:00. The contribution of traffic to
carbonaceous aerosols concentrations in the city center remains high during the day for two
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reasons: it is close to the source; and the measurement site is positioned in a street canyon,
where an increased atmospheric mix during the day does not disperse the pollutants
effectively. The traffic influence on ambient air pollution is the same for the three winter
periods at the urban and the background measurement site. At the background measurement
site the contribution of traffic is constant during the day; one could claim that this is a
regional traffic contribution to ambient carbonaceous aerosol concentrations.
Diurnal variations of the carbonaceous aerosol concentrations apportioned to wood burning
(henceforth also referred to as wood smoke) are similar on the urban and the background
station. They are high during the night and fall during the day due to atmospheric mixing. The
drop of night time concentrations is likely to be connected to lower emission rates; the small
morning peak is probably also related to resident activities because it increases at
approximately the same time as the traffic related emissions. The decrease in wood smoke
during the day is similar on both measurement sites. From the dynamics of traffic emissions at
the urban site, we concluded that atmospheric mixing during the day does not influence the
concentrations caused by local sources. Wood burning contributions in the city center are
between 80% and 150% of those outside the city; wood smoke is thus a regional pollutant,
whereas traffic is more local in character.
In the last investigated winter, that of 2012/2013, the wood smoke contribution in the city
center increased in comparison to the background. The increase is constant throughout the
day. In the first two years of measurements, the wood smoke was constant on both
measurements sites, and in the final year the wood burning contribution increased in the city
center relative to the regional background by approximately 50%. The transition to solid fuels
in the city center is concerning and is reflects the poor financial situation faced by its
inhabitants.

5.3 Modelling the traffic emission inventory
For the purpose of modelling traffic emissions in Maribor, we used the traffic emission model
EMISENS [27], which is summarized in subchapter 5.3.1. The input data used in the model
are described in Chapter 5.3.2. In Chapter 5.3.3 we present the model's results for an average
workday, focusing on the two grid cells of the domain where the ambient measurement
stations from Chapter 5.1 are positioned. Modeling traffic emissions with an emission
inventory model is more complex than source apportionment because more input data is
required. The quality of the model depends on the quality of the input data. In contrast to the
source apportionment model, which can describe the contribution of traffic at one point in the
city where the measurements are performed, we can obtain spatially distributed emissions
over the investigated domain by using a traffic emission inventory model.

5.3.1

EMISENS model

EMISENS is a traffic emissions inventory model intended for the calculation of the total
amount of traffic emissions and distributing them in time and space, using a methodology that
combines atop down and bottom up approach and forcing them to be coherent [27]. With the
top down approach, the model calculates the total emission rate 𝑄̅ of the pollutant 𝑝𝑖 (e.g.
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NOx and BC) and the emitters𝑒𝑖, from their respective emission factor 𝑒 and their total
activity 𝐴̅ over the entire domain:
𝑄̅𝑝𝑖,𝑒𝑖 = 𝑒𝑝𝑖,𝑒𝑖 𝐴̅𝑒𝑖

(5.5)

The domain that covers the area 𝑠 is split into rectangular cells. In the bottom up approach the
emissions are calculated for each cell using parameters that are already distributed in space
and time. For each cell in time Δt the emission rate Q for individual pollutant pi is evaluated
as:
𝑄𝑝𝑖 (x, y, t) = 𝑒𝑝𝑖,𝑒𝑖 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡)𝐴𝑒𝑖 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡),

(5.6)

The total emissions using the bottom up approach can then be obtained from:




𝑄̅𝑖𝑝𝑖,𝑒𝑖 = ∫ ∫ 𝑒𝑖𝑝𝑖,𝑒𝑖 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡)𝐴𝑒𝑖 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) 𝑑𝑠𝑑𝑡

(5.7)

𝑡 𝑠

EMISENS first calculates the total emissions, using a mean emission factor per emitter and
pollutant which does not depend on time and space, and the total activity of the studied area.
The emissions are then distributed according to the spatialization and time profile of the input
parameters. The coherence between the computational steps is conserved when the emission
factors are constant in space and time:
𝑒𝑝𝑖,𝑒𝑖 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) = 𝑒𝑝𝑖,𝑒𝑖

(5.8)

and the total activity of domain 𝐴̅𝑒𝑖 is calculated using:




𝐴̅𝑒𝑖 = ∫ ∫ 𝐴𝑒𝑖 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) 𝑑𝑠𝑑𝑡

(5.9)

𝑡 𝑠

The sum of the emissions considering all the emitters ne (the number of all the emitters) can
be computed as:
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𝑛𝑒

𝑛𝑒

𝑄𝑖𝑝 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) = ∑ 𝑄𝑖𝑝,𝑖𝑒 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) = ∑ 𝑒𝑖𝑝,𝑖𝑒 𝐴𝑖𝑒 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡)
𝑖𝑒=1

(5.10)

𝑖𝑒

Emitters can be divided into different vehicle categories 𝐼𝑒 such as heavy goods vehicles, light
goods vehicles, cars, etc. The proportion of vehicle types inside a category is considered a
constant in space and time but, because the emission factors vary between different vehicles,
they are computed for every kind of vehicle type (e.g. four stroke engines, two stroke engines,
different engine displacements, age, etc.). The activity of a category 𝐴𝐼𝑒 depends on the
number of vehicles in the category𝑛𝐼𝑒. It is weighed by the proportion 𝛼𝑖𝑒 for each vehicle
type in each category:
𝐴𝐼𝑒 (x, y, t) = 𝛼𝑖𝑒 𝐴𝑖𝑒 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡)

(5.11)

For the total number of vehicle categories 𝑁𝐼𝑒 the sum of emissions can be written as:
𝑁𝐼𝑒

𝑛𝐼𝑒

𝑄𝑖𝑝 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) = ∑ [∑ 𝑒𝑖𝑝 𝛼𝑖𝑒 𝐴𝑖𝑒 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡)]
𝐼𝑒

(5.12)

𝑖𝑒

The emission factor is defined as the weighted averaged emission factor 𝑒̅𝐼𝑒 for vehicle
category𝐼𝑒.
𝑛𝐼𝑒

𝑒̅𝐼𝑒 = ∑ 𝛼𝑖𝑒 𝐸𝐹𝑖𝑒

(5.13)

𝑖𝑒

EMISENS calculates the total emissions of pollutant 𝑖𝑝 for total vehicle categories𝑁𝐼𝑒, using
an average emission factor per category and the weighted average activity for each category:
𝑁𝐼𝑒

𝑄𝑖𝑝 (x, y, t) = ∑ 𝑒̅𝑖𝑝,𝐼𝑒 𝐴𝐼𝑒 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡)

(5.14)

𝐼𝑒

Using vehicle categories instead of vehicle types reduces the computation time. If the
proportion of the vehicle type inside a category stays constant in space and time, it does not
affect the accuracy of the results.
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The emitter's activity 𝐴𝑖𝑒 is calculated in space and time using the vehicle flow on a specific
street segment 𝐹𝑖𝑠,𝑖𝑣 (in veh.h-1), and the length of that street segment 𝐿𝑖𝑠 (in km)
𝐴𝑖𝑒  =  𝐹𝑖𝑠,𝑖𝑣 𝐿𝑖𝑠 

(5.15)

Streets 𝑖𝑠 are typically categorized in street categories𝐼𝑠 so that the emission factor of the
vehicles is constant, e.g. regarding their speed limits or, if necessary, also the slope. The
emissions are calculated every hour for each cell:
𝐸(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) = 𝑒𝐼𝑣,𝐼𝑠 [𝐹𝐿]𝐼𝑣,𝐼𝑠 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡)

(5.16)

When the emission factors are calculated using the COPERT IV methodology, cold emission
factors are also considered. We will calculate the emissions using only hot emissions
calculations because our on-road emission factor measurements were performed in winter and
any additional emissions that were produced due to operations in low temperatures should
thus be included.
More details about the EMISENS model can be found in [27], whence this description was
taken.

5.3.2

Input data for EMISENS model

Our domain was a 10 x 10 km grid over Maribor, with a spatial resolution of 1 km2 (Figure
5-5 and Figure 5-6). Our input data were:




the road map of the city, which includes information on street lengths, speed limits
and the average diurnal and yearly traffic for cars and heavy duty vehicles on each
street segment;
traffic counts for eight vehicle categories on four different traffic count locations;
on-road emission factors from Chapter 4 reorganized into categories and
subcategories according to the noise model and traffic count data.

In this section we will go over the input data in more detail.

5.3.2.1 Streets, speed limits and average daily traffic
The road map with street lengths, speed limits and average daily traffic respectively for cars
and heavy goods vehicles was taken from a 2009 report on noise in Maribor [48]; the data was
provided by the Department of Geographic Information System and Data Processing at the
Office of Utility, Transport and Spatial Planning of the Municipality of Maribor.
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Figure 5-5: The city speed limits (km/h) on the left show the speed limit is similar over the
entire domain, with the exception of a few expressways and access roads. The
total average daily traffic on the right map shows that these roads also have
higher traffic loads.

15
16
18
61
802
889

Maribor HC
Meljska HC
Koroški most
Brestanica
Hoče AC
Malečnik AC

Figure 5-6: The modelling domain with an overlaying road map of the roads included in the
noise study (pink), and additional roads (blue). The arrows point to six traffic
count sites. The blue “x” and the orange “x” mark the positions of the urban and
background measurement stations respectively.
Figure 5-5 shows that the speed limit in our domain is predominately 30–50 km/h, that access
roads and expressways have the highest average annual daily traffic, and that the rest of the
city roads are not as busy with traffic. Since this map did not include all the roads in the city,
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we added additional roads (the blue colored roads in Figure 5-6). These did not include the
information about the average daily traffic so we used the average daily traffic for the
connecting roads with known traffic loads. The effect of the additional roads on the results for
the two grid boxes with ambient measurement stations was insignificant; their position on the
grid is also marked in Figure 5-6 with a blue “x” and an orange “x” for the urban and urban
background stations respectively.
The noise study [48] provided the annual average daily traffic for cars and HGVs, where
HGVs represented all the N2 and N3 vehicles (the abbreviations are explained in Chapter
4.2.2). These are the final two categories we will be operating within the EMISENS model,
for each we will calculate the weighted average EF form their respective subcategories
(explained in section 5.3.2.3). The use of annual average daily traffic would allow us to
calculate the average daily traffic emissions. Owing to the fact that we wanted to ascertain
how emissions from traffic change throughout the day, we used traffic count data to calculate
hourly fluxes on an average workday for each of the two final categories (section 5.3.2.2) and
applied them to all road segments.

5.3.2.2 Traffic counts and the relative diurnal traffic flux profile
We used the traffic count data to calculate the weights for HGV subcategories and the diurnal
fluxes for cars and HGVs. The data was provided by the Slovenian Road Agency at the
Ministry of Infrastructure and Spatial Planning. The investigated time period was from 1st
November 2011 to 31st December 2011. The six traffic count sites are marked with numbered
arrows in Figure 5-6. The actual locations of sites 61 and 802 are off our grid. Counter site 61
is on the exact same road as it is marked. Counter site 802 is positioned on the A1 highway,
coming from the direction of Ljubljana (the capital of Slovenia), and the ports of Koper
(Slovenia) and Trieste (Italy), before the highway splits into three branches. One of the
branches is the H2 expressway, which passes through the city via counter sites 15 and 16; the
second is the continuation of the A1 highway, which bypasses the city via traffic counter 889;
and the third is the A4 highway, which leads south toward the border with Croatia (not
included or depicted in our domain). The H2 and A1 branches of the motorway merge further
north (off our domain) and lead to Austria and Hungary. The speed limit on the highway A1
where the sites 802 and 889 are positioned is 130 km/h; on the H2 expressway where sites 15
and 16 are positioned, the speed limit is 100 km/h; on sites 18 and 61, which are positioned on
main city roads, the speed limit varies from 70–90 km/h.
The data for each site included traffic counts with 15 min time resolutions for eight vehicle
groups: cars, light trucks, medium trucks, heavy trucks, and heavy trucks with trailers, semitrailer trucks, busses and motorcycles. The light truck category corresponds to category N2,
described in Chapter 4.2.2; other trucks would be categorized as N3. Passenger cars (M1) and
light goods vehicles (N1) would be counted solely as cars because they differ in terms of the
purpose of their use and not their size, which is the basis on which the traffic counters
discriminate between vehicles.
Because HGV in the noise study included also light trucks, we similarly split our traffic count
groups into a car group (only included cars from the traffic count data), and the rest as HGVs,
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where light goods vehicles, busses, medium and heavy goods vehicles, trucks with trailer and
semi-trailer trucks were included.
One of the assumptions made by the EMISENS model is that the composition of vehicles in a
vehicle category does not change. We have tested this assumption for the HGV category by
calculating the average number of vehicles in each traffic counter category on an average
workday in the investigated time period. The results listed in Table 5-3 show the average
number of traffic per day at each location and the percentage of vehicles in each vehicle
category. We can see that cars represent the majority of the traffic at all sites. The portion of
cars is similarly high (87–92%) on all non-highway counters sites (15, 16, 18, and 61); while
on the two highway counters 802 and 889, it is about 10–20% lower (71% and 57%,
respectively). The traffic on highways differs from other locations, with a 3 to 4 fold higher
share of all goods vehicles and in terms of the proportion of semi-trailer trucks, which is ten
times higher than on the other counter locations. This reflects the transient interstate traffic of
goods on this section of the A1 highway. The non-highway counter sites should be more
representative for the city fleet composition as they are positioned closer to the city center,
and they differ in terms of percentage of respective categories by a maximum of 5% (cars)
and a minimum of 0.6% (medium sized trucks). Owing to the higher share of goods vehicles
on the highway counters, we can see that the fleet composition on the highway is not
representative of the fleet composition in the city. Our main goal was to see how our model
would perform in the city center, which is where the ambient station is positioned. Because
the traffic on A1 highway does not directly affect the grid cells with the ambient measurement
stations, we excluded the two highway counters from further analysis. We will use the traffic
count data from the non-highway counters to set the weights for the final HGV category EFs.
Table 5-3: Total average workday vehicle counts (TAWV) and percentage of individual
vehicle groups on six traffic count sites.
Site

15
16
18
61
802
889

TAWV

33280.2
22430.3
29676.9
9915.2
44868.1
25893.0

Motorcycle

0.03%
0.02%
0.04%
0.03%
0.01%
0.01%

Cars

90.0%
88.5%
92.2%
87.3%
71.0%
58.4%

Buses

0.2%
0.3%
0.5%
0.8%
0.4%
0.8%

Light
trucks

5.0%
6.9%
5.0%
6.4%
10.7%
11.8%

Medium
trucks

1.4%
1.2%
0.7%
1.0%
2.4%
2.6%

Heavy
trucks

1.4%
0.7%
0.5%
1.4%
1.2%
1.1%

Trucks
with
trailers

0.4%
0.6%
0.3%
1.2%
2.4%
4.2%

Semitrailer
trucks

1.6%
1.8%
0.8%
2.0%
11.9%
21.1%

Cars are the dominant vehicle group on all non-highway traffic count sites with around a 90%
share. From Table 5-3 we can see that out of the goods vehicles, the most frequent were light
trucks with a 50—68% share in the HGV category, with the others represented with 0.3-2%.
The number of motorcycles on all traffic count sites was very small, with 0.04% or less on all
sites. We excluded them from further analysis because we did not have EF measurements for
motorcycles and excluding them would not yield a systematic bias due to their small number
in the fleet.
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Number of vehicles per hour

We calculated an hourly traffic profile for both vehicle groups for an average workday on four
non-highway sites (presented in Figure 5-7). These demonstrated that, on all sites, the number
of cars and HGV showed a similar diurnal variation. We described this daily variation on each
site relative to the respective site's average daily traffic. Averaging thus obtained profiles
gives a common hourly diurnal traffic flux curve for cars and HGVs (Figure 5-8). We applied
this relative diurnal curve to the average daily traffic of cars and HGVs on all road segments.
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Figure 5-7: Average workday diurnal traffic counts for cars (left) and heavy goods vehicles
(right) on the six traffic count sites.
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Figure 5-8: Hourly diurnal profile calculated relatively to the average daily traffic on traffic
count sites for cars (left) and heavy goods vehicles (right); the error bars are
standard deviations calculated for each hour from the relative profiles of the four
traffic count sites 15, 16, 18 and 61.

5.3.2.3 Weighted average emission factor for vehicle categories
For both the categories (cars and HGVs) that were used in the model, the EFs were calculated
with a weighted average EFs of their subcategories. The EFs of the subcategories (diesel cars,
gasoline cars, LGVs and HGVs) were calculated from the renormalized EFs of all the vehicles
in their respective categories. The individual vehicle's EF from Chapter 4.3 was renormalized
for the city driving scenario (as described in Chapter 4.4.2) and converted from g/kg units to
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g/km units, using EMEP/EEA fuel consumption values [77]. In order to represent the
subcategories EF with a single number, we used a similar approach to that for the EF
renormalization of individual vehicles. We wanted the EF categories to represent all the
vehicles in the group as well as possible and so we used the EF distribution categories and
split them in the way that each bin included as close as 20% of vehicles according to their EF
value. Again we used zero instead of minimum, because there could have been vehicles
whose emissions we were unable to capture with the chasing method. The calculated
percentile values against the BC and NOx EF are shown in Figure 5-9. We can see that, for
diesel cars and HGVs, the EF increase is rather gradual, up to the 80th percentile, and rapid
within the last 20th percentile.
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Figure 5-9: Showing the diesel cars' emission factor distribution, using consecutive 20
percentile EF values as bin delimiters. Especially for diesel cars and HGVs the
EFs of the last 20% of vehicles are significantly higher than they are for the first
80% of the vehicles.
The cars category was split into gasoline and diesel cars sub categories; we weighted them
with 0.63 and 0.36 respectively; the fractions were taken from Eurostat data (as reported in
Chapter 4.3.1.1). Because the traffic counts cannot discriminate between a passenger car and
light goods vehicle N1 (the category description is in Chapter 4.2.2), we calculated the
median EF of diesel passenger cars together with the light goods vehicles N1. These are in
fact the same vehicles e.g. multipurpose vehicles such as the Renault Kangoo, VW Caddy; or
vans like the Peugeot Boxer, Citroen Jumpy, Ford Transit, etc., all of which can be used and
licensed as N1 light goods vehicles or M1 passenger cars.
The HGV group was weighed with 0.68 and 0.32 for light trucks and the rest of goods
vehicles (medium and heavy trucks, heavy trucks with trailers and semi-trailer trucks)
respectively. The weights were taken from the traffic count data average of the four nonhighway counter sites). The EF for light trucks was calculated from the EF of N2 and M2
vehicles; the EF for heavy trucks was calculated from the EF of vehicles we classified under
categories M3 and N3. The resultant subgroup's median EF for BC and NOx and their
respective weight factors are listed in Table 5-4.
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Table 5-4: Median black carbon (BC) and NOx emission factors (EFs) for gasoline and diesel
cars, light and heavy goods vehicles (LGV and HGV) and their respective weight
factors α.
Category

Subcategories

EF BC g/km

EF NOx g/km

Weight factor α

CAR

Gasoline cars
Diesel cars

0.03
0.06

0.70
1.31

0.63
0.36

HGV

LGV
HVG

0.05
0.14

1.89
10.19

0.68
0.32

5.3.3

EMISENS model results

The results of the traffic emission model are hourly emissions rates on an average workday,
spatially distributed over the domain. Our focus was on workdays because sources on
workdays are better defined than they are on weekends and holidays.
In Figure 5-10 the diurnal emission variations of BC and NOx are shown for on the grid cells
where the urban and background measurement stations were positioned. Because we applied
the same relative traffic flow profile on all roads, we can observe the same profile for BC and
NOx on both grid cells. The main difference between the two is that NOx emissions are
approximately 24 times higher than BC emissions.
The emission peak occurs at 10:00 CET, remains high for an hour and then starts to slowly
decrease until 18:00; after 18:00 the decrease is more rapid until 23:00; after that, traffic
emissions are still gradually decreasing until the new increase next morning which starts
gradually at about 04:00, but really picks up in the morning rush hour from 06:00 until 09:00.
An example of spatially distributed BC emissions is plotted in Figure 5-11, where we show
the map of emissions at 10:00 in the morning: the time the emissions reach their daily peak.
We can see that the grid cell with the urban measurement station (in light blue) is not the most
laden with traffic emissions; instead we can see the most traffic emissions are produced in the
yellow and green colored areas south of the river bank. Part of the yellow colored area is the
city quarter, Tabor, in which there is a train station and the industrial zone, Studenci, which
extends to the adjacent light blue cell on the left; in the yellow cell there is also the shopping
center, Europark, and other stores along the Titova cesta, and, unfortunately, also Maribor's
medical and health center. The red cell with the most emissions covers part of the Pobrežje
area, where there is city cemetery and a residential area is located. In this cell there might be a
bias from the added roads, to which we did not know the average daily traffic, and to which
we attributed the average daily traffic of the connecting roads. In this area, most of the
connecting roads are highly laden with traffic (see Figure 5-5), which may not necessarily
apply to the added roads that belong to the residential area. For future work with the model's
spatial results, this would have to be investigated further and, if necessary, accounted for.
Since we will only operate with the grid cell for the urban measurement station, where only a
few short segments were included, we will disregard this for now.
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Figure 5-10: The temporal variation of BC and NOx emissions in the two cells with urban and
background ambient measurement stations.

Figure 5-11: The spatially distributed traffic emissions of black carbon (BC) in [g] at 10:00
when the daily traffic emissions reach their peak. The two cells with urban and
background ambient measurement stations are circled with white and orange,
respectively.
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5.4 Dispersion of pollutants in the atmosphere
The ambient concentrations of pollutants are dependent on the intensity of their sources and
the meteorological conditions, which ultimately determine the time, location and magnitude
of the problem [5]. In this chapter we will describe the main meteorological influences on the
ambient pollutant concentrations, the dispersion of a plume from a continuous source with the
Gaussian plume model and Pasquill stability classes which are empirical approximations
often used for a simplified description of turbulence. The Gaussian dispersion models can be
adapted for modelling point sources, line source or area sources. We will use it for the
purpose of calculating the dispersion from the NOx emission rates, calculated with the traffic
emission model, and their ambient measurements. This dispersion will then be applied to the
modelled BC emissions and compared to the traffic apportioned ambient BC concentrations.
Descriptions of the meteorological influence on pollutant concentrations and the Gaussian
plume dispersion are adapted from [5,88,89].

5.4.1

Main meteorological influences

The degree to which the pollutant will mix vertically is determined by the change in
temperature with altitude. In a neutral atmosphere, the temperature will slowly decrease with
height. In such an atmosphere, an air parcel has no tendency to rise or fall and is thus in an
equilibrium state. When the atmospheric temperature decreases faster with height than the
reference (neutral) profile, the atmosphere becomes unstable. Such conditions occur due to
surface heating and meteorological phenomena on larger scales. An unstable atmosphere is
characterized by strong vertical currents in either upward or downward directions, causing a
rapid mixing of pollutants emitted on the ground level. If, in contrast, the temperature
decreases with height more slowly than the reference temperature or even increases
(inversion), the atmosphere is stable and the vertical movement of air parcels is inhibited [5].
The radiative heating of the ground during the day and cooling during the night diurnally
changes the stability of the lower atmosphere. During the night an inversion layer is formed
because the ground is cooling the surface air, thereby making it colder than the air above it.
The stable air extents to a few hundred meters high and prevents the mixing of the pollutants.
In the morning, the sun starts to heat up the ground and surface air, changing the atmosphere
from stable to unstable and breaking the inversion layer. This layer of unstable air is called the
mixing layer and its height varies from a few hundred meters to about 3 km. If the air above
slowly sinks and warms, an inversion layer is formed. In such a situation, the air beneath the
inversion layer is unstable and well mixed up to the inversion layer. During the summer, the
radiation inversion layer is low at night and elevated during the day. During a winter's day,
the inversion layer is formed lower (at a few hundred meters); this traps the pollutants and
causes higher ambient pollutant concentrations, thereby making high pollution episodes more
frequent in the winter [5].
The dispersion of pollutants in the atmosphere depends on the combination of diffusion due to
turbulent eddy motion and advection due to wind. In the boundary layer the air flow is always
turbulent because of changes in the surface temperature and roughness. Turbulence is created
by mechanical shear forces that are caused by different wind velocities in either a horizontal
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or vertical direction. Turbulent flows are irregular and random; their exact velocity
components cannot be precisely predicted but can be estimated in numerous ways [5].
Local concentration 𝐶 of pollutant 𝑖 changes with time𝑡 due to the advection of pollutant with
wind; turbulent diffusion in horizontal and vertical directions; pollutant sources 𝑄 and sinks𝑆
[90]. The general equation can be expressed as:
𝜕𝐶𝑖
𝜕 2 𝐶𝑖
+ 𝑣
⃑⃑⃑ ∇𝐶𝑖 − 𝐾ℎ ∇2ℎ 𝐶𝑖 − 𝐾𝑣 2 = 𝑄𝑖 − 𝑆𝑖 ,
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑧

(5.17)

where 𝑣 ∇𝐶𝑖 represents the advection of pollutant with wind 𝑣 in directions x, y and z; 𝐾ℎ ∇2ℎ 𝐶𝑖
is the diffusion of pollutant concentrations due to turbulent diffusion in a horizontal direction;
and 𝐾𝑣 𝜕 2 𝐶𝑖 ⁄𝜕𝑧 2 is the diffusion of pollutant due to turbulent diffusion in a vertical direction.
If the change in concentration over time 𝜕𝐶𝑖 ⁄𝜕𝑡 is expressed as a finite difference in timeΔ𝑡,
then

𝐶𝑖 (𝑡) =  𝐶𝑖 (𝑡 − Δ𝑡) + Δ𝑡 [−𝑣∇𝐶𝑖 + 𝐾ℎ ∇2ℎ 𝐶𝑖 + 𝐾𝑣

𝜕 2 𝐶𝑖
+ 𝑄𝑖 − 𝑆𝑖 ]
𝜕𝑧 2

(5.18)

The pollutant concentrations depend on:







the source emission rate𝑄𝑖 ,
plume history – concentration in time 𝑡 − Δ𝑡,
wind intensity and direction 𝑣,
⃑⃑⃑ 
the gradient of pollutant concentration ∇2ℎ 𝐶𝑖 ,
Coefficients of turbulent diffusion in horizontal and vertical directions, 𝐾ℎ and𝐾𝑣
respectively; these are not constants but depend on the wind intensity and
hydrostatical stability of the atmosphere;
and pollutant sink 𝑆𝑖 [90]

In still wind conditions there is no advection due to the wind𝑣
⃑⃑⃑ ∇𝐶𝑖 = 0; in windy conditions
the horizontal gradient of pollutant concentrations can be neglected𝐾ℎ ∇2ℎ 𝐶𝑖 ≪ 𝑣
⃑⃑⃑ ∇𝐶𝑖 . If we
⁄
assume the pollutant sinks are small 𝑆𝑖 ≈ 0; and in a quasi-stationary state𝜕𝐶𝑖 𝜕𝑡 ≈ 0, we
are left with only few determining influences on the pollutant concentrations. Let us orientate
in the direction of the wind: the x axis is parallel to𝑣; and let the wind speed be u.

𝑢

𝜕𝐶𝑖
𝜕 2 𝐶𝑖
= 𝐾𝑣
+ 𝑄𝑖
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑧 2

(5.19)
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𝑢

𝐶𝑖 (𝑥) − 𝐶𝑖 (𝑥 − ∆𝑥)
𝜕 2 𝐶𝑖
= 𝐾𝑣 2 + 𝑄𝑖
∆𝑥
𝜕𝑧

𝐶𝑖 (𝑥) = 𝐶𝑖 (𝑥 − ∆𝑥) +

∆𝑥
𝜕 2 𝐶𝑖
[𝐾𝑣 2 + 𝑄𝑖 ]
𝑢
𝜕𝑧

(5.20)

(5.21)

The concentration in point x then depends on the concentration in the previous point along the
wind direction𝐶𝑖 (𝑥 − ∆𝑥), vertical mixing𝐾𝑣 𝜕 2 𝐶𝑖 ⁄𝜕𝑧 2 , and the emission rate 𝑄𝑖 .. The
concentration 𝐶𝑖 decreases along the vertical axis z. The rate at which it descends depends
on𝐾𝑣 . Let us assume it descends exponentially, so:
𝐶(𝑧) = 𝐶0 𝑒 −𝑧/𝐻

(5.22)

This gives us a vertical change of concentrations
𝑧
𝜕 2𝐶
1
−
𝐻
=
𝐶
𝑒
0
𝜕𝑧 2 𝐻 2

(5.23)

which can then be calculated at the ground level
𝜕 2 𝐶 𝐶0
=
𝜕𝑧 2 𝐻 2

(5.24)

Then the concentration of pollutant in point x can be expressed as:
∆𝑥
𝐶0 ∆𝑥
𝐾𝑣 2 +
𝑄
𝑢
𝐻
𝑢 𝑖

(5.25)

∆𝑥𝐾𝑣
∆𝑥
] = 𝐶𝑖 (𝑥 − ∆𝑥) +
𝑄
2
𝑢𝐻
𝑢 𝑖

(5.26)

𝐶𝑖 (𝑥) = 𝐶𝑖 (𝑥 − ∆𝑥) +

𝐶𝑖 (𝑥) [1 −

∆𝑥
𝐶𝑖 (𝑥 − ∆𝑥) + 𝑢 𝑄𝑖
𝐶𝑖 (𝑥) =
= 𝑎𝐶𝑖 (𝑥 − ∆𝑥) + 𝑏𝑄𝑖
∆𝑥𝐾𝑣
1−
𝑢𝐻 2
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(5.27)
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In this very simplified case (𝐾ℎ ∇2ℎ 𝐶𝑖 ≪ 𝑣
⃑⃑⃑ ∇𝐶𝑖 ; 𝐶(𝑧) = 𝐶0 exp(−𝑧/𝐻);𝑆𝑖 = 0;𝜕𝐶𝑖 ⁄𝜕𝑡 = 0)
the concentration of pollutant 𝐶(𝑥)in point x, is linearly dependent on the pollutant
concentration in the windward direction and the source's emission rate.

5.4.2

Description of dispersion with Gaussian plume and Pasquill stability
classes

The Gaussian plume dispersion model describes the dispersion of pollutants from the source;
the dispersion of the pollutant in this model is assumed to take the form of Gaussian
distribution about the plume centerline in the crosswind and vertical directions. For the
Gaussian distribution to be valid, further assumptions must be made: the emission rate of the
source must be constant, the downwind dispersion is negligible, meteorological conditions are
homogeneous over the modelled space and time, there is no plume history, pollutants are inert
and, following the turbulent movement of the atmosphere, the plume is reflected by the
surface i.e. the pollutants are not removed by deposition or reaction to the surface. Because
Gaussian diffusion is simple and gives results that agree well with experimental data, it is
frequently used in air pollution modelling and environmental studies [88,89].
The basic equation for Gaussian plume dispersion describes a single continuous point source
elevated above ground:

𝐶(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) =

(𝑧 − ℎ)2
(𝑧 + ℎ)2
𝑄
𝑦2
𝑒𝑥𝑝 [− 2 ] {𝑒𝑥𝑝 [−
]
+
𝑒𝑥𝑝
[−
]}
2𝜋𝑢̅𝜎𝑦 𝜎𝑧
2𝜎𝑦
2𝜎𝑧2
2𝜎𝑧2

(5.28)

If we consider all meteorological influences as diffusion D-1:

𝐷

−1

1
𝑦2
(𝑧 − ℎ)2
(z + h)2
=
𝑒𝑥𝑝 [− 2 ] {𝑒𝑥𝑝 [−
] + exp [−
]}
2𝜋𝑢̅𝜎𝑦 𝜎𝑧
2𝜎𝑦
2𝜎𝑧2
2σ2z

(5.29)

We can simplify the dispersion equation to:

𝐶(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) =

𝑄
𝐷

(5.30)

where C is the concentration of the pollutant measured at point in space (x, y, z); Q is the
intensity of the source; ū is the average wind velocity in the direction of the x axis; h is the
effective plume height above ground level. The parameters σ y and σz are standard deviations
of the Gaussian plume and represent the size of the plume, which changes with time travelled
in the downwind direction (x). They are functions of downwind distance and stability and
depend on height above the surface (z), surface roughness, sampling time, wind speed and
distance downwind from the source [5,88,89].
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In the absence of more detailed measurements, σy and σz can be estimated with Pasquill
stability classes [91] and Pasquill–Gifford curves [92]. The six Pasquill stability classes
marked with letters A to F describe the atmosphere as extremely unstable (A) to moderately
stable (F). The stability is determined on the strength of daytime insolation (or nocturnal
cloudiness) and wind speed (Table 5-5). We will use the Pasquill stability classes to see if the
atmospheric conditions influence the resultant diffusion calculated from the source intensity
and ambient concentration measurements. The Pasquill stability classes for the time period of
interest were taken from the web page of the Air Resources Laboratory (National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration) (https://ready.arl.noaa.gov/READYamet.php) where, among
other archived meteorological variables, they also provide a time series of atmospheric
stability with 3 hour temporal and 1 degree spatial resolution. The data for our study was
taken for the location of Maribor Airport (Latitude: 46.48 Longitude: 15.68; elevation: 265
m). We also gained wind speed measurements for the same location from the Slovenian
Environmental Agency's web page archives (http://meteo.arso.gov.si/met/sl/app/webmet/).
Table 5-5: Pasquill stability classes
Daytime insolation
Night
Surface wind
speed (m/s)
Strong
Moderate
Slight
> 4/8 cloud cover < 3/8 cloud cover
<2
A
A–B
B
2–3
A–B
B
C
E
F
3–5
B
B–C
C
D
E
5–6
C
C–D
D
D
D
>6
C
D
D
D
D
A – extremely unstable; B – moderately unstable; C – slightly unstable; D – neutral; E – slightly
stable; F – moderately stable
Night refers to the period from 1 hour before sunset to 1 hour after sunrise.
The neutral class, D, should be used, for overcast conditions during the day or night regardless of
wind speed ([89]; and the Air Resources Laboratory web site, where the extremely stable class G
was also included.)

5.4.3

Comparison of the ambient measurements with traffic model results

In order to compare the ambient measurements and the results of the traffic emissions model,
we will empirically calculate the diffusion from NOx emissions (calculated with the traffic
model in Chapter 5.3) and the ambient NOx concentrations, assuming that the meteorology
affects both pollutants the same way. We will then apply the same diffusion to the modelled
BC emissions, and compare the BC concentrations calculated, to the fossil fuel burning
fraction of BC given by the Aethalometer model (described in Chapter 5.2).
The diffusion calculation may be based on the Gaussian dispersion model (Chapter 5.4.2),
where the ambient pollutant concentrations are calculated from the source intensity and
atmospheric advection and diffusion, which includes different meteorological parameters. We
will, in reverse, calculate the diffusion 𝐷 from the intensity of the NOx traffic emissions𝑄𝑁𝑂 𝑥
and the traffic related ambient NOx concentrations𝐶[𝑁𝑂𝑥 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐].
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𝐷=

𝑄𝑁𝑂𝑥
𝐶[𝑁𝑂𝑥 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐]

(5.31)

For the source intensity of NOx, we will use the hourly NOx emissions modeled with the
EMISENS model for the grid cell where the urban measurement station is located (Chapter
5.3). We will calculate the traffic related ambient NOx concentrations 𝐶[𝑁𝑂𝑥 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐] from
NOx concentrations measured at the urban and background measurement site (described in
chapter 5.1) by subtracting the NOx concentrations measured at the background measurement
station from those measured in the city, thereby excluding from our diffusion calculation the
influence of NOx coming from other sources and traffic plume history.
𝐶[𝑁𝑂𝑥 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐] = 𝐶[𝑁𝑂𝑥 𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑛]– 𝐶[𝑁𝑂𝑥 𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑]

(5.32)

For the purpose of converting NOx from ppb concentration to its air ratio (µg/m3), we used
NO2 molar mass and standard conditions (100 kPa and 0ºC). Assuming that, in one hour
observation intervals, meteorology affected the emissions of both NOx and BC the same way,
we would then apply the same diffusion to the modeled BC emissions (QBC):

𝐶[𝐵𝐶𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙] = 𝐷 ∙ 𝑄𝐵𝐶 =

𝐶[𝑁𝑂𝑥 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐]
𝑄𝐵𝐶
𝑄𝑁𝑂𝑥

(5.33)

The comparison of the thus modeled BC concentrations𝐶[𝐵𝐶𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙] will then be made to the
BC ambient concentrations measured at the urban measurement site; these will be source
apportioned to traffic using the Aethalometer model (BCff); we will account for the traffic
plume history by subtracting the BCff measured at the background site from the urban BCff
measurements
𝐶[𝐵𝐶𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐] = 𝐶[𝐵𝐶𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑛]– 𝐶[𝐵𝐶𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑].

(5.34)

A similar method was previously used in reverse for calculating emission factors from
ambient pollutant concentrations and traffic counts [93].
BC is an inert pollutant and only removed from the atmosphere by depositions only. In the
winter when there is not a lot of sunlight, the temperature is low and there is little ozone (O 3),
NOx can also be assumed as a non-reactant tracer in one hour time intervals [90].
We calculated the modeled BC concentrations for 9 workdays in November 2011. We limited
our research to workdays because the sources are then better defined; the time period (2nd to
17th November) was chosen because both the NOx and BC measurements were available and
because it was not raining at the time. The ambient measurements of NOx and the source
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apportioned BC for the investigated time period are shown in Figure 5-12. We can see that on
urban station, the NOx and BC concentrations have similar dynamics, with the exception of
some midday NOx peaks, while at the background station their dynamics are not as closely
related and the BC peaks are more pronounced.
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Figure 5-12: The time series of NOx measurements (blue line) and the black carbon
concentrations (BC) on the urban (top plot) and background stations (bottom
plot).The BC concentrations are depicted with stacked areas for its fossil fuel
(BCff) and wood burning (BCwb) contributions, with grey and light grey areas
respectively. The white and the stripped background areas mark weekends and
workdays respectively.

5.5 Results
In this chapter we present the final results of this thesis: a comparison of the modeled BC
emissions using the EMISENS traffic emissions model (Chapter 5.3) and the ambient BC
concentrations apportioned to traffic using the Aethalometer model (Chapter 5.2). In order to
ascertain whether our results depend on different weather conditions, we will compare them
with Pasquill stability classes and wind speed measurements.
The results presented in Figure 5-13 show the time series of Pasquill stability classes and
wind speed; the BC concentration measurements (C[BCff traffic]), which were apportioned to
fossil fuel burning with the Aethalometer model and from which the traffic plume history was
subtracted; and the modeled BC concentrations (C[BCmodel]). We can see an excellent
agreement between the two BC concentrations. The model produced its best results during
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stable and neutral atmospheric conditions (Pasquill stability classes G–D), while
overestimating the concentrations on some midday peaks. Pasquill stability classes show that,
during the investigated time period, the atmosphere was neutral to slightly unstable during the
day and neutral to extremely stable during the night. We cannot observe a good relation
between our model and Pasquill stability classes. The discrepancies could be better described
by the initial differences between the NOx and BC measurements (Figure 5-13), or with the
increased wind speed, which appears to have a negative effect on the models predictions. It
may be that the background concentrations during those time periods were not properly
represented with the 2.2 km remote background measurement station, or that the emissions
were different than we predicted.
According to Jones et al. [94], our background station measurements could be
underestimating the urban background concentration during increased wind episodes, thus
underestimating diffusion and overestimating the modelled BC carbon concentrations. Jones
et al. [94], observed the wind speed dependence of the concentrations of airborne particulate
matter and NOx at three separate sites which represented curbside, urban background and
rural environments. They found that their data are not best described using only the general
dilution term, by which the concentration would be inversely proportional to wind speed, but
when multiplied by up to three separate source-related terms, which respectively represented
long-range, local and marine sources. With s stepwise regression analysis, they provided an
empirical relationship for each of their measured pollutants, which would describe the effect
of wind speed on different source types. They found that in rural and urban background
environments the NOx concentrations dropped steeply with increased wind speed, while at the
curbside station the initial steep reduction in NOx concentrations with wind speed was
reversed when the wind speed exceeded 2.5 m/s. Similar results were found for their
elemental carbon data, even though the elemental carbon varied more between sites. When the
data analysis for the curbside station was adjusted for wind directions where concentrations
would be largely determined by background air, the relation between wind speed and
concentration drop would resemble more those of rural and urban background sites. They
attributed the inverse behavior of the two pollutants to the effects of complex flow pattern
within the street canyon; to the buoyancy of the exhaust emissions (as they found the NOx
pattern similar to that reported by Carslaw et al. [95] for aircraft plumes); and to the fact that
the wind speed in the street canyon may not be well represented with wind speeds measured
at the airport, which was within 25 km of the measurement site.
Price el. [96] found an increase in fine particle number concentration (below 2.5 µm) in a
street canyon when the wind speed was parallel to the canyon, and an increase in the coarse
particle (up to 10 µm) concentrations, while the wind was perpendicular to the canyon. They
attributed the first to the replenishment of fine particles from the traffic, and the second to the
source distribution around the sampling site and the recalculation of pollutants within the
canyon.
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Figure 5-13: Time series of black carbon measured at the urban measurement site apportioned to traffic with the Aethalometer
model and subtracted background concentrations (C[BCff traffic]) marked with black line; and BC calculated
with traffic emissions model EMISENS to which we applied dilution calculated from modelled NOx emissions
and ambient NOx measurements marked with red line (C[BCmodel]). The shaded grey area is time series of
Pasquill stability classes (PSC), the letters G to C on the y-axis mark the stability classes from extremely stable –
G to slightly unstable – C; in blue is the wind speed measured at Maribor airport.
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Figure 5-14: Linear regression between the black carbon (BC) concentrations modeled from
traffic emissions (C[BCmodel]) and the BC apportioned to traffic with the
Aethalometer model (C[BCff traffic], shows a good correlation between the two
models results.
Our modeled BC concentrations agree well with the ambient traffic BC concentrations, but
the regression analysis in Figure 5-14, where we forced the intercept through zero, shows the
correlation coefficient to be 0.95 and the slope to be 1.11; meaning our model has
overestimated the measurements by 11%.
We have attempted to calculate traffic emission rates with the EMISENS model by using
other EFs. If we, instead of the subcategories weighed distributions, used the categories'
median values to calculate the traffic emissions, our model performed equally well, only in
such a case it would underestimate the emissions by 11%. When using the individual vehicle's
emission factors, calculated from their distribution with the 0.25 weighs, the model would
overestimate the emissions by approximately 50%. Weighing the tails with 0.1 could thus still
be too much for city driving and a smaller weight on the tail would perform even better.
Because the EMISENS model is based on COPERT IV emission factors, we also used the
average EMEP/EEA EFs (listed in Chapter 4.3.2) where we consider a 0.476 fraction of BC
in PM [64,65] the correlation was good but the slope of the regression line (0.61) showed that
we would underestimate the ambient measurements by 39%. The results using EMEP/EEA
EF would probably be better if BC EF were available and if, instead of Tier 1, we would use
the more complex Tier 3 EF, where the investigated areas fleet composition and cold
emissions would also be included.
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5.6 Summary and discussion
In Chapter 5 we have evaluated our EF measurements by using them in an emission inventory
model and comparing the results to traffic apportioned BC ambient concentrations being
measured with an Aethalometer.
We presented the ambient measurement sites and BC source apportionment using the
Aethalometer model, and the extended Aethalometer model where source apportionment was
applied to all carbonaceous aerosols (CM). With both BC and CM source apportionment we
showed that traffic is a local polluter, whereas wood smoke is quite regional in character.
While traffic emits more BC, wood burning contributes more to CM. Total carbonaceous
matter (CM) is composited of primary and secondary aerosols, and is an important parameter
in estimating sources' contributions to legislated PM measurements.
We calculated the traffic emissions of BC and NOx for an average workday in Maribor using
the EMISENS model. The empirical dilution of traffic emissions was calculated from the
ambient measurements of NOx and modelled NOx emission rates. It was used to calculate BC
concentrations from traffic emission rates. Thus the modeled BC concentrations were then
compared to traffic apportioned BC from the in-situ measurements. A good agreement
between the two approaches was found, with the modelled BC concentrations overestimating
the in-situ traffic apportioned to BC by 11%. This was the first time the source apportionment
of BC using the Aethalometer model, had been used to evaluate the results of emission
inventory model results.
Since we made numerous estimations, several factors could have caused the discrepancies
between the modeled concentrations and ambient measurements. One could have been that we
overestimated the contribution of an individual vehicle's super emission tail, by weighing it
with 0.1 for city driving. It could be that our background measurements were not a
representative background for the urban measurement site during windy and more unstable
periods. Higher wind velocities could have caused NOx and BC to mix differently, or cause
additional loses to either of the two pollutants. Additional tests would be needed to verify this,
such as an alternative diffusion calculation, and testing the model over longer time periods in
more varied weather conditions.
The modeling domain we used was small and the streets' speed limits were homogenous. We
found good agreement between the modeled emissions and ambient measurements. To say the
BC pollution predictions are correct over the entire domain, additional ambient measurements
would be required in cells that include highway traffic emissions.
Regardless of the models overestimation we consider the results to be satisfactory, especially
considering the relatively simple approach we used.
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6 Conclusions
This work represents a comprehensive study of traffic related emissions using two
independent approaches. One is the top down approach using the Aethalometer source
apportionment model to discriminate between the contribution of traffic and biomass burning
to ambient air pollution. The second is the traffic emission study where we used on-road EF
measurements in a traffic emissions model, to calculate the contribution of traffic to ambient
air pollution. In order to obtain representative EFs for the in-use vehicle fleet, several tests
were performed on the EF measurement method and applied in an extended on-road
measurement campaign.
Testing the on-road EF measurement methodology in controlled conditions showed that the
results of the chasing and stationary measurement techniques are comparable when several
stationary measurements of the same vehicle are taken and a time evolved chasing EF is
calculated. This was the first comparison of the two methods' results. We used the chasing
technique for the first time on contemporary diesel and gasoline cars, and evaluated its
sensitivity to background determination and dilution. The dilution did not show an effect on
the calculated EF, it did show an effect on the uncertainty of EF calculation, when the exhaust
flow was low and hardly any CO2 was emitted.
We used the chasing method to measure the EF of 141 different type vehicles. We reported
first the BC and NOx EFs for numerous diesel and gasoline cars, measured using the chasing
method. We showed that our measurement method and processing algorithm gave results
comparable to other similar studies. According to our results, newer vehicles (in use for less
than 5 years) have shown improvements in their NOx and BC EFs. We calculated the
contribution of high emitting vehicles to the measured fleet's cumulative emissions, and found
that 20% of vehicles produced 60% of cumulative BC emissions, and 30% of vehicles
produce 60% of cumulative NOx emissions. Real world EF measurements are important
because an individual vehicle's emissions depend not only on the vehicle's type approval at
the time it is put in to use, but are also influenced by their maintenance and driving
conditions. Measuring a vehicle's EFs in real driving conditions can bring further
understanding of the actual fleet emissions. It can be a cost effective way to monitor fleet
emissions by measuring a large number of vehicles and to check if the measures taken to
reduce emissions were effective. Measuring individual vehicle's emissions can be used to
determine the so called “super emitters”, on the basis of which more efficient abetment
strategies can be taken and monitored.
For the first time we used the on-road measurements of BC and NOx EFs in the EMISENS
traffic emission model. Since high emissions generally peak during transient vehicle operation
and significantly contribute to individual vehicles' total emissions, we wanted to use the entire
measured EF distribution to present their emissions in the model. We showed how our EF
distribution relates to the vehicle's performance – when torque, rotational frequency and the
change of torque over time are high, high BC EFs occur. We described the EF distribution
with four different sized bins delimited with each distribution's median, 25th and 75th
percentiles, and maximum, thereby representing each EF region by the approximate frequency
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of its occurrence. We proposed a renormalization of each individual vehicle's EF by using
different sized distribution bins and applying weights, which would reflect their expected
frequency of occurrence. Because we expected the super emission tails to still occur in city
driving but not as often as in the driving conditions in which our measurements were taken,
we renormalized the distribution by devoting less emphasis to the super emissions tail.
To use the measured EFs in the model we divided them into vehicle categories such as
gasoline and diesel cars, and light and heavy goods vehicles. We calculated the weight
average EF for each group. The vehicles were distributed according to their EFs to bins that
were delimited by consecutive 20 percentile values (20th, 40th, 60th, 80th and 100th). Each bin
was then given the same 0.2 weight, assuming these vehicles would occur with the same
frequency in individual subcategory throughout the domain.
We calculated the BC and NOx emission rates using the EMISENS traffic model. Using the
modeled NOx emission rates and ambient NOx concentration measurements, we calculated the
diffusion of traffic emissions. We applied the same diffusion to the modeled BC emissions
and compare the thus modeled BC concentrations to the ambient BC measurements which
were apportioned to traffic using the Aethalometer model. The results of these two different
and independent approaches were comparable. The regression analysis showed that the
modeled BC concentrations overestimated the ambient measurements by 11%, which is a
good result, considering the number of assumptions made. This was the first time the
Aethalometer model results had been used to evaluate a traffic emissions model. BC is an
inert pollutant and can be apportioned to sources using its light absorption properties. Using
inert pollutants in models can save computational time. Comparing the same species in
models and ambient measurements can improve the model's predictions.
With the ambient measurements of aerosol light absorption properties and the Aethalometer
model we have showed that wood burning contributes significantly to total carbonaceous
aerosol concentrations. Reducing wood burning emissions would have a positive effect on
particulate air pollution in the entire region; reducing traffic emissions would have a more
local effect.
In this thesis we have tested and used several monitoring techniques. Their results have
proven to be consistent and useful for environmental studies, and for monitoring the effect of
abatement strategies to be implemented in a specific area.
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7 Extended abstract in Slovene
Razširjen izvleček v slovenskem jeziku
7.1 Uvod
Med zgorevanjem ogljičnih goriv poleg energije nastanejo tudi onesnaževala: plini in delci, ki
so suspendirani v zraku. Velik del slednjih so ogljični aerosoli, ki absorbirajo svetlobo v
širokem delu spektra, večji delež ogljičnih aerosolov (CM – masa ogljičnih delcev) pa
predstavlja črni ogljik (Black Carbon - BC), ki je primarno onesnaževalo in edinstven
indikator za zgorevanje ogljičnih goriv, saj nima drugih virov nastanka. Je inerten in se ne
spreminja pri transportu na dolge razdalje [6,7]. Ogljični delci, ki absorbirajo svetlobo,
povzročajo segrevanje atmosfere, hkrati pa senčijo zemeljsko površje, zaradi česar se to
ohlaja. Regionalno segrevanje atmosfere zaradi ogljičnih delcev je zelo neenakomerno [12].
Povečanje števila in količine absorbirajočih delcev v atmosferi neposredno in posredno vpliva
tudi na spremembe hidrološkega cikla [12]. Nalaganje delcev v pljučih je en glavnih vzrokov
za bolezni dihal, srca in ožilja [2].
V urbanih območjih sta promet in kurjenje biomase za ogrevanje individualnih hiš glavna vira
BC. Ocena prispevkov obeh virov k onesnaženju zraka kompleksna. En način opisa prispevka
prometa k onesnaženju zraka je uporaba modelov, ki emisije izračunajo s pristopom »od
spodaj navzgor« s podatki o emisijah preko emisijskih faktorjev (EF) vozil in njihove
aktivnosti. Drug način se računanja prispevka emisij iz prometa loti s pristopom »od zgoraj
navzdol«, kjer so prispevki virov določeni na podlagi in-situ meritev koncentracij različnih
sledil zanje v zraku. Eden takih modelov je aethalometrski model, ki prispevke virov določi
glede na optične lastnosti ogljičnih delcev v zraku. V disertaciji smo uporabili oba pristopa k
modeliranju na primeru mesta Maribor (Slovenija) in pokazali, da lahko z dvema različnima
in neodvisnima modelom dobimo primerljive rezultate.
Za oceno emisij iz prometa se uporabljajo različni načini merjenja, iz katerih se izračunajo
emisijski faktorji. Te se največkrat izračuna kot količino onesnaževala glede na prevožene
kilometre in glede na porabo goriva. Testi se lahko izvajajo za posamezna vozila z
dinamometrom ali v realnih razmerah z zasledovanjem vozila. Ker pa imajo posamezna vozila
zelo različne emisijske profile, ki niso nujno reprezentativni za floto vozil, je za opis vpliva
prometa na nekem območju potrebno spremljanje onesnaženja v realnih razmerah. Take
raziskave so bile izvedene v tunelih, cestnih kanjonih in na »odprtih« cestah. Najbolj obsežne
tovrstne raziskave so bile opravljene v ZDA, Združenem kraljestvu, Švici in na Kitajskem
[18,19,58,97], kjer so izračunali emisijske faktorje za CO, NOx, nekatere ogljikovodike,
PAH, koncentracijo števila delcev (PN) in maso delcev. Izračunani emisijski faktorji so lahko
kategorizirani v skupine glede na vrsto vozil: osebni avtomobili, težka tovorna vozila (TTV)
in lahka tovorna vozila (LTV).
V razširjenem izvlečku je predstavljena zasledovalna metoda merjenja emisijskih faktorjev v
realnih razmerah in rezultate testov te metode, ki smo jih opravili v kontroliranih razmerah na
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poligonu. Zasledovalno metodo, pri kateri merimo emisije vozil tako, da jih zasledujemo na
cesti z mobilno platformo, prvič primerjamo s stacionarno metodo, kjer se vozilo pelje mimo
stacionarne merilne postaje, ta pa zazna povišanje koncentracij nad ozadjem. Pri zasledovalni
metodi smo preizkusili še vpliv redčenja in določitve ozadja. Nato prikažemo uporabo na
cestah in meritve emisij naključne flote vozil. Vnaprej pričakujemo, da bo porazdelitev
števila vozil po vrednosti njihovega emisijskega faktorja asimetrična. Nekatera vozila torej
prispevajo k onesnaženju zraka znatno več kot reprezentativno vozilo v voznem parku.
Z modelom, katerega vhodni podatki so izmerjeni EF BC in NOx, štetje prometa in zemljevid
mesta Maribor s podatki o dolžini cest in povprečnem letnem dnevnem prometu na njih, smo
izračunali enourne emisije BC in NOx iz prometa v povprečnem delavniku. Iz emisij NOx in
in-situ meritev NOx v mestu smo empirično določili difuzijo onesnaževal iz prometa in jo
uporabili za izračun modeliranih koncentracij BC. Te potem primerjamo z in-situ meritvami
tistega dela BC, ki smo ga s pomočjo aethalometrskega modela pripisali emisijam iz prometa.
Uporaba aethalometrskega modela za verifikacijo modela emisij z izmerjenimi emisijskimi
faktorji je eden od novih prispevkov te disertacije k znanosti.
Ogrevanje s kurjenjem lesa je pomemben lokalni vir energije v Sloveniji in splošno v alpskih
državah. Ker je les s stališča CO2 obnovljiv vir energije, se uporaba lesa in biomase spodbuja
in celo subvencionira s strani države. Izkoristki zgorevanja biomase so lahko zelo različni.
Zadnje študije za srednjo in zahodno Evropo razkrivajo, da so koncentracije PM ozadja
znatno višje v hladnejšem, kot v toplejšem obdobju leta [29,30]. Očitno ogljični aerosoli
igrajo pomembno vlogo pri povišanju koncentracije trdnih delcev v hladnem obdobju. Dim, ki
nastane pri zgorevanju biomase je en glavnih komponent onesnaženja zraka z delci v EU, tako
na lokalnem nivoju kot regionalnem nivoju. Z meritvami z Aethalometrom smo lahko ločili
epizode povišanih koncentraciji na merilnem mestu, ki so posledica povišanega prometa, od
tistih, ki so posledica izgorevanja biomase, in tako kvantitativno določili kateri vir je bolj
dominanten na izbranem območju.

7.2 Metodologija
Glavni inštrument, ki smo ga uporabljali pri meritvah je bil Aethalometer. Za meritve emisij
posameznih vozil smo uporabili nov model aethalometra AE33, ki ima možnost meritve v
visoki časovni resoluciji 1 sekunda, za in-situ meritve pa smo uporabili model AE31, katerega
časovna resolucija meritve je 5 minut. Princip delovanja obeh je enak. Zrak se črpa skozi
filter, na katerem se nabirajo aerosoli. Nad filtrom je izvor svetlobe, pod njim pa so detektorji,
ki merijo prepustnost filtrskega traku za svetlobo. Inštrument meri oslabitev (atenuacijo)
svetlobe relativno glede na vzporedno, referenčno meritev optične prepustnosti referenčnega
dela istega filtra, skozi katerega zrak ne teče in se na njem ne nabirajo aerosoli. Atenuacija
𝐴𝑇𝑁je definirana kot logaritem razmerja intenzitete svetlobe pod referenčnim delom filtra 𝐼0
in delom, na katerem se nabirajo delci aerosola 𝐼 [35,36].
𝐼0
𝐴𝑇𝑁 = 𝑙𝑛( )
𝐼
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(7.1)

7.2 Metodologija
Prečrpani volumen zraka ∆𝑉 je premo sorazmeren času črpanja ∆𝑡. Zato podaja sprememba
oslabitve v časovnem intervalu ∆𝑡 oceno za absorpcijo na delcih v prečrpanem volumnu zraka
– ta pa je odvisna od njihovega števila in njihove absorptivnosti. Zato iz nje lahko ocenimo
absorpcijski koeficient𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑠 :

𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑠 ≈ 

∆𝐴𝑇𝑁
Δ𝑡

(7.2)

Aethalometer meri absorpcijo svetlobe pri valovnih dolžinah 370 nm, 470 nm, 520 nm, 590
nm, 660 nm, 880 nm in 950 nm. Koncentracijo črnega ogljika izračunamo iz absorpcije
svetlobe z valovno dolžino 880 nm, ob znanem preseku optične absorpcije na enoto mase
črnega ogljika, in ob znani prostornini prečrpanega zraka v merilnem obdobju. Meritve v
širokem svetlobnem spektru nam omogočajo karakterizacijo absorpcije aerosolov v področju
od ultravijoličnega do infrardečega dela svetlobnega spektra. Izračunamo lahko Angstromov
eksponent α, ki opisuje, kako se absorpcijski koeficient aerosolov 𝑏 spreminja z valovno
dolžino svetlobe λ:
𝑏 ∝ 1/𝜆𝛼

(7.3)

Dizelski izpuh vsebuje velik delež črnega ogljika in ima, dokler je svež, Angstromov
koeficient blizu 1 [39]. Dim, ki nastaja pri zgorevanju lesa, vsebuje aerosolizirane snovi, ki
močno absorbirajo v modrem in ultravijoličnem (UV) delu svetlobnega spektra. V
infrardečem (IR) delu spektra ne absorbirajo. Visoko absorpcijo teh aerosolov pri nizkih
valovnih dolžinah opazimo pri preučevanju odvisnosti absorpcijskega koeficienta od valovne
dolžine kot zvišan Angstromov eksponent [40]. Za lesni dim ali dim, ki nastane pri sežiganju
biomase, pričakujemo Angstromov eksponent okoli 2 (Sandradewi in sod. [40] in citati v tem
članku, [40,41]). Angstromov eksponent lahko izračunamo za vsako meritev posebej in tako
okarakteriziramo posamezne epizode onesnaženja. Podobne raziskave so že opravili [40,41]
ter z njimi kvantificirali vire onesnaženja na različnih območjih v Švici in v Franciji. Opis
delovanja Aethalometra in aethalometrskega modela, in rezultati meritev so povzeti po
[37,83].
Emisijske faktorje smo merili z zasledovanjem vozil, podobno kot so to storili Wang in sod.
[19]. Metodo smo preskusili na ponovljivost in jo primerjali z meritvami ob cesti, kot so jih
izvedli Hansen in sod., Ban-Weis in sod ter Dallmann in sod. [16,21,24]. Zasledovano metodo
smo uporabili za meritve EF naključne flote vozil. Pri meritvah smo poleg Aethalometrov
uporabili še druge inštrumente z visoko časovno resolucijo. V kontroliranih razmerah smo
merili še CO2 ter število in velikostno porazdelitev delcev (z FMPS, ELPI+). Med merilno
kampanjo pa smo poleg BC, merili še ogljikov dioksid CO2 in dušikove okside NOx. Iz
rezultatov teh meritev je možno določiti emisijske faktorje za različna vozila in oceno
prispevka prometa k onesnaženju zraka. Za izmerjeno floto smo iz registrskih evidenc
pridobili dodatne informacije o izmerjenih vozilih (starost, največjo moč motorja, težo, idr.).
Posredovala nam jih je Direkcija za ceste Ministrstva za infrastrukturo in prostor.
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Za modeliranje emisij iz prometa smo uporabili model EMISENS [27], ki emisije v nekem
območju izračuna iz emisijskih faktorjev različnih kategorij vozil in njihove aktivnosti na
cestah tega območja. Za model smo uporabili EF, ki smo jih izmerili na cestah, za aktivnost
pa smo uporabili podatke iz števcev prometa, in podatke iz študije hrupa v mestu Maribor
(povprečen dnevni letni promet za avtomobile in tovorna vozila na vsakem cestnem odseku,
dolžina cest in hitrostne omejitve), ki nam jih je posredovala Mestna občina Maribor, Urad za
komunalo, promet in prostor, Služba za geografski sistem, obdelavo podatkov in informatiko.
Redčenje onesnaževal iz prometa v izbranem območju smo določili empirično z uporabo insitu meritve NOx, ki so nam jih priskrbeli iz Agencije Republike Slovenije za Okolje in
Nacionalnega laboratorija za zdravje, okolje in hrano.

7.3 Testiranje merilne tehnike v kontroliranih razmerah
V kontroliranih razmerah na testnem poligonu AMZS na Vranskem smo testirali dve metodi
za merjenje EF v realnih razmerah. Ena od teh je zasledovalna metoda, ki meri emisije vozil
tako da vozila z mobilno merilno postajo zasledujemo na cesti. Druga metoda je stacionarna,
tu se vozilo pelje mimo merilne postaje, ta pa zabeleži povišanje koncentracije onesnaževal
nad ozadjem. Izmerjenim koncentracijam odštejemo ozadje, ki smo ga za stacionarno metodo
določili s povprečjem 20 s pred povišanjem koncentracij nad ozadjem, za zasledovalno
metodo pa smo ga določili z linearno interpolacijo med povprečjem 20 s pred začetkom
meritve in 20 s po koncu meritve. Obe metodi privzemata, da so onesnaževala izpuha v zraku
premešana v enakem razmerju kot so bila v izpušni cevi, in da se ves ogljik v gorivu pretvori
v emisije CO2. Večina ogljika seveda zgori v CO2 – le majhen del ga ostane. Zato iz meritve
emisij CO2 lahko dokaj dobro opredelimo maso porabljenega goriva: 𝑚𝑔𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎 =  𝑎𝑤𝑐 𝑚𝐶𝑂2.
Deleži ogljika 𝑤𝑐 v dizelskem gorivu in v bencinu so poznani (okrog 86%), koeficient 𝑎 pa
upošteva masno razmerje med C in CO2: 𝑎 = 12:44 = 0,272. Če torej merimo emisijo CO2,
lahko zelo natančno določimo porabo goriva. Emisijski faktor EF med časoma t_i in t_j
izračunamo kot razmerje med količino emitiranega posameznega onesnaževala 𝑃(𝑡) v času
med 𝑡_𝑖 in 𝑡_𝑗 ter porabo goriva 𝑚𝑔𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎 v istem času
𝑡_𝑖

𝐸𝐹 = 

∫𝑡_𝑗 (𝑃𝑡_𝑗 − 𝑃𝑡_𝑖 )𝑑𝑡
𝑡_𝑖

∫𝑡_𝑗 (𝐶𝑂2𝑡_𝑗 − 𝐶𝑂2𝑡_𝑖 )𝑑𝑡

∙ 𝑤𝑐

(7.4)

Za stacionarno metodo smo EF izračunali z integracijo od začetka nenadnega povišanja
koncentracij nad ozadje ob 𝑡_𝑖, do točke njihovega najhitrejšega upada 𝑡_𝑗, ki smo jo določili
iz časovnega odvoda koncentracij. Za zasledovalno metodo smo uporabili dva pristopa
računanja: prvi je bil integracija čez celotno zasledovalno obdobje (kot Wang in sod. [19]); z
drugim pa smo z drsečo integracijo deset sekundnih intervalov izračunali spreminjanje EF v
času. EF izračunan z drsečo časovno integracijo smo prikazali s porazdelitvijo EF za
posamezno vozilo. Metodi smo preizkusil na petih osebnih avtomobilih, na poligonu varne
vožnje na Vranskem. Tri vozila so imela motorje na kompresijski vžig (standard Euro 3), dve
vozili pa sta imeli motorje skladne s standardom Euro 5 – eno od njiju je imelo motor na
kompresijski, drugo pa motor na prisilni vžig. V nadaljevanju so poimenovani z okrajšavami
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7.3 Testiranje merilne tehnike v kontroliranih razmerah
v obliki D3-00 ali G5-11; kjer D (ali G) pomeni da vozilo za gorivo vozilo uporabljalo dizel
(oz. bencin), 3 (ali 5) je emisijski standard vozila Evro 3 (ali Evro 5); zadnji dve številki sta
zadnji dve številki leta prve registracije.

Slika 7-1: Merilni mesti na klancu (A) in ravnem delu (B) poligona na Vranskem.
Za izvedbo stacionarnih meritev smo postavili dve postaji, eno na klancu (A) in eno na
ravnem delu proge (B) (Slika 7-1: Merilni mesti na klancu (A) in ravnem delu (B) poligona na
Vranskem.Slika 7-1). Stacionarno metodo smo testirali na klancu in ravnem delu proge še pri
treh različnih hitrostnih režimih – vožnja s hitrostjo približno 50 in 90 km/h, ter pospeševanje
mimo postaje, vsak vozni režim smo ponovili pet krat. Z zasledovalno metodo smo naredili
pet krogov na 1,3 km dolgi progi, ki je imela dva ostra ovinka ter klanec navzgor in navzdol.
Za zasledovanje smo uporabili merilno postajo (A).
Zasledovalno metodo smo testirali še v Italiji, na starem delu dirkališča v Monzi. Zasledovali
smo kombi z motorjem na kompresijski vžig (standardom Evro 3), ki je bil opremljen s
prenosnim sistemom za merjenje emisij (PEMS). Ta meri emisije vozila z vzorčenjem v
izpušni cevi. Poleg plinov CO2, NOx, in CO, beleži še število obratov motorja, porabo goriva,
masni tok izpuha, hitrost in geografski položaj vozila, ter zunanjo temperaturo zraka. Del
dirkališča, kjer smo opravljali meritve, je raven in dolg približno 700 m. Voznik kombija je na
progi pospeševal do četrte prestave, potem je vozilo upočasnil, polkrožno obrnil in se z
enakim režimom vožnje vrnil v izhodiščno točko. S tem testom smo merili redčenje CO2 od
merjenega vozila do zasledovalnega vozila. Izračunali smo navor motorja, ki smo ga uporabili
za povezavo med porazdelitvijo EF vozila in njegove aktivnosti. Mobilna postaja (t.j.
zasledovalno vozilo) je bila opremljena z Aethalometrom, za merjenje BC, in merilnikom
Carbocap GMP za merjenje CO2.
Rezultati so pokazali, da dobimo s stacionarno metodo podobne EF vozil z meritvami na
klancu in na ravnini. Podobno smo ugotovili pri vožnji z različnimi hitrostmi ali
pospeševanju. Ker nismo opravljali trenutnih meritev hitrosti vozila, ko se je le-to peljalo
mimo merilnega mesta, ne moremo neposredno povezati emisij z obratovanjem motorja.
Lahko sklenemo, da bi na cestah z omejitvijo 50 oz 90 km/h, oziroma z meritvami za
križiščem, meritve s stacionarno metodo pokazale podobne rezultate. Za isto vozilo dobimo
primerljive rezultate z obema metodama, če meritve s stacionarno metodo večkrat ponovimo,
in če meritve zasledovanja obdelamo z drsečo časovno integracijo. Mediane in obseg
porazdelitve tako izmerjenih EF so primerljive. Obema medianama je podoben tudi rezultat
integracije čez celotno zasledovalno obdobje. Tabela 7-1 povzema rezultate stacionarnih
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meritev, Tabela 7-2 pa povzema rezultate zasledovalne metode. Poleg določenih vrednosti
porazdelitve drsečega integriranja (razpon EF, mediana in povprečje) in rezultata integriranja
čez celotno zasledovalno obdobje, so podane še vrednosti EF, ki ga izračunamo iz ozadja in
spremembe le-tega, če mu prištejemo (EF+) ali odvzamemo (EF-) dve standardni deviaciji
njegove variabilnosti. Rezultati dokazujejo, da sprememba ozadja spremeni izračunan EF za 24/ +26%. Negotovost je precej višja za izračunane najvišje vrednosti EF, ki so lahko tudi do
10 krat večje.
Tabela 7-1: Povzetek emisijskih faktorjev črnega ogljika izmerjenih s stacionarno metodo.
EF BC [g/kg]
Povprečje
Mediana
Minimum
Maksimum
Število EF

D3-00
1.31
0.94
0.24
4.82
20

D3-02
1.33
1.38
0.61
2.30
23

D3-04
2.68
2.57
0.81
6.49
20

D5-10
/
0.13
/
/
1

G5-11
0.09
0.06
0.03
0.18
3

Tabela 7-2: Povzetek emisijskih faktorjev črnega ogljika (EF BC) vozil izračunanih z drsečo
integracijo, in integracijo čez celotno zasledovalno obdobje. Za vsako vozilo je
EF izračunan še s spreminjanjem ozadja, tako da se mu odšteje (EF-) ali prišteje
(EF+) dve standardni deviaciji povprečja.
EF BC
D3-00

D3-02

D3-04

D5-10

G5-11

[g/kg]
EF EF
EF +
EF EF
EF +
EF EF
EF +
EF EF
EF +
EF EF
EF +

AVERAGE
0.96
1.35
2.49
1.75
2.66
4.11
1.88
2.57
3.99
0.24
0.26
0.38
0.21
0.32
0.28

RUNNING I.
MEDIAN
0.89
1.13
1.48
1.56
2.21
3.02
1.90
2.48
3.23
0.18
0.17
0.14
0.14
0.13
0.09

MIN
0.25
0.32
0.33
0.50
0.52
0.40
0.03
0.003
0.53
0.02
0.003
0.000
0.01
0.0003
0.0003

MAX
2.42
11.36
55.97
9.24
15.48
66.56
5.06
6.98
39.48
1.55
1.87
19.85
1.19
5.79
3.56

BULK
INT.
0.89
1.11
1.46
1.68
2.26
3.22
1.89
2.32
2.94
0.16
0.11
0.06
0.13
0.11
0.08

Z dodatnimi meritvami izpustov neposredno v izpušni cevi merjenega vozila, smo izračunali
redčenje CO2 med izpušno cevjo in mobilno merilno postajo, s katero smo zasledovali
merjeno vozilo. Ugotovili smo, da redčenje nima vpliva na našo oceno vrednosti emisijskega
faktorja, vpliva pa na negotovost določitve le te-tega, saj se med zaviranjem vozila izpušni tok
zniža in koncentracije CO2 v izpuhu padejo. Če ni emisij CO2, ga tudi z zasledovalno merilno
postajo ne moremo izmeriti, zato so ti deli izpuščeni iz obdelave.
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7.4 Meritve emisijskih faktorjev v realnih razmerah
Z zasledovalno metodo smo v decembru 2011 opravili meritve EF BC in NOx v realnih
razmerah na avtocestah in regionalnih cestah po Sloveniji. Izmerili smo emisije 141 vozil.
Meritev EF BC na avtomobilih z motorjem na kompresijski vžig (AKV) doslej še ni izmeril
nihče in ker ta vozila znatno prispevajo k onesnaženju zraka s črnim ogljikom in NO x, smo
največ meritev opravili na dizelskih avtomobilih. Za primerjavo smo vključili še avtomobile z
motorjem na prisilni vžig (APV), težka (TTV) in lahka tovorna vozila (LTV).
Med meritvami smo beležili registrske številke vozil. Na podlagi zapisov smo iz uradnih
evidenc pridobili podatke o datumu prve registracije vozila, gorivu, ki ga poganja, največji
moči in prostornini motorja, teži praznega vozila in kategoriji glede na uredbo 2001/116/EC
[75]. Statistiko izmerjene flote smo primerjali s statistiko Eurostata za Evropo in Slovenijo
konec leta 2011 (http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat). V glavnem so odstotki posameznih vozil v vseh
treh flotah (Evropska, Slovenska in izmerjena) podobne. V izmerjeni floti je bilo nekoliko
manj vozil starejših od 10 let, verjetno so ta vozila, kljub temu, da so registrirana, manj v
uporabi kot novejša vozila, zato je bil odstotek izmerjenih manjši.
Slika 7-2 prikazuje porazdelitev EF BC in NOx za štiri kategorije vozil: APV, AKV, LTV in
TTV. AKV in LTV imajo vrh porazdelitve pri najvišji vrednosti EF BC. TTV pa imajo vrh pri
najvišji vrednosti EF NOx. Te meritve so prve meritve EF BC osebnih avtomobilov v realnih
razmerah.
EF v enoti g/kg smo pretvorili v EF glede na prevožene kilometre z enoto g/km. Za pretvorbo
smo uporabili podatke o porabi goriva za posamezno kategorijo iz EMEP/EEA vodnika o
modeliranju emisij prometa. Iz tako preračunanih EF smo izračunali prispevek k skupnim
emisijam izmerjene flote tistih vozil, ki emitirajo več (Slika 7-3). Pokazali smo, da
porazdelitev ni simetrična in da 20% vozil prispeva 60% emisij BC, in 30% vozil prispeva
60% skupnih emisij NOx.
Emisije posameznega vozila se med vožnjo spreminjajo in lahko zaradi načina vožnje pri
posameznih vozilih dosegajo zelo velike vrednosti. Izmerjene EF smo za uporabo v modelu
renormalizirali glede na vrednosti njihovih porazdelitev. Za vsako porazdelitev EF
posameznega vozila smo izračunali mediano, vrednost prvega in tretjega kvartila, in razpon.
Ker smo opazili, da z zasledovalno metodo EF ne moremo računati, ko vozilo zavira, smo
minimum porazdelitve postavili na vrednost nič. Tako smo porazdelitev vsakega vozila
razdelili na štiri dele. Med zaporednimi razmejitvami smo izračunali povprečje, in jim
pripisali uteži, s katerimi smo opisali kako pogosto pričakujemo, da se bo vrednost EF
pojavila v določenem območju. Ker smo meritve EF izvajali na avtocestah in regionalnih
cestah, kjer so obremenitve vozila višje, modelirali pa smo v mestu, kjer je vožnja manj
dinamična, smo repu porazdelitve (povprečje med tretjim kvartilom in maksimumom)
pripisali manjšo utež (0,1), kot ostalim trem delom porazdelitev (0,3).
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Delež emisij vozil, razporejenih glede na emisije od najvišjih do najnižjih
emiterjev.
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7.5 Primerjava modelov
Na primeru mesta Maribor smo primerjali rezultate dveh neodvisnih pristopov za določanje
emisij iz prometa. En pristop- aethalometrski model - je z merjenjem optičnih lastnosti delcev
in-situ določil prispevke prometa k skupnim koncentracijam BC v mestu. Drug pristop pa je
emisije izračunal iz izmerjenih EF in aktivnosti vozil na povprečen delavnik v mestu Maribor.
V Mariboru smo na dveh merilnih mestih, kjer se tudi sicer meri kakovost zraka, z
Aethalometrom merili koncentracije BC in optične lastnosti aerosolov. Eno merilno mesto je
del stalne merilne mreže Agencije Republike Slovenije (ARSO) za nadzor kakovosti zraka.
Postavljeno je v urbanem območju poleg Titove ceste. Z drugim merilnim mestom,
postavljenim na Vrbanskem platoju, upravlja Nacionalni laboratorij za zdravje, okolje in
hrano, meri pa urbano ozadje. Organizaciji sta nam, vsaka za svoje merilno mesto, priskrbeli
podatke o izmerjenih koncentracijah NOx.

7.5.1

Aethalometrski model

Z meritvami absorpcije svetlobe v širokem delu spektra lahko poleg koncentracije črnega
ogljika, za vsako meritev izračunamo še Angstromov eksponent. Na podlagi meritev
Angstromovega eksponenta lahko razlikujemo med prispevkom lesnega dima in izpuhi
dizelskih motorjev k onesnaženju zraka – za izračun prispevkov smo uporabili
dvokomponentni aethalometrski model, metodologijo za določanje virov črnega ogljika [40].
Za določanje virov vseh ogljičnih aerosolov smo uporabili razširitev metodologije [40] s
kalibracijo metode z regresijo, kakršno so uporabili Favez in sod. [41].
V dvokomponentnem modelu je skupni absorpcijski koeficient aerosolov b pri katerikoli
valovni dolžini λ enaka vsoti prispevka aerosolov, katerih vir je lesni dim (bwb), in tistega, ki
ga prispeva promet (bff):
𝑏(𝜆) =  𝑏𝑤𝑏 (𝜆, 𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑛𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑚) +  𝑏𝑓𝑓 (𝜆, 𝑓𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑙𝑛𝑎𝑔𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎),

(7.5)

𝜆 = 470nmin950nm
Razmerje med absorpcijo, ki jo pripišemo aerosolom iz prometa (ali lesnemu dimu) pri
valovnih dolžinah 470 in 950 nm je enako obratnemu razmerju teh valovnih dolžin na potenco
Angstromovega eksponenta, ki je značilen za ta vir (promet ali lesni dim):
𝑏𝑖 (470𝑛𝑚)
470𝑛𝑚 −𝛼𝑖
=(
)
𝑏𝑖 (950𝑛𝑚)
950𝑛𝑚

(7.6)

Za promet je Angstromov eksponent 1.0 (±0.1) [82]; za lesni dim pa je Angstromov
eksponent 2.0 (-0.5/+1.0) [84,85].
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Črni ogljik, ki ga prispeva promet, je izračunan iz absorpcije v IR, saj tam snovi, prisotne v
lesnem dimu, ne absorbirajo – z absorpcijo v IR je tudi empirično definiran črni ogljik. Delež,
ki ga prispeva lesni dim pa je izračunana kot razlika med skupno koncentracijo BC in delom,
ki ga prispeva promet.

𝐵𝐶𝑓𝑓  = 𝐵𝐶 ∙ 

𝑏𝑓𝑓 (950nm)
𝑏(950nm)

(7.7)

Za določanje virov vseh ogljičnih aerosolov smo uporabili še meritve skupnega ogljika v
delcih PM10 [41].
Meritve smo opravljali v Mariboru v treh zimskih obdobjih (začetek novembra do konca
februarja) 2010 – 2011, 2011 – 2012 in 2012 – 2013. Rezultati kažejo, da je prispevek
prometa na postaji v mestu približno dve tretjini skupne koncentracije BC, eno tretjino pa
prispeva kurjenje biomase. Prispevki virov se v treh zimah niso pomembneje spremenili.
Razširjen model za maso vseh ogljičnih aerosolov (CM) pa kaže, da so se koncentracije CM v
zadnjem raziskovanem obdobju povišale in to zaradi povišanega prispevek kurjenja biomase v
mestu. Uporaba lesa za ogrevanje v mestu se je verjetno povišala zaradi slabega finančnega
stanja prebivalstva in podražitev kurilnega olja nad 1 Evro pred začetkom kurilne sezone [87]
Tabela 7-3: Povprečje črnega ogljika pripisanega prometu in lesnemu dimu za tri zimska
obdobja 2010 – 2011, 2011 – 2012 in 2012 – 2013.

Zima
2010/2011
Zima
2011/2012
Zima
2012/2013

Mesto
Ozadje
Mesto
Ozadje
Mesto
Ozadje

Št. dni
120
77
79
153
134
139

BC
5.03
2.65
5.15
2.57
5.64
2.25

µg/m3
BCff
3.67
1.32
4.11
1.23
4.23
1.15

%
BCwb
1.36
1.33
1.04
1.23
1.41
1.1

BCff
73%
50%
80%
52%
75%
51%

BCwb
27%
50%
20%
48%
25%
49%

Tabela 7-4: Povprečje vseh ogljičnih aerosolov pripisanih prometu in lesnemu dimu za tri
zimska obdobja 2010 – 2011, 2011 – 2012 in 2012 – 2013.

Zima
2010/2011
Zima
2011/2012
Zima
2012/2013
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Mesto
Ozadje
Mesto
Ozadje
Mesto
Ozadje

Št. dni
120
77
79
153
134
139

CM
24.1
23.7
25.1
22.4
31.2
19.3

µg/m3
CMff
8.8
3.5
8.5
2.8
8.8
2.4

%
CMwb
15.2
20.2
16.6
19.6
22.4
16.9

CMff
37%
15%
34%
12%
28%
12%

CMwb
63%
85%
66%
88%
72%
88%
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7.5.2

Modeliranje emisij iz prometa

Model EMISENS izračuna emisije Q onesnaževala p (NOx, BC) za promet iz emisijskih
faktorjev skupin vozil in njihove aktivnosti. Emisije izračuna v domeni, ki je razdeljena na
posamezne celice za katere so podani podatki o skupni dolžini cest in pretoku vozil na njih.
Za vsako celico v določenem časovnem intervalu model izračuna količino emisij glede na
emisijski faktor vsake kategorije vozil in glede na aktivnost posamezne kategorije vozil.
Zemljevid cest in podatke o njih v mestu Maribor nam je prijazno priskrbela Mestna občina
Maribor, Urad za komunalo, promet in prostor, Služba za geografski sistem, obdelavo
podatkov in informatiko. Poleg dolžine posameznega cestnega odseka je karta vsebovala še
podatke o omejitvi hitrosti in povprečnem dnevnem letnem prometu osebnih avtomobilov in
tovornih vozil. Iz podatkov štirih števcev prometa v mestu smo izračunali povprečen dnevni
profil pogostnosti vozil. Glede na ta profil smo izračunali dnevno spreminjanje prometa na
vseh cestnih odsekih.
Tabela 7-5: Emisijski faktorji kategorij in njihovih podkategorij ter uteži, ki smo jih uporabili
za izračun emisijskih faktorjev kategorij.
Kategorija

Podkategorija

Avto

APV
AKV

EF BC
g/km
0.03
0.06

TTV

LTV
TTV

0.05
0.14

EF NOx
g/km
0.70
1.31

Utež α

1.89
10.19

0.68
0.32

0.63
0.36

Končni skupini v modelu sta bili osebni avtomobili in tovorna vozila. Za obe smo izračunali
EF skupine iz utežnega razmerja njunih podskupin (Tabela 7-5). EF vsake podskupine je bil
izračunan iz porazdelitev EF vseh vozil v tej podskupini. Za vsako podskupino smo izračunali
20., 40., 60., 80. in 100. percentil, in povprečju med sosednima skupinama pripisali utež 0.2.
Vse EF smo preračunali iz g/kg v enoto, ki odraža maso emisij ob prevoženem kilometru –
g/km.

7.5.3

Empirična določitev difuzije emisij iz prometa in rezultati primerjave
modelov

Redčenje izpustov BC v zraku smo določili empirično na podlagi modeliranih emisij NOx in
njihovih meritev in-situ. Onesnaženost zraka pri tleh zaradi prometa 𝐶[𝑁𝑂𝑥 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑡]smo
določili iz razlike med meritvami na urbani postaji in meritvami ozadja:
𝐶[𝑁𝑂𝑥 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑡] = 𝐶[𝑁𝑂𝑥 𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑛]– 𝐶[𝑁𝑂𝑥 𝑜𝑧𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑒]

(7.8)

Koeficient redčenja 𝐷 smo izračunali iz razmerja med modeliranimi emisijami NOx (𝑄𝑁𝑂𝑥 ) za
tisto celico domene, kjer se nahaja urbana merilna postaja in med 𝐶[𝑁𝑂𝑥 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑡]. To
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redčitev smo potem uporabili za izračun modeliranih koncentracij črnega ogljika
𝐶[𝐵𝐶𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙]na urbanem merilnem mestu v Mariboru:

𝐶[𝐵𝐶𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙] = 𝐷 ∙ 𝑄𝐵𝐶 =

𝐶[𝑁𝑂𝑥 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐]
𝑄𝐵𝐶
𝑄𝑁𝑂𝑥

(7.9)
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Tako modelirane koncentracije smo primerjali z meritvami BC in-situ, ki smo jih s pomočjo
aethalometrskega modela pripisali prometu.

Slika 7-4: Primerjava rezultata modeliranih koncentracij BC in meritvami BC in-situ, ki smo
ga pripisali prometu.
Slika 7-4 prikazuje časovno vrsto modeliranih koncentracij BC in meritev BC in-situ, ki smo
jih z aethalometrskim modelom pripisali prometu. Podobno kot pri NOx smo urbanim
koncentracijam BC odšteli koncentracije izmerjene na urbanem ozadju. Na sliki so označeni
še Pasquillovi razredi stabilnosti atmosfere in hitrost vetra izmerjena na Mariborskem
letališču. Pasquillov razred G pomeni da je bila atmosfera stabilna, D nevtralna, C pa da je
bila rahlo nestabilna. Vidimo, da se modelirane koncentracije najbolj približajo in-situ
meritvam, ko je bila atmosfera stabilna in so bile hitrosti vetra nizke. Ko pa se je hitrost vetra
povečala, je model precenil izmerjene in-situ koncentracije. Kljub temu so rezultati obeh
pristopov primerljivi. Modelirane emisije BC precenijo in-situ meritve za 11%. Napake so se
lahko pojavile pri oceni redčenja onesnaževal D. Izračun redčenja bi lahko preverili s
posebnim meteorološkim modelom, ki bi neodvisno izračunal redčenje. Nekaj k neujemanju
prispeva tudi ocena za ozadje opazovane celice, saj je bilo merilno mesto ozadja oddaljeno
2,2 km in postavljeno na odprtem, urbana merilna postaja pa je postavljena v cestnem
kanjonu. Vir napake so lahko tudi utežitve repov porazdelitve posameznih EF, in morda bi
bila primernejša še nižja utež – emisije prometa smo namreč izračunali še z vrednostmi
median posameznih vozil, v tem primeru je model meritve in-situ podcenil za 11%. Zaradi
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vseh predpostavk in poenostavitev, ki smo jih naredili med modeliranjem pa ocenjujemo - pri
primerjavi z objavljeno literaturo [81], naše rezultate za zelo dobre.

7.6 Sklep
Predstavljeno delo je celovita analiza emisij črnega ogljika iz prometa z uporabo dveh
neodvisnih pristopov. En od pristopov je emisije prometa izračunaval, s podatki o emisijskih
faktorjih (EF) vozil, ki smo jih izmerili v realnih razmerah, in njihovih aktivnosti; drug pa z
in-situ meritvami optičnih lastnosti aerosolov v zraku.
Metodologijo meritev EF z zasledovanjem vozil v realnih razmerah smo najprej testirali na
osebnih avtomobilih v kontroliranih razmerah. V testiranje smo vključili še primerjavo s
stacionarnim načinom merjenja EF, ki do sedaj še ni bila opravljena. Metodologiji sta se
izkazali za primerljivi, če smo meritve enega vozila s stacionarno metodo ponovili večkrat, in
ko smo za analizo zasledovalne metode uporabili drsečo integracijo. Zasledovalno metodo
smo prvi uporabili na sodobnih osebnih avtomobilih. Ocenili smo občutljivost meritve na
določitev ozadja in redčenje izpusta. Redčenje ni imelo vpliva na izračunan EF, imelo pa je
vpliv na negotovost izračuna, ko se je pretok izpušnih plinov zmanjšal in so bile emisije CO 2
nizke.
Zasledovalno metodo smo uporabili v merilni kampanji v kateri smo izmerili emisije BC in
NOx za 141 vozil. Rezultati so EF flote vozil, v katero so poleg tovornih vozil prvič vključeni
tudi osebni avtomobili, ki so primerljivi rezultatom meritev študij podobnim naši, vendar za
drugačne tipe vozil. Izračunali smo prispevke vozil z visokimi emisijami, k skupnim emisijam
izmerjene flote in ugotovili, da 20% vozil prispeva 60% emisij BC, in 30% vozil prispeva
60% skupnih emisij NOx. Meritve emisijskih faktorjev v realnih razmerah so pomembne, ker
emisije posameznih vozil niso odvisne le od tehnologije motorja in izpušnega sistema vozila,
ampak tudi od načina vožnje, vzdrževanja vozila in voznih pogojev. Z meritvami EF v realnih
razmerah lahko tako pridemo do novih spoznanj o dejanskih emisijah flote vozil. Tak način
merjenja je poceni način nadzora emisij flote in ugotavljanje učinkov ukrepov za zmanjšanje
emisij. Z meritvami emisij posameznih vozil lahko ugotovimo še prispevke t.i. »super
emitorjev«, na podlagi katerih se lahko sprejmejo učinkovite strategije zmanjšanja emisij iz
prometa.
Izmerjene EF smo uporabili v modelu EMISENS, ki računa emisije prometa. Ker so občasne
visoke emisije vozil v pogosto prisotne med obratovanjem vozila in ker le-te znatno
doprinesejo k skupnim emisijam vozila, smo želeli vključiti tudi repe porazdelitve EF v
modeliranje emisij v mestu. Pokazali smo, kako je porazdelitev EF povezana z obratovanjem
vozila. Visoki EF BC so se pojavili ob visokem navoru, vrtilni frekvenci motorja in ob hitri
spremembi navora v času. Porazdelitev EF smo opisali z naslednjimi vrednostmi: mediana,
drugi in tretji kvartil, ter maksimalna vrednost. EF smo tako razdelili na štiri dele, število
meritev v vsakem delu pa je imelo enako pojavnost tekom zasledovanja. Predlagali smo
renormalizacijo EF glede na te vrednosti, izračunane za posamezno vozilo, in uteži, ki
odražajo pogostost pojavljanj posameznega dela porazdelitve. Ker smo v mestni vožnji
pričakovali manj repov emisij, smo temu primerno zmanjšali utež repa na 0,1, ostalim delom
porazdelitve pa smo vsakemu pripisali utež 0,3.
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Za uporabo EF v modelu smo EF posameznih vozil porazdelili v skupine – osebni avtomobili
z motorjem na kompresijski vžig, osebni avtomobili z motorjem na prisilni vžig, lahka in
težka tovorna vozila. Za vsako skupino smo izračunali porazdelitev EF, in jo podobno kot pri
posameznem vozilu, normalizirali glede na pojavnost vozil v posameznem območju
porazdelitve. Tu smo uporabili percentile za razmejitev posameznih skupin vozil (20., 40.,
60., 80. in 100. percentil). Vsaki skupini EF smo dodelili enako utež 0.2, saj predvidevamo,
da bi bila porazdelitev vozil na cesti enaka skozi domeno modeliranja.
Z modelom EMISENS smo izračunali enourne emisije BC in NOx iz prometa na povprečen
delavnik. Iz modeliranih emisij NOx in z njihovimi meritvami in-situ, smo empirično določili
redčenje emitiranih onesnaževal iz prometa v zraku. To redčenje smo uporabili na
modeliranih emisijah BC, in tako izračunali modelirane koncentracije BC na mestu merilne
postaje. Modelirane koncentracije smo primerjali z meritvami in-situ za BC, ki smo ga
dodelili prometu z uporabo aethalometrskega modela. Rezultati so pokazali, da oba pristopa
pokažeta primerljive vrednosti emisij BC iz prometa. To smo potrdili še z regresijsko analizo,
ki je pokazala da modelirane koncentracije BC za 11% precenijo rezultate in-situ meritev.
Glede na vse predpostavke, ki smo jih napravili med modeliranjem in s pregledom literature,
je to, glede na pregledano literaturo, zelo dober rezultat. To je bil prvi primer, ko so bili
rezultati aethalometrskega modela uporabljeni za ocenjevanje modeliranih emisij. BC je
inertno onesnaževalo, ki se ga da na podlagi optičnih lastnostih aerosoliziranih delcev
pripisati virom nastanka. Uporaba inertnih onesnaževal v modelih lahko prihrani čas potreben
za računanje in izboljša njihovo napovedno moč.
Z meritvami in-situ optičnih lastnosti delcev in uporabo aethalometrskega modela smo
pokazali, da lesni dim znatno prispeva k skupni masi vseh ogljičnih aerosolov. Znižanje
emisij iz malih kurišč bi imelo pozitiven učinek po celi regiji, znižanje emisij iz prometa pa bi
imelo pozitiven lokalni učinek.
V disertaciji smo preizkusili več različnih načinov za spremljanje onesnaženja zraka s črnim
ogljikom. Rezultati različnih pristopov so se izkazali za konsistentne, metode pa uporabne za
okoljske študije ali nadzor ukrepov za izboljšanje kakovosti zraka.
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